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Introduction to the 2014 Edition
Some obsessions can have a long shelf life! This has
certainly been the case in my relationship with the Jupiter/
Uranus conjunction, that exciting, educational and
unpredictable planetary combination in which revolution
and innovation join forces with restless exploration and
the quest for knowledge. Maybe having my horoscope’s
Ascendant on the Jupiter/Uranus midpoint has something
to do with it….
My astrological career began during the 1983 Jupiter/
Uranus conjunction in Sagittarius. Almost from the outset,
I became utterly captivated by astrological symbolism.
Captivated by its ability to reveal the relationship between
that tiny, vital spark of an ordinary human life and those
bigger pictures of family, nation, culture – onward and
outward to the shifts and changes of the wider global
community, both in current times and in tracking the long
pulse beat of historical change.
Planetary cycles rapidly became a source of enduring
fascination for me. From the epoch-defining 500 year
Neptune/Pluto cycle to the tiny monthly cycle of the Sun/
Moon, I realised that they all followed the same basic stages:
seeding, germinating, sprouting, flowering, ripening,
harvesting, dying back in preparation for the new.
As I became more practised and experienced as an
astrologer, my understanding both of the larger currents
of world affairs and the tiny rhythms of my own and my
clients’ lives was greatly deepened and enriched by the
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application of planetary cycles. Realising the profound
weave which exists between the symbolic and practical
manifestations of every kind of life on Earth, I was
awestruck.
The great and small cycles of the planets describe ‘a time
to be born and a time to die’, a wonderfully vivid example
being provided by the most recently completed Uranus/
Neptune 170 year cycle. Its beginning in 1818 saw the birth
of Karl Marx; its dying in the late 1980s/early 1990s saw
the demise of the whole communist system which Marx’s
writing had inspired.
Jupiter conjunct Uranus 1997/8
The Jupiter/Uranus cycle lasts for 14 years. I noted with
growing excitement during 1996 that there was a Jupiter/
Uranus conjunction in Aquarius coming up in February
1997. This was my chance to observe planetary symbolism
in action in both individual and collective life. So I did! The
book you are about to read about the 1997/8 conjunction is
the result.
As Armand Diaz, Ph.D, put it in a recent review on the
Astrology News Service’s website:
‘Jupiter Meets Uranus is a great introduction to how astrology
works at the individual and social level. Readers without any
knowledge of astrology may want to skip past a paragraph or
two here and there, but Whitaker’s style is engaging and her
explanations are always clear. By taking a relatively small slice
of the astrological pie and examining it in detail, she makes it
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possible for non-astrologers to understand how astrologers think
– a valuable insight for anyone wanting to know more about
this ancient discipline’s workings in the contemporary world….’
Jupiter conjunct Uranus 2010/11
However, time rolled on, the 2009 print edition of ‘Jupiter
Meets Uranus’ by the American Federation of Astrologers
sold out, and in no time, the 2010/11 Jupiter/Uranus
conjunction in Aries and Pisces was upon us. My obsession
returned, much to the alarm of my husband, family, friends
and students who had endured the 1997/8 period with
stoical patience.
By this time, however, I was a great deal more cyber-savvy,
having run a blog/magazine “Writing from the Twelfth
House”since 2008, with an ancillary blog dedicated to
promoting the 2009 Edition of ‘Jupiter Meets Uranus’.
There, during 2010/11, I wrote an extensive series of
articles on this latest Jupiter/Uranus conjunction both
from a global and an individual perspective, in the process
conducting another research project.
This time I followed the turbulent, exciting and challenging
experiences of 10 volunteers from around the world. My
gallant band were kind enough to offer their life stories
throughout the whole year of the conjunction. I called their
accounts ‘Tales from the Wild Ride’. After that marathon
effort, I thought I was finished with Jupiter/Uranus
conjunctions. However….
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Jupiter square Uranus 2013/4: now for the ebook!
In the autumn of 2013, Jupiter and Uranus made their first
square following the 2010/11 conjunction. My obsession,
which I thought I’d worn out in 2010/11, poked its head
above the parapet. Perfect timing!
As part of an extended project to publish three ebooks by
the end of 2014, I decided to produce all my work on the
Jupiter/Uranus conjunctions of 1997/8 and 2010/11 as the
third book in the series. In keeping with the general nonconformity of Jupiter/Uranus energy, this ebook you are
about to read is half book, half blog!
The book part, “Jupiter Meets Uranus: from erotic bathing
to star gazing” is a republication of the print edition from
2009.
The blog part, “Jupiter Meets Uranus: tales from the
wild ride” takes you into everything I wrote – as already
described – during the 2010/11 conjunction in Aries
and Pisces. When you get there, you will meet Giorgio
(28) Maria (32) Harry (41) Eve (51)Alicia (53) Kathy (54)
Caroline (58) Louis (60) Fiona (61) Barbara (81) – not their
real names – with their vivid, lively, moving and startling
feedback from an exceptional year both in their lives and
the life of our world.
You can also read the range of articles I wrote on both
world affairs and personal lives, with readers of the
articles adding their own comments and discussion which
contributes a colourful layer of experience and opinion to
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my efforts. Here are a few of their public comments: (you
will find more in the “Feedback 2010/11” Page in the header
of this site)
‘I have just started reading through your articles and the
different links. I have to say your work is amazing just as
amazing as the daily news which corresponds almost exactly
with everything for 2010 that you’ve written about!’
Marty 25.5.2010
‘Oh my God what a day! I can barely take it! Thank goodness
for your site!’
Marty 11.6.2010’
‘Anne, this is a great idea to collect tales of Jupiter/Uranus
influences, and I thank you muchly for the link!’
Jude Cowell (Stars over Washington)11.6.2010
‘Another great article, Anne. It’s so helpful for us to have this
information in one place, and to be able to see and analyze the
many faces of this amazing conjunction.’
Dawn Bodrogi ( The Inner Wheel) 16.7.2010
‘…. am finding this ‘as it happens’ feedback very useful and I am
grateful to your volunteers – there are strong mirrors out there!
Very reassuring….So fascinating, what an inspiring piece of
work you have brought into the world here!’
Rob 7.8.2010
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Three reading suggestions:
Read “Jupiter Uranus and the Purple People of planet Zog”
- my summer 2009 interview with the American Federation
of Astrologers, which is a wide-ranging introduction to
Jupiter/Uranus aspects, their historical context, the research
I did during 1997/8, and my speculations regarding what
the 2010/11 conjunction might bring.
Then read “Jupiter Meets Uranus: from erotic bathing to
star gazing” - the 2009 book part.
Then click “Jupiter Meets Uranus: tales from the wild ride”
–to read the 2010/11 blog part.
I hope you enjoy this in-depth exploration of the historical,
mundane and personal impact of the unique planetary
combination that is Jupiter and Uranus! I’d love to hear
from you with your comments: do email me at info@annewhitaker.com
Thanks!
Anne Whitaker
August 2014
Writing from the Twelfth House
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Jupiter Meets Uranus:
from erotic bathing to star gazing
		

				

A research study exploring some collective and individual
manifestations of the February 1997 Jupiter Uranus
conjunction in Aquarius, set in its mythological and
historical context.

by Anne Whitaker
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Dedication
This is my first book and it is dedicated to the memory
of Charles Harvey, whose support and encouragement
I was fortunate enough to have from the beginning of
my astrological career in 1983 until graduating from the
Centre for Psychological Astrology in November 1998,
not long before his death. Charles’ initial enthusiasm
and encouragement fuelled my commitment to doing the
research presented in this study.
It is also dedicated to the seventeen people who generously
provided a window into their lives for a whole year, sending
honest, open and enlightening feedback without which the
study could never have been written. Thank you all!

Thanks
Ken Gillman, Editor of Considerations Magazine (USA)......
for his support of my work over the last few years, and for
his invaluable role as a critic and guide in the shaping of
this book.
Ian Halliburton, my patient, supportive and goodhumoured husband, who had to put up with more of my
obsessive ravings throughout 1997/8 than anyone else.
My fellow writer Vicki McKenna, who was consistently
supportive and positive about the project and helped a great
deal to keep me motivated.
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My colleague Pamela Blair, not only for solid moral support,
but also her invaluable artistic and design skills.
Sally Davis, formerly of Data Plus UK, for obtaining
some critical data for me. Sally’s commitment to rigorous
sourcing greatly tightened up my sloppy habits in that area!
My astrology students, who never seemed to mind that
not one class went by for the whole of 1997/8 without my
mentioning Mary Shelley and Dolly the Sheep.......

Note
The original version of Jupiter Meets Uranus, titled “From
erotic bathing to star gazing” was written up in December
1998 and published by Ken Gillman over three issues of
USA’s Considerations from November 1999 to May 2000.
However, having amassed more material on the
mythological and historical facets of the conjunction for
a seminar given at the Centre for Psychological Astrology
in London in June 2000, this revised and extended
version was begun in the spring of 2001. After several
unpredictable disruptions, it was at last completed in
the early summer of 2003. However, it wasn’t actually
published until 2009.
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Foreword
So much goes on that affects each one of us, about
which most people know little or nothing at all. For
example, it seems that in 1997 two enormous giants, each
accompanied by more than a dozen followers and hangerson, encountered each other at a location many thousands
of miles from here. This meeting, like so many others the
pair appear to have had at regular intervals in the past, has
had major repercussions in our lives, it has altered many
conditions in the world; yet it went unreported by the
media, it was not featured on CNN or the BBC, it passed
unmentioned in our newspapers and news magazines.
These are true giants. The smaller of the pair is fully four
times the size of our Earth, yet he is a dwarf compared to
the other, who is 75 times as large again. I refer of course
to the meeting of two planets as viewed from the Earth, to
the conjunction in longitude of Jupiter and Uranus that
occurred in Aquarius in February 1997.
Like its namesake, the supreme deity of the Romans, Jupiter
is the planetary symbol of harmony, law and religion. This
giant, fully two and a half times the mass of all of the other
planets in our solar system put together, symbolises (in its
positive face) the magnanimous benefactor who watches
over us and protects us from all evil, our strength in times
of need. This is the Supreme Being we also know as
Jehovah, Jahveh, Yahweh, Yahu, Jahi, Jove, Jupiter and Zeus.
The planet’s astrological meaning relates both to its colossal
size and to the observed effects it has had on people’s lives
over thousands of years.
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We know much less about Uranus. We only became aware
of its existence at the end of the 18th century, two hundred
years ago. Only on the clearest of nights is it visible, and
that just barely, as a faint star. The planet is too distant
for surface detail to be seen, but a powerful telescope will
identify its green colour and the strange face it presents in
its orbit – because its axis is tilted at 98º (the earth’s 23.5º
tilt causes our seasons) Uranus sometimes moves ‘pole on’
and at other times ‘equator on’. This feature, unique within
the solar system, ties in with planet’s observed affect within
a horoscope, where it depicts deviation, the unusual and
unexpected, what is excitingly unfamiliar, independent
and fresh. Oftentimes its movement through the Zodiac is
associated with the uprooting of old, established ways. It
revolutionises, forcing an abrupt rejection of the tried-andtrue, and advocates an exciting though unknown future.
Uranus was the original sky god, with whom the Earth
(Gaia) mated and brought forth the Titans. Myth has it that
Uranus became jealous of his children and hid them all
in the huge body of Gaia. Unable to bear the strain, Gaia
begged her children to take revenge on their terrible father.
The youngest (Kronos) did. He used a sickle to castrate
Uranus, and flung the severed member into the sea. The
goddess Aphrodite, she who loves to love, was born after the
Uranian manhood merged with the briny foam.
Events at the time the planet was discovered are often cited
as directly relating to this ancient myth. The year William
Herschel first observed the planet, 1781, was the same
year that the War of American Independence was finally
won, at Yorktown – a father (Britain) having been defeated
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by his own offspring (Colonial America). Uranus was
then in Gemini, opposed by a Mars-Saturn conjunction,
and Jupiter was in Scorpio. When Jupiter got around to
conjunct Uranus, which it did in Leo eight years later, it did
so as the newly independent country was gaining its own
chosen father figure, George Washington, the newly elected
President of the USA; and with this act rejection of the
parent was final. 1789 was also the year when the Bastille
was stormed in Paris. Throughout France peasants armed
with scythes and sickles attacked the stately homes of the
aristocrats, forcing many unhappy occupants to lose, not
their manhoods, but their heads under the guillotine - an
instrument that, typically Uranian, was a new, scientificallyimproved version of Saturn’s deflowering sickle.
Orbiting thousands of miles farther away than Jupiter,
Uranus takes considerably longer to orbit the Sun: 84 years,
a healthy human’s lifespan, by comparison to Jupiter’s
relatively speedy 11.8 years. The pair are together in the
same degree of the Circle of Life every fourteen years, from
which encounter we can usually identify a reawakening of
human consciousness, a renewal of aspiration. In February
1997, Jupiter once again aligned itself with Uranus. The
book you hold in your hands, written by Anne Whitaker, is
the story of this encounter.
Myths provide excellent analogies, they help enormously,
but they should not be accepted out of hand as complete
astrological texts. Uranus was Saturn’s victim in the Greek
tale. Saturn then represented the new; the innovation that
destroyed the old conservative ways of Uranus, and that is
a full A-over-T flip from how we interpret these two planets
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today. These old myths, at best, should be considered as
just so much theory. To be anything more they must agree
with the way things actually are, with what actually occurs,
otherwise the myth is only as good as a smile.
To discover just what does occur when a Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction is happening in the sky, we need to get unstuck
from our computer screens, pull our noses out of the
ephemerides, return the textbooks back on the shelf, and go
out and check on just how it, or any other astrological affect,
is altering the lives of our neighbours next door, or that of
the people down the street.
Fortunately, the present investigation of the effects
of the February 1997 conjunction does just this. For
completeness, the author does recount some of the
mythology associated with these two planets, but she avoids
potential pratfalls by not depending on these tales from the
misty past when identifying current and past events that
can be linked to this conjunction.
The string of innovations in the mundane world coincident
with past conjunctions of this planetary pair is truly
amazing. A startling example is the connection between
Ponce de Leon, the first European to step onto the
American continent, which occurred on the very day of the
1513 conjunction, and Neil Armstrong’s first step onto the
Moon, which also occurred on the very day of a JupiterUranus conjunction, that of 1969. The tie-in becomes truly
awesome when we realise that the 1513 landing occurred on
the Florida coast, at the site of present-day Cape Canaveral,
the very location that was the launching site, thirty-three
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conjunctions later, of the spacecraft that carried Armstrong
and his companions to the Moon.
There are the well-known connections of the 1775
conjunction with the American Revolution and that of the
following one, in 1789, with the storming of the Bastille.
Many innovative achievements in both arts and sciences tie
directly in with the Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions. Then there
is the 1997 connection between Dolly, the creation of a
group of brilliant Scottish scientists, and Frankenstein, the
product of Mary Shelley’s sparkling imagination, which is a
fantastic demonstration of modern science turning fiction
into reality to the rhythmic beat of the cycling JupiterUranus conjunctions.
Although the section of this book dealing with public
events prompts frequent exclamations of surprise at the
obvious similarities over the years, it is in the second half
of this book, where we read what actually occurred in the
lives of the individuals included in the author’s survey, that
we get to truly evaluate the effect of this 1997 conjunction.
The ‘Postscript from Neptune’ chapter for 1999-2001
continues many of their stories. We begin to learn just how
this virtually invisible, celestial encounter far out in space,
so many millions of miles away, affected individual lives
here on Earth.
None of the people surveyed was swallowed down a deep
hole in the earth that had suddenly opened up beneath
their feet, no one became an instant lottery winner or got
“discovered” by a Hollywood producer. But meaningful
events did happen to them. Their lives were being
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changed. The stories they recount are not identical, yet a
constant stream flows through each of them. The words
and circumstances differ, as do the different natal planets
aspected by the transiting conjunction and the different
natal houses in which it falls, yet in each instance there is
a distinct and identifiable push that has clearly taken the
individual forward into new experiences, broadening her
horizons, expanding his view of their world. This is a study
of real-life astrology; it is a fine one.
I have never met the author of this book. Anne Whitaker
lives in Scotland and I moved from the British Isles to the
land of the Yankee Doodle more than thirty years ago. I am
familiar with her writing and astrological ability though.
These first came to my notice when I read her article
“Of Cerberus & Blackest Midnight Born” in the winter,
1996/97 issue of the Astrology Quarterly. I was so struck
by her sensitive and insightful writing, her acute powers
of observation and obvious grasp of the deep underlying
meaning of her subject that I did something completely
unprecedented for me: I wrote asking if I might reprint
the article in Considerations, something I had never done
for any article in all the years I had been the editor of the
magazine. It was a good decision; I subsequently received
many letters praising the article.
Other articles from this writer have since appeared in
Considerations, each of them very well received by readers.
I was delighted to have the opportunity to read and publish
the author’s earlier draft of this study of the 1997 JupiterUranus conjunction. That too was enthusiastically received
by the magazine’s world-wide readership – possibly because
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the magazine Considerations itself first appeared in 1983,
under the aegis of a prior Jupiter-Uranus conjunction, its
readers may strongly relate to this pair’s transits. Since
then, Ms. Whitaker has completely expanded and rewritten
the study. It is an excellent example of the type of research
that can readily be done by any astrologer. Indeed, it is an
example of the type of research all competent astrologers
should be doing all the time!
Perhaps they are, in private. But these important details
are not often enough shared with others. The book
you are about to read, which does just this, should be
commonplace. Sadly, it is not. Enjoy what the author has
to say about the mundane and individual effects of the
1997 Jupiter-Uranus conjunction, and consider repeating
this type of survey yourself on other conjunctions, on sign
ingresses, on eclipses, etc. Then share your findings with
others. You will be improving your own skill and, at the
same time, adding to astrology’s overall body of knowledge.

Ken Gillman
Editor “Considerations” (USA)
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“Down from the gardens of Asia descending radiating,
Adam and Eve appear, then their myriad progeny after
them,
Wandering, yearning, curious, with restless explorations.....
Ah who shall soothe these feverish children
Who justify those restless explorations?”

from “Passage to India” by Walt Whitman
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Introduction
A major drive separating human beings from the animal
kingdom is the restless urge to explore our environment
at every possible level, from the profound depths of the
psyche to the farthest reaches of outer space. Astrological
knowledge enables us to observe and draw symbolic
meaning from the interweaving planetary cycles, as they
reveal the dance of fate, free will and time through their
ever changing patterns.
Thus we can contemplate the large context of epochal
collective change, symbolised by the great Neptune Pluto
conjunction occurring only once every five hundred years.
We can also observe the subtle shifts of tone, texture, mood
and experience making each day, week, month and year
different from the next in the ebb and flow of our small
individual lives.
A source of fascination for me, right from the beginning
of my astrological studies, has been observation of that
interface between collective and individual manifestations
of the planetary pattern. For example, during the harsh
Saturn Pluto square of 1992-94 there was war and
genocide, rooted in ethnic conflict, both in the former
Yugoslavia and in Ruanda. We were confronted once again
with the worst behaviour of which humanity is capable.
During that period, as a working astrologer, I saw many
people plugged into the same degrees as the square, going
through their own wars, often involving family fate issues
from which there seemed to be no escape. The individual
and the collective were mirroring each other.
xvii

In 1995 the collective mood changed. Pluto shifted
into Sagittarius, and Uranus into Aquarius, these two
planets making their first sextile since the revolutionary
conjunction which stamped the nineteen sixties.
The Internet seemed suddenly to appear, and the whole
world began to become the anarchic global village, replete
with vast amounts of all kinds of information, which is now
part of our daily lives. The repaired Hubble transmitted
amazing pictures from the far reaches of space. The gap
between scientific discovery and the world of science fiction
narrowed by the day. People travelled around the globe
more than ever before. Those of us lucky enough to have
work appeared to take a quantum leap in busyness.
									
			
My clients plugged into this new energy started radically
questioning long-held beliefs and values, giving up
humdrum jobs and taking up further study, writing books,
engaging in lawsuits, relocating, or going off on exciting
trips to far-flung locations. The quest for meaning was well
and truly on. I became a student again myself, spending all
my spare money on education and plane fares.
Late in 1995, I began to get excited about the upcoming
Jupiter Uranus conjunction of February 1997, especially
wondering what the relationship would be between
collective and personal manifestations. The Saturn Pluto
period having been so depressing and painful, I was looking
forward to some innovation, inspiration and light relief !
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The essence of any Uranus transit, amplified by its
conjunction with Jupiter in this case, is unpredictability.
If you can predict it, it isn’t Uranus! Little did we know,
therefore, what innovation and turbulence, what light and
shadow, lay in store for us as a human community over the
1997 period and beyond.
It seems fitting now, in the early summer of 2003 with the
Jupiter Uranus opposition of 2003/4 due soon, that this
study is at last coming to fruition. Had anyone told me in
1997 that the project would take six years to complete, I
would simply not have believed them.
In Chapters Six and Seven you will meet my seventeen
companions along the Jupiter Uranus highway. Nine
of them made it through with me to the end of the
research period in the autumn of 2001. All of our lives are
profoundly changed in ways we could not have predicted.
As you will shortly see, through the wonderfully
illuminating lens of astrological symbolism, humanity has
taken radical steps into a brave new world since Jupiter met
Uranus on February 16th 1997.
Anne Whitaker
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Chapter 1
Presenting Jupiter and Uranus
Jupiter and Uranus form a conjunction in the heavens
every fourteen years. Why should the prospect of such a
meeting generate excitement, and anticipation of ‘fresh
woods and pastures new’?1 Before going on to explore in
detail what exciting happenings their encounter in 1997 did
indeed bring, it would be useful to return to first principles
by way of introduction. How did astrological Jupiter and
Uranus acquire their individual names and meanings?
Why are their energies in combination regarded as being so
dynamic, unusual, disruptive?
Background: Names and Meanings
When a child is born, the first thing we do is give him or
her a name. The surname, coming from the father’s side
of the family within traditional Western practice in earlier
times than ours usually had some links with the family’s
place in society, e.g., through occupation; Smith or Mason
were linked with trades followed by the family stretching
back generations. The child is thus placed in context.
Then observation gradually builds up a picture of how s/he
generally behaves in response to a range of circumstances.
By adulthood, that person is recognised in essence as
being, for example, a cheerful, optimistic and expansive
type, or a steady, dependable and wellorganised type, or an
1 John Milton’s Lycidas (1638), line 192
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unpredictable maverick, exciting to be around, but rather
alarming in that you never quite know what s/he will do
next.
Similarly, the planets as they appeared to humankind’s
view very early in our history were given names, depending
on the culture from which they were being observed.
For example, the evening star was called Inanna by the
Sumerians, Ishtar by the Egyptians, and Venus by the
Romans. She was assigned the role of beautiful, powerful
queen of the heavens in the myths of all three cultures,
reflective perhaps of the observed dominance, brilliance and
beauty of that planet in the evening sky at certain times of
the year.
Our names and sexes for the planetary pantheon came
from the Greek and Roman classical culture on which
our Western civilisation is based. Within that context, the
names of the planets were linked to gods and goddesses.
Furthermore, their observable physical appearance and
position initially lent weight to the choice of their names,
and may in fact have led to it.
Jupiter is the largest and most brilliant planet, its mass from
astronomical observation two and a half times greater than
the rest of the planets combined. It was given the name of
the king of the gods in Roman mythology, Zeus being the
Greek equivalent. Over time, a whole range of mythical
stories about the larger-than-life behaviour of this god came
to be associated with the symbolism of astrological Jupiter.
Saturn was given its name from the logical premise that it
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was the next planet out from Jupiter; Saturn was Jupiter’s
father in Roman mythology, Kronos being his Greek
counterpart. From an astronomical point of view, Saturn
was the farthest out and last planet visible to the naked eye.
Defining the boundaries of the solar system in the ancient
world, it was the ring-pass-not. Its physical location as the
definer of limits and its place in both Roman and Greek
myth as the stern old king, dispenser of strict justice, came
to define its astrological meaning.
An Orderly System
Until the appearance of Uranus in 1781, the symbolic world
of Western astrology was well ordered. The backdrop was
the tropical zodiac, measured in a 360o great circle in the
heavens from the first point of Aries. There were twelve
signs, and seven planets. The Sun and Moon ruled a sign
each, and the other five ruled two signs each. Very tidy.
There was also a long tradition of observation of the
relationship between planetary alignments and human
affairs. In Arthur Koestler’s memorable words: “Six
thousand years ago, when the human mind was still half
asleep, Chaldean priests were standing on their watch
towers, scanning the stars.”2
Once planets have been named and placed in context, there
is then unending work to do in empirical observation,
which continues to enhance and reinforce the base upon
which our tradition rests. As Richard Tarnas so elegantly
2 Arthur Koestler, The Sleepwalkers, Penguin Books, 1964, p. 20
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puts it: “It is astrology’s extraordinary insight that these
complex, multidimensional archetypes which govern the
forms of human experience are intelligibly connected
with the planets and their movements in the heavens, an
association that is observable in a constant coincidence
between specific planetary alignments and specific
corresponding archetypal phenomena in human affairs.”3
To sum up: planets’ symbolic meanings have been derived
over time from the astronomy of the planet which is linked
to the name, from the mythology associated with the
name of the relevant god or goddess, and from empirical
observation of the links between planets’ movements by
transit and corresponding manifestations at an individual
and collective level of earthly life.
Jupiter
Thus, from a weave of the above factors, astrological
Jupiter came to be known as “the great benefic,” the planet
bringing opportunity, personal wealth, political prominence,
high social position, professional success - “kingship” of
various kinds as befitted mythological Jupiter’s role as
king of the Olympian gods. As Charles Harvey puts it
in Orpheus: “He was seen as the greatest good and his
blessings were everywhere invoked. No one can doubt that
his message of life, vitality, hope, growth, optimism, faith
and the call to meaning are profoundly desirable.”4

3 Richard Tarnas, Prometheus the Awakener, Auriel Press Oxford, 1993,
p. 8
4 Charles Harvey, from “War of the Worlds: Jupiter & Saturn,” Orpheus Voices in Contemporary Astrology, Consider, 2000, pp. 103-4
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Psychologically, all forms of over-confidence, inflated
sense of one’s own importance, arrogance and hubris were
assigned also to the realm of Jupiter. These represent the
shadow side of Jupiter’s undoubted blessings of robust faith
in life’s essential value and goodness, the longing to know
and to grow in wisdom, and the ability to have fun and
inspire other people.
Just as Jupiter the mythical king in Roman myth was the
law giver, so Jupiter the planetary symbol came to relate
to those laws, principles, perspectives and ethics which
set a context for a larger vision of life than one would
have without the prompting of this powerful, fiery force
of nature. In its shadow face, those dimensions become
distorted into that within human nature which imagines
itself to be above the law, able to annexe God to its own
side, always able to justify action no matter how dire and
inhumane.
The restless drive to grow, to expand, to live a life rich
in meaning, to push the boundaries of knowledge and
experience as far as possible, lies at the core of astrological
Jupiter. So does its shadow; restlessness which cannot and
will not accept the limits set by age and time, the domain
of Saturn. This can produce, for example, the kind of
contemporary narcissism which has people in their fifties
and beyond becoming undignified caricatures of their
younger selves, shored up by plastic surgery and excesses of
exercise and dieting.
All excess belongs to Jupiter’s realm, summed up in
William Blake’s marvellous line: “The road of excess leads
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to the palace of wisdom.”5 Blake was clearly an optimist,
when one considers the evidence both of history and
contemporary life.
Uranus
Uranus appeared in 1781, seriously upsetting the orderly
cosmic structure upon which astrology was predicated.
William Herschel had not expected his exhaustive telescopic
sweep of the heavens to yield another planet, but it did: the
first to be discovered since prehistoric peoples began to scan
the heavens. Various names were considered, and at first
it was called Herschel after its discoverer. The name finally
settled for from Roman myth was Uranus, following the
same mythologic which had named Jupiter, then Saturn.
Roman Uranus (Ouranos in Greek myth) was the father of
Saturn/Kronos, corresponding to the new planet’s location
beyond Saturn’s orbit. Perhaps the astronomy influencing
the choice of name was that Uranus was now the farthest
out planet. As such, it existed beyond the limits of temporal
existence set by Saturn, taking us beyond the World to the
realms of the starry heavens, ruled by Uranus/Ouranos in
classical myth.
Divergence and Contradiction
Astrologers also adopted Uranus as the new name, but
there is just one problem. Empirical observation, as already
noted, is the third strand in the weave of confirming
a planet’s symbolic meaning. However, as Richard
5 William Blake, from “Proverbs of Hell,” The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell (1790-93).
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Tarnas points out in his masterly essay, “Prometheus
the Awakener,”6 there is a consensus among modern
astrologers based on empirical observation since its
discovery, regarding the core principles associated with the
planet Uranus. However, the mythical figure most clearly
evoked by those principles is not Uranus/Ouranos!
What are those core principles? Here I quote from
Tarnas: “The clear consensus... is that the planet Uranus
is empirically associated with the principle of change,
rebellion, freedom, liberation, reform and revolution, and
the unexpected break-up of structures; with excitement,
sudden surprises, lightning-like flashes of insight,
revelations and awakenings; and with intellectual brilliance,
invention, creativity, originality, and individualism. In
addition to the occurrence of sudden breakthroughs
and liberating events, Uranus transits are linked to
unpredictable and disruptive changes. . . . Uranus is
regarded as signifying the individualist, the genius, and the
rebel.”7
Tarnas points out that these observed qualities bear little
resemblance to the mythic Uranus/Ouranos, there being
nothing in his character to suggest rebellion, genius or
the impulse for change. The schema of his myth is very
different. The primordial god of the heavens as found in
many mythologies, Ouranos’ relationship to Gaia, the Earth
goddess, is a significant part of the Greek creation myth;
but Ouranos, far from triggering change, resists it. Indeed,
his progeny rebel against him and he is overthrown.
6 Prometheus the Awakener, Auriel Press Oxford, 1993
7 Prometheus the Awakener, Auriel Press Oxford, 1993, p. 11
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Astrological Uranus on the other hand is the very spirit
of the opposite: it represents par excellence the rebel, the
overthrower of systems. As Tarnas says, “... the mythological
Ouranos not only diverges from but contradicts the
meaning of the astrological Uranus.”8
It would seem from this that the logic which allocated to
the new planet the name of the next god in the mythical
pantheon, broke down when this particular planet’s
behaviour was subjected to empirical observation. It seems
rather apt, given its reputation for contrariness, that the
planet should be Uranus!
Which mythic figure best expresses the core principles
manifested by astrological Uranus? Tarnas links the
planet clearly with Prometheus, a towering, unforgettable
character from Greek myth. Prometheus was a Titan,
descended from Ouranos, who rebelled against the gods,
helped to overthrow the despot Kronos, tricked Zeus, and
stole the divine fire of ultimate knowledge from Olympus in
order to liberate humanity from the power and domination
of the gods. I broadly agree with his observations, and
would urge the reader to obtain Prometheus the Awakener,
in order to give detailed consideration to the compelling
case Richard Tarnas makes for assigning the Greek
Prometheus myth to astrological Uranus.

8 Ibid, p.11
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Astrological Jupiter and Uranus Together - the Dream
Team?
A first reaction to the combination of those two masculine
energies, fire and air, rulers of Sagittarius and Aquarius,
tends to be positive and enthusiastic. Exploration and
innovation, the quest for meaning allied with the drive for
revolutionary change, are attractive facets of the human
journey. What harm could come from them?
We certainly need the enthusiasm and exuberance of fire,
and air’s spirit of enquiry. We need fun, adventure, learning,
information and dialogue: life without them would be
desperately dull and stagnant. But deeper investigation can
lead to a degree of disquiet! Again, reflecting on the Greek
mythology of Ouranos, Zeus and Prometheus can help to
build a picture which has dark as well as bright shading.
The Mythic Picture
Ouranos, the starry heavens, was the divine progenitor of
both Zeus and Prometheus. On the one hand this suggests
the overarching urge for connection with the Big Picture
which is a major backdrop to the action of Jupiter-Uranus
aspects in astrology. There beckons the potential for the
whole of creation to be revealed from a Divine source. All of
existence is there for us to tap into, can we but find the tools
to access it, and the optimism and positivity of spirit which
goes with it.
On the other hand, Ouranos fathers many children on
the earth goddess Gaia, and rejects them all. He finds
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them repulsive because, having taken on their mother’s
earthiness, they are not perfect. In TS Eliot’s wise words:
“Between the idea and the reality… falls the Shadow.”9
Zeus and Prometheus also make for an uneasy partnership.
Prometheus created humans from clay. Athene, goddess of
wisdom, was so charmed on seeing these little figures that
she breathed life into them. Prometheus, wanting the best
for his creations, wished to teach them all-knowledge. So he
stole the gods’ divine fire and gave it to humanity for their
benefit behind Zeus’ back.
Prometheus had been Zeus’ ally in the Titans’ uprising
against Zeus’ father Kronos. But Zeus had a short memory
for a favour, and showed no mercy towards Prometheus
when the theft was discovered. He had him chained to a
rock for eternity whilst a griffin pecked out his liver each
night. Zeus’ harsh behaviour showed him to be more
interested in maintaining his superior position, than in
sharing what the gods had for the benefit of both gods and
humankind.
Prometheus at first glance appears the more enlightened
and progressive of the two. Yet he displayed considerable
arrogance in deciding what would benefit humanity
without, presumably, consulting a few of their
representatives to see what the general feeling was! In
concentrating on what humanity could become, he was
too far up in the airy realms of theory to think of what the
repercussions of human beings having godlike powers
9 T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Men, 1925
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might be. Compassion for the impact of mind-expanding
theories on the lives of ordinary individual mortals was no
concern of his.
There are other rather unsavoury aspects to Zeus and
Prometheus which it is well to bear in mind. Zeus, king
of the Olympian gods, from his wisdom concerning
basic truths about life set out laws and rules of conduct
for humanity to follow. He was all too willing, though, to
flout the laws pertaining to fairness, truth, decency and
compassion for individual rights when it came to the
pursuit of his own pleasures, a major one being the pursuit
of women other than his long-suffering wife Hera. The
saying, “Do as I say, not as I do,” probably originates here!
Being a king, presumably he felt that the laws governing
ordinary mortals did not apply in his case, and that he
was right in whatever he decided was the law. This type of
approach to morality has given us amongst other human
evils, the concentration camps.
Furthermore, Prometheus was so keen to expand
humanity’s vision, with consequences we have already
touched on, that he stole the Olympian fire behind Zeus’
back. The gift was already tainted by the way it was
obtained.
To put it bluntly, the mythology shows us that we are in
the company of two archetypal figures who between them
have a sweeping and bright vision of how humanity should
conduct itself and what it can achieve. At the same time,
however, they are pre pared to be ideologues, hypocrites and
thieves who can be motivated by greed and opportunism as
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well as idealism in the pursuit of their vision.
A Personal Note
It is as well for those of us possessed of that wonderful blend
of energetic drives and gifts symbolised by astrological Jupiter
and Uranus, also to look long and hard at the dark shadow
which falls in its wake. Self-awareness and self-honesty do
not change the equivocal nature of the gift; but they do bring
the option of exercising moral restraint regarding the more
unsavoury facets of the combination!
Bright Face in Summary
Together, astrological Jupiter and Uranus symbolise the
best aspects of the human quest to become most fully
“what we may be.”10 They can bring faith, courage and
an exploratory expansive spirit to the service of breaking
down limited or partial vision, in order to reveal avenues
towards which to direct the urge to create new forms for the
ultimate benefit of humanity. They are productive of fun,
joy, and a vital sense of connection with life as a meaningful
and worthwhile experience. They carry with them ingenuity,
creativity, imagination, and the ability to leap off the cliff
like the Fool in the Tarot, trusting to life to bring them
safely to land in new and exciting territory.
We need all of the above as core “boldly going” masculine
components of living; without them we would stagnate, go
nowhere.
10 William Shakespeare, The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, activ,
scene v, “Lord we know what we are, but know not what we may be.
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Dark Face in Summary
But their combination can also produce dogmatic conviction
of the rightness of their vision. This, as the driving force in
challenging outmoded structures, can lead to the breaking
down of old ways of organising human life without regard
for the consequences. They can also jointly manifest a
restless drive towards innovation or revolutionary change,
which cannot leave things alone which may be working
perfectly well just as they are. They can also operate
together with hubristic arrogance, usually with destructive
consequences.
The restraining but humanising facets of life are
represented symbolically by earth and water. Those
elements describe that “feminine” consciousness which
respects the body, the feelings, and the wisdom inherent in
the great cycles of nature. Representing the forces which
limit and contain human life, they offer a major challenge
to the dynamic fire and air of astrological Jupiter combined
with Uranus, whose symbolic function in enabling
evolution is to see no limits.
Light and Shadow: Current Times
In the West at least, we have all benefitted from advances
made possible by the restless brilliance of the human
mind and spirit, that precious gift of divine fire symbolised
in myth. The rapid development of our scientific and
technological knowledge and expertise from the scientific
revolution of the 17th century onwards has been particularly
stunning. Interestingly, these advances greatly escalated
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from the appearance to our view of the planet named
Uranus in the revolutionary decade of the 1780s, during a
time known in Europe as the Enlightenment.
But the shadow side of that gift is becoming increasingly
evident as our Earth becomes more and more obviously
damaged by our drive to better ourselves. Further dangers
now loom as our expertise in genetic engineering and
cloning technology grows. We are increasingly able to
take apart the very fabric of life, and weave it to a highly
conjectural new pattern unknowable in its ultimate results.
There is also, always, the suspicion that lurking behind
the stated laudable aims of using our rapidly advancing
knowledge to improve the health and well-being of
humanity, lies that ancient motivating force of mankind:
greed and the drive for profit, the province of the shadow
side of Jupiter. The fact that genes are being patented for
commercial use as rapidly as they are being deciphered,
tends to validate that suspicion.
Encore Prometheus
In concluding this section it seems appropriate once more
to call forth the image of Prometheus, holding up the stolen
fire of the gods.
That fire has surely illuminated our way as human beings.
Since the end of the 18th century, we have been on an
accelerated voyage of scientific and technological discovery
which could not even have been dreamed of by our
Neolithic ancestors. Their early scanning of the heavens
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represented humans’ very first attempts to gain some kind
of control over Nature which to them must have seemed a
savage and capricious force. Reality and myth entwine when
we realise that it was their discovery of fire that led us out of
dank caves, and eventually into the brave new world we now
inhabit.
We have to be very careful, as the new millennium dawns,
not to be so carried away by promethean hubris that we
forget a vital fact. Nature created us, and will always be
more powerful than we are. If we try to change Nature too
much, it may well overthrow us.
As we will see from the examples provided from 1500
to 2000 AD, the Jupiter-Uranus planetary duo has been
very much present at peak points in the neverending
process of human development and discovery. However,
when astrological Jupiter and Uranus meet, amidst their
wonderful capacity for generating brilliance, joy in living,
and the sheer excitement of challenging the established
order to bring in that which is radical and new, they tend to
forget something rather important.
The gods’ fire was stolen, not earned; ultimately it burns the
hand that bears it. There is a price that humanity must pay
for breaking through the limits set by Nature. We do not
yet know how high it will prove to be; or, most importantly,
whether it will be worth paying.
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Chapter 2
An Historical Perspective
It is important now to add a broad historical context to
the perspectives offered in the previous section. Astrology
shows us through its symbolism that everything is a
reflection of the One. The large processes of history and
the personal lives of you and me are facets at macro and
micro level of the movements through space and time of
unfolding energy patterns. As Plato put it in the Timaeus:
“Time is the flowing image of the Eternal… and the planets
are the instruments of time.”
Astrologers chart those patterns through observation of the
planetary cycles in terms of both time periods and symbolic
meaning. My aim in introducing the concept of cycles here
is limited to presenting a brief general overview within
which to set the Jupiter-Uranus cycle in context.
Cycles
In Chinese medicine, the state of a person’s chi or life force
is assessed through the checking of ten different wrist
pulses. The pulses allow identification and differentiation
of the major energies giving rise to, and governing, that
individual’s vitality. A skilled acupuncturist, for example,
can assess the basic state of a person’s being from reading
those pulses.
Astrologers in their limited human way can attempt
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symbolically to “take the pulses” of the vast energies flowing
through our solar system, as we hurtle through space and
time, by mapping the greater and smaller planetary cycles:
from the huge epoch defining Neptune-Pluto cycle where
the two planets only meet once every 492 years, to the tiny
29.5 day lunation cycle of the Sun and Moon.
An Example Cycle: Saturn
Many people with a little knowledge of astrology will have
heard of the Saturn return. Astronomically, Saturn takes
29-30 years to return to any degree of the zodiac as viewed
from Earth. For example, if you were born with Saturn at
15 degrees Aries in your birth horoscope, that planet would
return to that same degree when you were between 29 and
30 years old.
All Saturn transits symbolise the necessity of defining
who we are by separating out who we are not, discarding
as much baggage as possible in the continuing process of
growth. For a person with natal Saturn in Aries, therefore,
the core challenge of Saturn’s return at age 29-30 would be
to orient toward mature adulthood by cultivating the ability
to direct the will toward taking initiatives in a confident
and focused manner. To achieve this, much patient effort
would need to be made to restrain a tendency to be overly
defensive/aggressive because of fear of the consequences of
self-assertion’s impact on others.
At a mundane level, Saturn’s transit through Aries, 19961999, saw the beginning of significant “peace processes”
relating to the UK’s protracted conflict with Irish terror-
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ism, and the Arab-Israeli territorial conflict in the Middle
East. Both those conflicts had seen significant flare-ups
in the late 1960s/early 1970s with the upsurge of what
became known as The Troubles in Northern Ireland, and
the Six Day War in 1967 and its aftermath in the Middle
East. Nearly thirty years later, with all concerned exhausted
with continuing deaths and the neverending cycle of
ancient hatreds, Saturn returned to the sign of Aries. It was
time for restraint to hold back anger and aggression and for
peacemaking initiatives.
Any individual life, partnership, family, organisation,
institution, nation, and all social, global and historical
process is governed by cycles, not just of Saturn but of all
the planets from the Sun to Pluto. They all weave in and
out of meetings with one another, lasting from days to
centuries as their cycles unfold. Developmental variations
on the core themes symbolised by each planet and planetary
combination appear at every stage following the first
meeting, or conjunction: waxing, then waning sextiles,
squares, trines, quincunxes etc. as the planets traverse the
zodiac. Each journey, either solo or in company, eventually
comes back to its starting point.
“In my end is my beginning.”1 As one cycle ends and a new
one begins, a whole evolutionary journey has exhausted its
every possibility. The old order dies, so that something new
can be born. This inexorable truth governs all of life, from
gnats to galaxies.

1 T.S. Eliot, “East Coker” from Four Quartets (1940)
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The Hierarchy of Cycles
In chapter six of Mundane Astrology, Cycles in Practice2,
Charles Harvey lays out in Table A, p 140, a very helpful
brief summary of all the cycles with which astrologers work,
from the vast Hindu Yugas to the daily cycles of the Sun
and Moon. I would urge the reader to obtain a copy of this
excellent book, even if only to read chapter six. The rest of
this section is based on the information provided in that
table, and from other parts of chapter six.
In Hindu chronology, there are four Yugas which each
last for vast stretches of time. The one we are currently
supposed to be in, the Kali Yuga, is seen as having a time
span of 432,000 years. The Yugas are used in plotting
“major historical, evolutionary cycles.” Next, from Western
chronology, comes the Greek philosopher Plato’s Great Year
(also known as the Platonic Year in honour of the great man
himself !). This is deemed to be 36,000 years in length and
plots “major cycles of civilisation and culture,” as does the
Precessional Year, calculated astronomically from the length
of time it takes for the equinoctial points Aries and Libra to
precess through the backdrop of the zodiac.
This time period is approximately 25,900 years, and each
precessional month is seen as spanning around 2,160
years. From this is derived the idea of world ages, with great
controversy currently raging regarding the timing of the
end of the Piscean world age, and the start of the Aquarian
age. The respected astrologer and historian Nick Campion
2 Michael Baigent, Nicholas Campion and Charles Harvey, Mundane
Astrology, Thorsons, 1995
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recently pointed out that he has so far collected around
eighty published dates for the start of this particular age!3
Given the vast time spans offered by the above, and the
impossibility of establishing any kind of empirical proof
of their existence, it is probably sensible to regard them as
useful metaphors within which to frame speculations about
where human life fits into the Big Picture.
The View from Earth
The rest of the planetary cycles can be accurately measured
astronomically. The “collective” planets Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto describe “main phases of development in
cultures and civilisations (centuries of time).” These are
the great planetary meetings, each combination adding
outstandingly vivid threads to the weave of history. As
al- ready mentioned, the meeting of Pluto and Neptune
every 492 years describes the end and beginning of whole
epochs. Their meeting in Gemini at the end of the 14th
century presaged the Renaissance, the great sea voyages
of discovery, the Reformation, the Agrarian and Industrial
Revolutions, and the European Enlightenment. Their most
re- cent meeting, also in Gemini in the 1890s, ushered
in the information era which has already seen our world
change radically in only a hundred years.
Uranus and Neptune meet every 172 years, and relate
symbolically to the “unfoldment of phases of civilisation.”
3 Nicholas Campion, Astrology, History and Apocalypse, CPA Press, 2000,
p. 143, and “The Beginning of the Age of Aquarius,” Correlation, Vol. 20,
No. 1, 2000
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Their approaching conjunction in Sagittarius in 1818 saw
the birth of Karl Marx, the founder of communism. Their
next exact meeting in Capricorn in 1993 saw the collapse
of the communist system. Uranus and Pluto are conjunct
every 127 years, a cycle relating to the “radical restructuring
of people and nations.” Their most recent meeting was in
the mid-1960s, the most revolutionary decade of the 20th
century.
Planets Through Signs: Pluto in Sagittarius
Next come the cycles of major planets into and through
signs, relating to “changes of social emphasis and dominant
values.” Just one recent example of a major planetary shift
illustrates clearly the validity of the above statement. Pluto
completes a full cycle every 248 years, having recently
entered Sagittarius in 1995. It was last in that sign between 1749 and 1764. During that period, its backdrop
the flowering of the European Enlightenment, there was a
violent backlash to the rise of rationalist philosophy in the
shape of book burning, etc. This was also the period when
the Industrial Revolution was taking off.
In the mid-18th century, prevailing Western values generally
perceived the march of industrialisation, and the opening
up of markets across the world which went with it, as
indicative of great progress in human development. Now
we can see more clearly its impact for good and ill on
world culture and on our environment. Older beliefs in
the Golden Age which would come with evolving scientific
knowledge and technological progress are being challenged
by the values of an increasingly influential environmental
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movement, as the culturally and globally damaging
consequences of the scientific and technological project
become all too evident.
We are also watching religious fundamentalism on the
march. As I write (October 2001), we are all under threat
from the clash of secular and fundamentalist religious
beliefs, which in recent weeks has thrown up a new and
horrific form of mass murder with the destruction of New
York’s Twin Towers. The world now stands on the brink of a
kind of warfare for which no-one knows the rules any more.
Social and Collective Links
Next come the cycles between the bridging planets of
social and economic life Jupiter and Saturn, linking to the
collective planets Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. These cycles
focus “major economic/cultural developments to specific
decades/years.”
The Saturn-Uranus cycle is 45 years long, and is linked
politically with “right wing and essentially authoritarian
processes which emphasise the politics of Order.” In
broader terms, it relates to the earthing of brilliant ideas,
reforms, etc. The start of the last cycle in Sagittarius in
1988 saw Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Gorbachev’s reforming challenge to the lumbering fossil that the USSR
had become. Within five years, it had collapsed. During the
first square of 1999-2001, the latest head of state Vladimir
Putin was elected. He is now trying to impose order and
control on a Russia which at the time of his election was
largely run by organised crime syndicates.
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Saturn meets Neptune every 36 years, regulating the
Uranus-Neptune cycle, and relating to the development of
democracy, changes and reforms. Andre Barbault considers
this to be the paramount cycle governing the development
of socialism/communism. When Saturn met Neptune in
November 1989, the Berlin Wall came down, signalling the
beginning of the end of communism.
Saturn conjuncts Pluto every 33 years on average; its
cycle relates to “emerging nations and very deep cultural
transformations, purgations and resurrections.” The most
recent cycle began in 1982, coincident with the rise of
AIDS, famine in Africa, the Falklands war between the
UK and Argentina, and Israel’s invasion of Lebanon which
intensified already deep hatreds in the Middle East. We
are now at the opposition stage of that cycle, somewhere
between the start and the middle of purgatory. What form
resurrection will take remains to be seen.
Jupiter and Saturn have a 20-year cycle. This cycle traverses
all four elements in approximately 800 years, and has
always been considered of paramount importance in
shaping the course of history: “the ground base of human
development which marks the interaction between the
perception of ideas, potentialities, and their manifestation
in the concrete material world.”
Jupiter meets Neptune every 13 years, and is linked to the
unfoldment of idealistic and religious belief systems. The
Jupiter-Pluto cycle, 12 years long, relates to the development
of plutocratic as well as political power.
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The Jupiter-Uranus Cycle
Jupiter meets Uranus every 14 years. It is described in
Mundane Astrology as connected to the “growth and
awakening of human consciousness.” This seems a very
appropriate way to sum up the core themes of exploration
and innovation contributed by Jupiter and Uranus together.
The larger Uranus cycle spans nearly 84 years, within
which unfold no less than seven 12-year long Jupiter cycles.
Each time they meet, Uranus has moved on two signs of the
zodiac, and Jupiter has travelled fourteen: thus in 1969 they
met in Libra, in 1983 in Sagittarius, and in 1997, Aquarius.
In this chapter and chapter four, I have set out four tables
which give different “takes” on the patterns made by JupiterUranus conjunctions over 500 year epochs, covering two
and a half millennia in all. Table 1 shows the cycle’s pulse
beat through the 20th century. Over longer time periods,
as will shortly be seen, some intriguing pictures emerge.
In common with other planetary conjunctions, Jupiter and
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Uranus together follow their own regular pattern.4
Table 2
Jupiter-Uranus Conjunctions, Overview, 500 BC to 2000 AD
On contemplating the big picture, a pattern becomes evident:
500 BC-76 BC ( 424 years)
Conjunction occurred only in earth and water signs
75 BC-146 AD ( 221years)
A fire conjunction appeared in 75 BC, heralding a mixed
transition period featuring all four elements, until last earth
conjunction in 146 AD
160-588 AD ( 428 years)
Conjunction occurred only in air and fire signs
601-809 AD (208 years)
An earth conjunction appeared in 601 AD, heralding a mixed
transition period featuring all four elements, until the last fire
conjunction in 809 AD
823-1181 AD (358 years)
Conjunction occurred only in earth and water signs
1195-1486 AD (291 years)
An air conjunction appeared in 1195 AD, heralding a mixed
transition period featuring all four elements, until the last earth
conjunction in 1486 AD
1500-1845 AD (345 years)
Conjunction occurred only in air and fire signs
An earth conjunction appeared in 1858 AD, heralding a mixed
transition period featuring all four elements which takes us
into the middle of the 21st century.
4 Michelsen’s Tables of Planetary Phenomena (2nd ed., ACS Publications,
1995) is an essential reference book for research-minded astrologers.
The section on Outer Planet Conjunctions 500 BC-2100 AD (pp. 90-93)
provided me with the reference material from which I constructed the
Jupiter-Uranus conjunction tables featured in this study. It also can be
used as raw data from which to study the movements of other planetary
pairs
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Jupiter, Uranus and the Four Elements: 500 BC-2000 AD
The next part of this historical overview deals with just
one of the range of patterns which could be analysed: the
movement of the conjunction through the four elements. I
chose this because the four elements are the basic platform
on which any astrological analysis rests, whether one is
preparing an individual horoscope or looking at a chunk of
historical time.
Table 2 provides an overview of the pattern of the
conjunction’s appearance in the four elements between
500 BC and 2000 AD. From this it can be seen that the
conjunction occurred only in earth and water signs during
the period 500-76 BC. What are we to make of this?
The above period roughly covers the time of the huge
conceptual shift which occurred as mythological
consciousness gave way to a more rational, objective
view of the world and our relationship with the Divine.
The work of the great Greek philosophers, culminating
in Plato, which emerged during this period, had a huge
influence on the course of Western civilisation from that
point on. Symbolically, the movement of the JupiterUranus conjunctions through earth and water could be
read as significators for a time in history where the existing
foundations of civilisation, and continuity of beliefs and the
social order, were utterly disrupted at the most fundamental
of levels.
75 BC to 146 AD saw the conjunction going through a
mixed transition period featuring all four elements, until
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the last conjunction in the earth element in 146 AD. This
could be seen as the period where e.g., the struggle between
the old (earth and water) and the new (fire and air) was
particularly potent, exemplified in the West by the battle
between rising Christianity and the old Pagan beliefs of the
dying matriarchal religions.
A much longer period from 160 to 588 AD saw the
conjunction taking place only in fire and air signs. This
could be seen as a time when, in Robert Hand’s vivid
phrase: “the past has minimum hold upon the present, but
the present has a maximum hold on the future.”
It roughly covers the period of the rise of the Roman
Empire: its colonial expansion to bring civilisation of an
entirely new level of technical innovation and sophistication
to large swathes of the known world, its Christianisation,
and its fall.
The next time that the conjunctions take place only in fire
and air is from 1500 to 1845 AD. This period of history, set
within the context of the mighty Neptune-Pluto cycle which
began in 1398, is renowned for its optimism, creativity, faith
in human progress, and huge scientific and technological
leaps forward. There was the rise of European colonialism
beginning with the great sea voyages of discovery. We had
the Renaissance, Reformation, Agrarian and Industrial
Revolutions, and American and French Revolutions all
during this time.
Most significantly of all, in the 18th century we had the
weave of the unfolding Scientific Revolution with the
European Enlightenment, and the start of a view of life
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more influenced by scientific materialism than religion for
the first time in human history.
Table 3
Jupiter-Uranus Conjunctions, Overview by century, 1700-2100
18th Century
7 conjunctions: fire air fire air fire air fire 4 fire 3 air
19th Century
7 conjunctions: air fire air fire earth water air 2 fire 3 air 1 earth
1 water
20th Century
8 conjunctions: fire air fire earth water air fire air 3 fire 3 air 1
earth 1 water
21st Century
7 conjunctions: mixed (fire/water) earth water earth fire air
water 1 mixed 1 fire 1 air 2 earth 2 water

Since 1845, we have been in a mixed transition period
again which will last until about 2045. There is increasing
realisation that the fire and air march forward into an
exciting, rationally and scientifically based future has a hefty
price tag attached to it. That is the literal survival of earth
and water: the root of our being, the Earth itself. At the start
of a new millennium, scientific progress rushes on ever
faster; but disquiet increases, as evidence of the cost to our
planet and our collective health becomes more and more
compelling.
The Future - Heading for a New Paradigm?
See Table 3 for an overview of the conjunctions, in their
elements, by century. From around the middle of the 21st
century we will once again be moving into a period where
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the Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions occur only in earth and
water for 350-400 years. What paradigm shift will take place
then?
In the first example I gave, there was a move from an earth
and water period, to a mixed element period, to a fire and
air period. In the second example, there has been a move
backward: from fire and air, to the mixed element period we
now occupy, then earth and water still to come.
By the time Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions occur in only
earth and water, roughly from 2050 to 2400 or so, we may
have to use our exploratory and innovatory energies in the
service not of “progress” as was the case from 1500-1850,
but of survival. We may by then be a species on a planet
seriously damaged by the shadow side of the Jupiter-Uranus
combination: arrogant pursuit of exploration and innovation
regardless of the physical, emotional and spiritual cost.
On the other hand, taking a more upbeat view, the
conjunction’s move through earth and water may bring
a paradigm shift involving reinterpretation of what it
actually means to be human, resulting from changes
wrought by the revolution which is already taking place in
genetic modification and cloning. Perhaps we will see the
beginnings of the evolution of a new humanoid species
where micro-technology implants into the human body, and
genetic tailoring, will vastly extend the range of which we
are capable?
Given life’s eternally paradoxical nature, we can probably
expect to see both facets unfolding simultaneously.
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Chapter 3
Exploration and Innovation: 15th to 20th
Century
Introduction
The period of 1500-2000 AD, an epoch of unprecedented
human advancement, was dominated by Jupiter-Uranus
conjunctions in fire and air. Out of 44 conjunctions, only
two were in earth, and two in water. The most recent water
conjunction fell in Cancer in 1954-55. It seems appropriate
now to move down a level from the Big Picture to examine
this block of time in more detail, providing some specific
examples of Jupiter-Uranus energy in action.
I found two essays in particular very helpful. These
are David Solte’s “New Worlds: The Planetary Laws of
Discovery”1 from which the quote from Whitman was
taken, and Richard Tarnas’ Prometheus the Awakener2. I
have drawn heavily from their two essays for the examples
presented in this section.
We have seen that the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction takes
place every 14 years. As Richard Tarnas succinctly puts it,
“When Jupiter and a second planet enter into alignment,
Jupiter’s archetypal influence seems to be one of
1 David Solte, “New Worlds: The Planetary Laws of Discovery,” The
Mountain Astrologer, April/May 1994
2 Richard Tarnas, Prometheus the Awakener, Auriel Press Oxford, 1993,
especially pp. 47-52, which specifically concern the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction
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magnifying and supporting the second planetary archetype
expanding it, granting it success, bringing it to fruition.”3
When that second planet is Uranus, representing
the breaking down of existing modes of viewing and
experiencing life, and the bringing in of radical new
approaches and perspectives, we can expect, in combination
with Jupiter’s core association with the endless quest for
meaning, peaks in the process of “restless exploration.”
An important factor is the mysteriously synchronous way
in which a range of discoveries and breakthroughs occur
simultaneously and often independently in different parts
of the world under Jupiter-Uranus patterns: in Charles
Harvey’s words, “as droplets off the wave.” This topic
is discussed in greater detail in both the essays I have
mentioned.
There are many historical examples which can be
offered: here are only a few. But they are a significant
few, showing even in this small sample how the JupiterUranus combination is present at major turning points in
humanity’s dramatic history. I hope that the reader will be
sufficiently stimulated by them to go away and do his/her
own further research!
Voyages of Discovery
In his essay, David Solte identifies the years 1492, when
Columbus set out to discover a Western trade route to
3 Ibid., p. 47
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India, and 1969, when Man first set foot on the Moon, as
definitive points in human endeavour. The first date was a
Jupiter-Uranus opposition year, the second a conjunction
year of those two planets. As Solte puts it, “The vast
expanse of the oceanic horizon was the outer space of the
Discoverers’ era.”4
Furthermore, although Columbus landed in the West Indies
thinking it was America, it was the explorer Ponce de Leon
who actually went ashore, on the morning of April 3, 1513,
near the cape which the Spanish were to rename Canaveral
some years later, to claim and explore this New World.
The event took place on the day of an exact Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction in Aries, very apt for such a pioneering event
which would alter the course of world history.
Thirty-three Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions later5, on July 20,
1969, Neil Armstrong took his first step onto the surface of
the Moon and said, “… one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind.”6
Jupiter and Uranus were exactly conjunct, at 00 Libra. This
sign location is reflective of the huge co-operative team
effort it took to pull off such a great human achievement.
The Libran placement of the conjunction also suggests
4 “New Worlds: The Planetary Laws of Discovery,” The Mountain
Astrologer, April/May 1994, p. 73
5 “The number 33 is the master number of metaphysics for re-genesis,
for completing the transformation of material existence. This was the
symbolic significance of landing on the Moon... The mathematical odds
of such time-space convergences are beyond computation.” From “New
Worlds: The Planetary Laws of Discovery,” p. 74
6 Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut, July 20, 1969, “New Worlds: The
Planetary Laws of Discovery,” p. 71
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the beautiful, blue and white image of our fragile planet
as it appeared to us all in the most famous photograph
ever taken: a vivid depiction from Space of the balance and
interdependence of all life on Earth.
To amplify the astonishing synchronicity of those events, so
far removed from our conventional linear way of viewing
time, Armstrong and his fellow astronauts were launched
into their epic space voyage from Cape Canaveral... close
to where Ponce de Leon had landed over four and a half
centuries earlier.
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Looking at the broad themes of the horoscopes of these two
great voyages reveals some interesting points. The Aries
Sun conjunct Jupiter and Uranus of the 1513 chart suggests
one man’s vision and courage being the main driving force
here. The dominant sign energies are Pisces and Aries;
most appropriate for a pioneering sea voyage. The 1969
chart’s main signs on the other hand are Virgo and Libra,
suggesting meticulous, cooperative hard team work in
achieving the moon landing. There is also a feeling of its
being the end result of the effort, accumulated knowledge,
experience and cooperation of generations from the
individualistic adventurer who first landed in Florida.
The Ascendant is in the first zodiacal sign of Aries for
the 1513 chart, as the sun rises on a unique human
achievement. For the moon landing, the Ascendant is
Pisces, the last sign of the Zodiac. Perhaps this symbolises
that, in terms of voyaging, humankind has reached the end
of a certain kind of possibility? It is interesting that there
have been no further human landings on the Moon or any
other planets since 1973.
Maybe we need to be able to alter or modify the human
body in some way via technology, before a new phase of
human exploration of deep space can begin? It is intriguing
to note that in the year 1513 Pluto was in 24 Sagittarius,
trine the Aries Jupiter-Uranus conjunction. By the 1969
event, Pluto in 23 Virgo was in waning square to the USA
Landing chart, bringing in the harvest of one and threequarter Pluto cycles since 1513. Between spring 2005 and
autumn 2006, Pluto returns to 24 Sagittarius, completing
two whole Pluto cycles since the 1513 voyage. Might this
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be the Aries point for a whole new cycle of human boldlygoing?7
Between 1831 and 1858, another famous voyage was
conducted which altered the course of human history.
Charles Darwin set off on the Beagle just after the JupiterUranus conjunction of 1831 in Aquarius (c/f Appendix
II, chart A). This turned out to be a five year sea journey,
during which he began the research which was to culminate
7 On October 14, 2007, the following appeared in the UK’s Sunday Times
Magazine, p. 58, under the headline The New Space Race: “The second
space age began in December 2004 [as Pluto crossed the ninth house cusp
of the 1513 voyage chart] when NASA published its ‘mission architecture’
to set up a Moon base and then fly to Mars.”
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in the theory of evolution.
Almost 28 years later, his life’s work was presented to the
scientific community in the form of a joint paper read
before the Linnean Society of London with his colleague
Alfred Russell Wallace, who had independently conceived
the same theory in more or less the same form. It was July
1, 1858, just over a month after the second Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction from the start of Darwin’s long voyage of
discovery (c/f Appendix II, chart B).
Darwin’s epic journey began with the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction in Aquarius, the sign of the great human
collective, whose view of itself and its origins Darwin was
to disrupt forever with his unique vision. This was offered
when the conjunction was in Taurus; very appropriate
for a profound study of animal behaviour and the fossil
record, showing that we had evolved over aeons of time
through different levels of the animal kingdom, in a process
dominated by the survival of the fittest. This has challenged
humans ever since to adjust their perception of what their
place in the Divine plan might be from the mythic versions
offered, e.g., in the Genesis story.
Astronomy and Science
We can also see the Jupiter-Uranus thread running through
peaks of scientific achievement and discovery which laid
“the very foundations of our high-tech society.” Kepler’s
Astronomica Nova”, which set out the planetary laws which
were the basis for Newton’s work, was published during the
Jupiter-Uranus conjunction of 1609-10.
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This conjunction also coincided with Galileo’s sighting of
the moons of Jupiter, on January 7, 1610 (c/f Appendix II,
chart C). On this occasion the conjunction was in Gemini,
most apt for the presentation of radical new information
and concepts which would change the world.
The 1831 conjunction in Aquarius was a particularly fruitful
one for ground-breaking science making a revolutionary
future impact on the human community. The start of
Darwin’s explorations was one manifestation that year.
Another was Michael Faraday’s induction of the first electric
current, thereby establishing the link between electricity
and magnetism (c/f Appendix II, chart A).
Then Max Planck, under the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction of
1899-1900 (c/f Appendix II, chart D) made public his work
on quantum physics, which took humanity far beyond the
Newtonian mechanics which had served scientific practice
so well for over two hundred years. This period also saw
the birth of psychoanalysis with the publication of Freud’s
Interpretation of Dreams.8 The conjunction took place in
Sagittarius: apt for profound journeys of a unique nature,
into the depths of the mysterious quantum world, and the
equally mysterious human psyche…
The time of the 1927-28 Jupiter-Uranus conjunction (c/f
Appendix II, chart E) saw an extraordinary period of “a
singularly fruitful co-operation of a whole generation
of physicists,” including Schrodinger, Pauli, Bohr and
8 Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams, although dated 1900, was published
in Leipzig and Vienna in November 1899. Source: Ronald C. Clark’s Freud,
p. 177
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Heisenberg, culminating in the formulating and making
public by April 1928 of “the two major revolutionary
axioms of quantum mechanics, Heisenberg’s Principle of
Indeterminacy and Bohr’s Principle of Complementarity.”9
The pioneering work of this singular generation was
reflected in the appropriateness of the conjunction falling
in the sign of Aries. By then, our view of what went on, both
in the inner recesses of the human psyche and in the most
minute levels of physical reality, had expanded and altered
irrevocably.
Music, Literature and Film
Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions are also significantly present
in other areas of human endeavour, e.g., music. Beethoven’s
Eroica, “supremely revolutionary in spirit and conception,
as well as in historical impact”10 was composed in the
summer and autumn of 1803 under a Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction in Libra, ruled by the planet Venus which along
with Neptune is most directly associated with music (c/f
Appendix II, chart F).
Three of the defining innovative movies in the history of
film were made under three successive conjunctions in
1914 (Aquarius), 1927-28 (Aries) and 1940-41 (Taurus) (c/f
Appendix ii, charts H, E and G): D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a
Nation, Al Jolson’s The Jazz Singer, and Orson Welles’ Citizen
Kane.10 The 1927-1928 Aries conjunction also produced
three famous, pioneering female jazz singers: Juliette Greco
(France), Cleo Laine (UK), and Eartha Kitt (USA).
9 Prometheus the Awakener, p. 48
10 Ibid, p. 49
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The 1914 Aquarian conjunction year (c/f Appendix II,
chart H) saw emerge a series of the most influential and
revolutionary works of 20th century literature: James Joyce
began to serialise A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,
then his short stories, The Dubliners, and began writing
Ulysses. Franz Kafka wrote The Trial, D. H. Lawrence was
writing the first of his greatest works, The Rainbow. At the
very end of 1913 and the start of the conjunction, Proust
self-published the first volume of A la recherche du temps
perdu11 which was published posthumously in 192712 at the
next Jupiter-Uranus conjunction (c/f Appendix II, chart E).
Revolution
Jupiter-Uranus is not surprisingly a planetary combination
which appears at times of social revolution and political
change. 1776 was the year of the American Declaration of
Independence following on the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction
of 1775, in the highly appropriate sign of Gemini (c/f
Appendix ii, chart J).
On July 14, 1789, the day of the storming of the Bastille
which began the French Revolution, the two planets
were in close conjunction in Leo, a sign position which
was reflective of the fate which befell the king and royal
household, as well as dictatorial male figures such as
Danton and Robespierre who arose in their place (c/f
Appendix ii, chart K).

11 Ibid, p. 50
12 The Timetables of History, Bernard Grun, new 3rd rev. ed., Touchstone
Press, Simon & Schuster, 1991, p. 492
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Richard Tarnas makes an important point in commenting
on this event: “… the Jupiter-Uranus alignment served as
an activating trigger, as it were, for the more massive and
sustained revolutionary impulse that coincided with the
longer Uranus-Pluto opposition that continued through
most of the 1790s.”13
Jupiter-Uranus Aligning with Neptune and Pluto
Jupiter-Uranus years are peaks in the process of “restless
exploration.” But when these dynamic energies combine
with the longer-ranging, deep working transformative forces
represented symbolically by Pluto, the planet of death,
purging and rebirth and Neptune, representing the longing
for an ideal, divine vision - political, scientific or spiritual which will bring us closer to Eden, then we are truly living
through periods where the world is turning. Such a period
Tarnas referred to above.
There was a remarkable time from then until the
revolutionary decade of the 1840s, represented by Uranus
and Pluto moving from their opposition point to their
conjunction, which saw major revolutionary movements
especially in politics and in scientific discovery. A world view
was being established, in which the perspective of rational
science would come to dominate and shape the way we live.
Enter Dr Frankenstein
In 1818, there was a Jupiter-Uranus conjunction in the
13 Prometheus the Awakener, p. 51
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sign of Sagittarius, the sign ruled by Jupiter, symbolising
the quest for new understanding and higher truth. This
conjunction combined with Neptune, and all three were
in a dynamic square aspect to Pluto, thereby meeting the
previously mentioned criteria for a particularly powerful
period of revolutionary change.
One of the many significant events occurring under this
pattern was the publication of Frankenstein (full title:
Frankenstein, or The Modern Prometheus)14 by Mary
Shelley, a book now recognised as the pioneering work
of the science fiction genre. Its title clearly shows that
Mary Shelley was reframing the timeless mythical tale of
Prometheus in a modern context, as the new technological
age began to gather momentum at the dawn of the 19th
century.
Through it Mary Shelley issued a prophetic warning to
humanity of what might happen if we were to step beyond
our limits by pushing the boundaries of knowledge,
especially via scientific endeavour, beyond what wisdom,
ethics, experience and humility might tell us are safe limits.
In the book, Dr. Frankenstein played God by creating new
life out of the assembled parts of corpses stolen from fresh
graves. The Monster he created, and then abandoned
because he found it repulsive, subsequently took its revenge
by slaughtering Frankenstein’s loved ones.
14 Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, London, Hatchard’s Bookshop, Piccadilly.
Published: January 1, 1818, 10:00 a.m. local time. Source: Times of
London, January 1, 1818, p. 4, from Sally Davis, DataPlus UK, who also
suggested the time as “a reasonable time when the book would have been
available to be bought.”
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Thirteen Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions later in 1997, as we
will see shortly, there were remarkable developments which
made the warning sounded by Mary Shelley even more
pertinent than when Frankenstein was first published.
There are striking links between Mary Shelley’s horoscope
and that of the chart of the publication of Frankenstein.
Mary’s Mars-Sun-Uranus conjunction, indicative of her
defiant, brilliant, far-seeing masculine creative drives,
squares the Sagittarius-Gemini MC-IC axis of the
publication chart. This symbolises the shocking impact
which this original prophetic work of literature was to have
on society of the time, and its reverberations into the future.
Developing the Sagittarius-Gemini theme, it is noteworthy
that Mary’s axis of destiny, her Nodes, runs through that
pair of signs, with the North Node in Gemini in the twelfth
house, and the Moon conjunct the Sagittarian South Node
in the sixth. A picture arises of a visionary writer, in touch
with the currents of the collective unconscious of her time,
working to distil her message from the rich cultural and
literary seedbed which was her family inheritance: her
father was the social philosopher Godwin, her mother the
feminist writer Wollstonecraft.
The whole tenth house Sagittarius lineup of the publication
horoscope - Uranus, Venus, Neptune and Jupiter, square
Pluto and Chiron - falls right on Mary’s Moon conjunct
South Node forming a T-square with her Nodal axis. It
was her destiny, these symbols seem to say, to find a way
of conveying something unique and shocking with large
collective implications: the tempestuous birth of a new
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technology-led world order, offering humanity an exciting
but potentially very dangerous and destructive journey.
From Mary Shelley’s time to ours, the brilliance of scientific
endeavour has accelerated, transforming for the better the
way we live materially, if we’re lucky enough to have been
born in the developed West. But the shadow of that bright
light has deepened as evidence of the price emerges: an
increasingly disturbed ecosystem, the potential for violence
and destruction which sophisticated weaponry and an
international arms trade has brought, and an increasingly
neurotic population becoming better able to relate to their
gadgets than their fellow human beings.
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The times They Are a-changin’…
Nearer our own time, in the 1960s, there was the next
Uranus-Pluto conjunction, also linked with Neptune. A
Jupiter-Uranus meeting in Libra took place in that decade
too, during 1968-69, making a triple conjunction with
Pluto and a sextile to Neptune (c/f Appendix II, chart L).
The conjunction’s location in the sign of Libra can clearly
be seen in the highlights of the period, including the
Moon Landing already discussed in Voyages of Discovery.
Venusian musicality and Libran co-operation was reflected
in the Woodstock music festival. The Libran insistence
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on fairness and justice, and attendant Aries outrage when
those principles are violated, was a clear symbolic backdrop
to the Vietnam War demos and the French student riots.
The conjunction in tandem with the powerful forces
of Pluto and Neptune, in Tarnas’ words, brought to a
climax “the larger and more sustained mass revolutionary
phenomena,”15 which so characterised that extraordinary
decade. Music, and musical revolutionaries like John
Lennon, Joan Baez and especially Bob Dylan, expressed
the youthful, idealistic, angry challenges to established
order which embodied the spirit of the period. The 1960s
also represented the beginning of the microechnology
revolution, which in less than forty years has radically
altered our world.

15 Prometheus the Awakener, p. 50
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Chapter 4
The Jupiter-Uranus Conjunction in
Aquarius
In 1995-96 I began to take a particular interest in the
Aquarian conjunction for the very practical reason that
it was about to take place in that sign in 1997, and I had
a desire to study its effects. The more I thought about it,
however, the more it seemed reasonable to assume that
the conjunction in Aquarius is the one most powerfully
connected to particularly radical and disruptive social,
political and technological shifts. Why should this be? As
ever, returning to first principles proves helpful in coming
up with cogent reasons.
A Sign with Two Rulers?
Of the air signs Gemini, Libra and Aquarius, the latter
is the most collective. Its eleventh position is in the final
quadrant of the signs, where the fruits of the archetypal
human journey beginning with Aries are being distilled and
offered out for the benefit of all. Its zodiacal image of the
water bearer, pouring out the water of knowledge to quench
the thirst of humankind, reinforces this. Its correspondence
with the eleventh house connects Aquarius to “new ideas
and aspirations affecting the larger social issues of the
times.”1

1 Alexander Ruperti, Cycles of Becoming, CRCS Publications, 1978, p. 208
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The traditional ruler of Aquarius is the planet Saturn, also
ruler of Capricorn, both allied to the tenth house and the
Midheaven. Respect for tradition and those structures and
institutions which hold society stable; slow and steady
pursuit of measured goals; acceptance of the limits set by
time: these are major manifestations of Saturn energy.
Applied to the sign of Aquarius and the eleventh house, the
Saturn principle emphasises the importance of a sense of
social responsibility and a slow, steady evolutionary process.
“There is a price to be paid for overly-reckless gestures
against society,”2 as Alexander Ruperti puts it when talking
about transits of Saturn through the eleventh house.
Saturn’s linkage with Aquarius and the eleventh house over
a very lengthy time period could thus be seen as a symbolic
description of commonly held Western values supporting
the idea of slow and measured social evolution so that a
basic underlying stability could be maintained. Perhaps
it also gave symbolic expression to a basic human need
despite the inevitable periods of upheaval which have taken
place, for some structures in collective human life which
are as stable and unchanging as possible.
However, along came Uranus the great disrupter, in
one of the most turbulent decades of European and
American history, i.e., the 1780s. Its appearance, as already
mentioned, upset the stable symbolic structure within
which Western astrology had sat for many centuries. Some
2 Ibid, p. 164
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modern astrologers assigned it as co-ruler, with Saturn,
of the sign Aquarius. Saturn was primarily connected
to Capricorn and the tenth house. It seemed logical that
Uranus, being the next planet out, should now share
rulership of Aquarius and the eleventh.
Thus Saturn, representing the old order and Uranus, the
new, both came to rule the sign which most pertains to our
common humanity and its aspirations - Aquarius. Some
modern astrologers have gone further than this and made
Uranus the sole ruler of Aquarius.
With this change, forced by Uranus’ unexpected
appearance, the symbolism became more complex and
contradictory - appropriately so. It now reflected Western
society’s increasing disruption at a fundamental level by the
advances of science and technology, and by revolutionary
social philosophies as the European Enlightenment’s
influence spread at the end of the 18th century and into the
next.
A Ruler with Two Signs?
Reflection on the traditional and modern sign rulerships
assigned to Jupiter also emphasises the unique
importance of the Jupiter-Uranus meeting in Aquarius.
In the traditional scheme, astrological Jupiter ruled both
Sagittarius and Pisces. This situation prevailed until the
appearance of Neptune in the 1840s, following which some
astrologers assigned rulership of Pisces to Neptune, and
Jupiter was deemed ruler of Sagittarius alone. The question
of rulerships in relation to Uranus, Neptune and Pluto
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continues to be controversial. I do not wish to add here to
the ongoing debate, but merely to note that it continues.
I have observed in my work as an astrologer that a particular
condition of the soul seems to mark people who have the
signs Sagittarius and Pisces strongly emphasised in their
horoscopes. There is the inchoate longing to go beyond
this world entirely, to be unconfined by the material and
mundane facets of “reality,” to merge with something vast
and redeeming which will dissolve entirely the sorrows
of this world, and their own. This could lead to a series of
variations both positive and negative on the theme of lying
in the darkened room with the opium pipe. I am sure the
reader will recognise Pisces here!
But Sagittarius is too active, restless, expansive and attracted
to actively creating frameworks through which to try and get
a glimpse of the Big Picture and where s/he fits in to allow
too much of the passivity and self-indulgence with which
dreaming Pisces could be content. Those signs together
create a passion to connect with and comprehend the
greater dimensions of life at both a spirit and soul level. It
is a passion which brings great appetites for encounter with
those dimensions; restless hungers, hard to satisfy, and
certainly not through purely mundane experience.
Jupiter was assigned rulership of both those signs for
thousands of years before the modern planets appeared.
So it does not seem unreasonable to assume that when
astrological Jupiter meets Uranus in Aquarius, it may bring
with it ancient symbolic influences from Pisces as well as
Sagittarius. Those would serve to amplify the grandeur and
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passion of the quest to break through to new levels which I
have already discussing.
The Demon Builders!
Imagine Kronos, sitting comfortably in his well-ordered
secondary domain of the Aquarian eleventh house.
Suddenly the door is torn down. Prometheus has arrived,
disdainful of the old decor, desperate to bring in the
new without really considering the cost. His colleague
and former employer, Zeus, arrives shortly afterward.
Prometheus, although wary of his former boss with
good reason, respects his visionary flair and limitless
imagination. Allied with his own radicalism, the house will
soon look totally different, therefore much better. Together
they set to work.
Eventually tired of old Kronos’ complaints and warnings
that no good will come of it, they hurl him out the day he
complains stridently about their plans to knock down an
internal wall. He leaves, covered in brick dust. Some time
later, the beautifully redesigned house, weakened by its
lost wall, falls down. “I can’t understand this,” says Zeus to
Prometheus, as they set up camp in a tent in the garden.
“Where did we go wrong?”
Tension beneath the Surface
This humorous example illustrates quite well the strain
and clash of values which exists beneath the surface of a
combination of sign and planets which at first sight may
appear very outgoing and positive.
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Humanitarian Aquarius has a reputation for
broadmindedness and openness to unpredictable change.
But when one bears in mind the contradictions which exist
between Saturn and Uranus, the traditional and modern
astrological rulers of Aquarius, and the outcome of the
mythological alliance previously discussed between Zeus
and Prometheus against Kronos, certain disquiets should
arise. There is a powerful tension here, whatever exciting
breakthroughs may come with the conjunction in Aquarius.
Human beings need stability, order, restraining structures
and controls, represented by the planet Saturn. We can’t
survive for long without them.
But astrological Jupiter and Uranus love to leap before they
look. When Jupiter joins Uranus in Aquarius, a situation
arises where the drive to extend the human quest for
further knowledge and radical breakthroughs reaches a
major peak. This brings huge tensions and battles in the
pursuit of the new, changes which may well have wider
implications for the human community than when those
two planets meet in other signs.
Having made a case from first principles for there being
something especially potent, innovative, visionary,
challenging and stressful about the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction falling in Aquarius, I did some testing of the
theory to see if it held up in broad terms.
The Long View
First I returned to examination of the Big Picture, tracking
the Aquarian conjunction in particular, during the same
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time period that I had followed the conjunction in general
through the four elements, i.e., from 500 BC to 2000 AD.
The results were interesting, and seem to bear out the
theory (see Table 4).
This Aquarian conjunction moves through time with
fascinating regularity. It appears for 663 years, retrograding
from 28 Aquarius to 2 Aquarius, approximately three
degrees less on each appearance, at 83-year intervals as
mentioned earlier. It then disappears altogether for 677
years. (This is the pattern in any sign the conjunction
occurs.)
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In the 2,500 years from 500 BC, the 500-year period which
had the greatest number of Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions
in Aquarius, i.e., seven, was 1500-2000 AD: the most
innovative, expansive and disruptive in human history!3
The Shorter View
I then looked at the three Jupiter-Uranus conjunctions in
Aquarius which had taken place since Uranus appeared
in 1781: 1831, 1914 and 1997. I chose those three from the
premise that the appearance of the outer planets Uranus,
Neptune (1846) and Pluto (1930) seems from empirical
observation to have coincided with the world experiencing
their energies much more directly thereafter.
For example, Uranus’ appearance coincided with the
American Revolution which immediately preceded it, and
the French Revolution which followed it. The impact of
those two events on subsequent European, Western and
world history was immense. Furthermore, the Industrial
Revolution from which crucible emerged technological
leaps which have radically altered the way we live in a very
short time span, was getting into its stride at the same time.
It seemed not unreasonable, therefore, to hypothesise that
the impact of the Aquarian conjunctions following Uranus’
3 The runner-up for the most conjunctions in Aquarius was 0-500 AD,
with six. This time roughly spans the period of colonial expansion of the
Roman Empire and the spread of Christianity already mentioned. And the
500-year periods with the fewest Aquarian conjunctions? There was only
one Jupiter-Uranus conjunction in Aquarius from 1000 to 1499 AD, roughly
spanning the time known as the Dark Ages in Europe, which included the
Black Death. And there will only be one in the 2000-2500 AD period, in
2080 at 2 Aquarius wich is the last for 677 years
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appearance might be more powerfully potent, in terms of
overall disruption to the status quo, than those which had
gone before.
The major event of the 1831 conjunction was the setting
off shortly afterwards of Charles Darwin on his voyage of
discovery which was to result in the book that shook society
to its foundations, his On the Origin of Species. This has
already been discussed in chapter three. 1831 was also the
year in which Michael Faraday induced the first electrical
current - another discovery which would change the world.
The 1914 conjunction saw the outbreak of the First World
War, probably the most disruptive manmade event in
history. Its huge destruction of human life was made
possible by technological advances resulting in the most
lethal weaponry ever used.
You are about to read my account of the 1997 conjunction;
what happened then was also of exceptional significance!
The major event of that conjunction was described as “one
giant leap into the unknown” by New Scientist magazine.4

4 New Scientist, March 1, 1997
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Chapter 5
1997-78: Collective Life
Rarely has the astrological community had such a vivid
opportunity to observe the links between heaven and earth
as was provided in February 1997 by the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction in Aquarius, linked with Saturn in Aries, Mars
retrograde in Libra, and Pluto in Sagittarius - all occupying
between 5 and 6 degrees of their respective signs over the
weekend of February 15-16.
With Neptune at 28 Capricorn, still widely conjunct Uranus
and preparing to move into Aquarius in less than a year,
and Pluto making exact links to all the planets in the
pattern formed, clearly there was something major afoot.
This was no “ordinary” Jupiter-Uranus event; its location in
Aquarius, the linking with both Neptune and Pluto, and the
remarkable symmetry of the planetary shape, testified to
that.
The Shape of Things to Come?
As 1996 drew to a close, my initial excitement and
enthusiasm regarding what this Aquarian Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction might reflect in collective and individual life
became modified by a feeling of unease and apprehension,
as I realised both the extraordinary and the contradictory
nature of the whole pattern which would come to exactitude
in the middle of February. Other astrologers I spoke to
shared those feelings.
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I began to get the image of a crucible, with Mars opposite
Saturn acting both as the container itself, and its seal.
I began to think of the dark and destructive potential
symbolised by Mars-Saturn-Pluto, its awesome power. A
clearer and clearer image emerged of Jupiter-Uranus, set in
the context of Neptune’s imminent shift into Aquarius, and
exactly sextile Pluto in Sagittarius, as a symbolic amplifier
of the promethean nature of discovery and advancement,
and its being afforded divine status, in our current exciting
and dangerous world.
Was something terribly bright and new going to burst forth
from this crucible, bringing with it the potential for human
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darkness and destruction to a greater extent than we had
ever seen before? I decided I was being melodramatic,
and tried to settle down, to wait and see… it seemed pretty
evident that whatever emerged was going to be very mixed,
bringing powerful opportunities for radical change along
with a lot of darkness and difficulty.
Contradictory “Weather”
The pattern certainly produced a period of contradictory
planetary “weather.” Mars, Saturn and Pluto are all
symbolically linked to controlled and focused energy and
power, manifesting (amongst other related branches)
as delays, thwarting, power struggles, the imposition of
authority, the ending of outworn structures, and sometimes
death. Jupiter and Saturn together are historically connected
to the “death of the old king.”
Jupiter and Uranus on the other hand are buoyant,
expansive, international and global in scope. They reflect
faith in some new idea/ideal, the urge to learn by breaking
down old structures. Revolution and discovery oriented,
they are connected to scientific advances, and all branches
of modern technology. Radical political and social change is
also their province.
So What Happened?
Charles Harvey had observed to me, some months before,
that manifestations of the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction and
its attendant pattern would be evident “right across the
map.” He was right. Watching the news and reading the
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papers from the week before the exact conjunction until the
end of February/early March 1997, yielded a rich harvest of
worldly events. There is space only to outline major ones. I
never before amassed so many newspaper cuttings in such
a short time!
Over the Weekend
Two key global events occurred during the weekend of
February 15-16. On Saturday, the 15th, Deng Xiaoping the
Chinese head of state was reported as having suffered a
“brain haemorrhage”; he died on the 19th. The death of the
old revolutionary “king” was eloquently described in the
symbolism of the heavens (c/f Appendix II, chart M).
Close to midnight on Saturday, 68 countries - the USA
coming on board after last-minute haggling - agreed to
a deal described on the front page of the UK’s Financial
Times as “one of the most important trade agreements for
the 21st century.”
This was a landmark pact opening up most of the world’s
£395 billion telecommunications market. Sir Leon Brittan,
the European Union’s trade commissioner, called the accord
“a major step in the creation of the information society.”1
US President Bill Clinton’s horoscope was very strongly
“plugged into” the overall pattern. As we will see from his
chart, which appears with that of the USA toward the end
of this chapter, the United States was a pivot on which the
1 Financial Times, Monday, February 17, 1997
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main events of these few weeks turned.
Space
The Hubble telescope, launched eight years before, greatly
increased our understanding of the solar system and
beyond, sending back stunning images never before seen by
humanity. The American space shuttle Discovery blasted off
February 10, 1997 to service and repair it. This event vividly
captured the world’s imagination as it unfolded.
The mission peaked over February 15-16, with five space
walks taking place in total before Discovery’s crew released
the Hubble on February 19, nine miles higher than it had
been before. The success of this mission has meant an
even greater expansion of our knowledge of the universe.
Also on a space theme, Scotland’s quality broadsheet newspaper, the Herald, reported dramatic early results from the
European star-mapping satellite, Hipparchus, which may
“force astronomers to accept that the universe is ten per
cent bigger than was previously thought.”2
Politics
There were groundbreaking political developments too. A
few days before the conjunction was exact, US President
Clinton appointed Madeleine Albright as the USA’s firstever female secretary of state. Mrs. Albright marked her
appointment by embarking on a world tour which took her
to nine capitals in ten days.
2 Glasgow Herald, Saturday, February 15, 1997
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Another event with international implications, again
involving the USA and Clinton, occurred very close to the
exact time of the conjunction. The Financial Times reported
that the President had intervened on the 15th to prevent a
strike by American Airlines pilots less than half an hour
before the strike was due to start. He had used special
legislation to do this, “the first time a president has used
these powers in 31 years.”3
Eccentricity
The quirky, eccentric side of the planet Uranus and the
sign Aquarius could also be seen. The Financial Times
reported that the UK’s Laboratory of the Government
Chemist was to buy a company specialising in a range of
genetic engineering applications, including parrot sexing.
This company has “revolutionised the world of birds”
with its gender test. “The market is expanding,” said the
managing director. “We are getting bags full of feathers
from zoos around Europe which want to know what sex
their penguins, flamingos and vultures are.”4 Whatever will
they think of next?!
But the biggest story of them all centred on Scotland Enter Dolly!
“In the past few days, we have lived through a change in
the human condition as momentous as the Copernican
revolution or the splitting of the atom.” - Wednesday
February 26, 1997.
3 Financial Times, Monday, February 17, 1997
4 Ibid
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So wrote Andrew Marr, editor of the UK’s respected
Independent newspaper and a Scot himself, on the news
that a team of Scottish scientists led by Dr Ian Wilmut had
successfully produced a sheep cloned from one cell of her
genetically identical mother’s udder. President Clinton was
so concerned by this development that he asked a national
ethics board to review the moral implications, and present
their report within ninety days. They reported back on 7th
June 1997. The conclusion was that cloning of human
beings is morally wrong, and should be banned.
For weeks afterwards, the papers were full of intense debate.
Beneath the headline… one giant leap into the unknown…
a UK journal, New Scientist, said: “Extraordinary,”
“stupendous,” “mind-boggling” and “frightening” were
the words on everyone’s lips. They said it couldn’t happen
before 2050, but now that an adult sheep has been cloned,
there seems to be no technical reason why we should not do
the same with people… 5
Clearly, the announcement to the world of Dolly, the first
cloned animal, was the most striking manifestation of the
February pattern; a powerfully promethean development
carrying huge implications for good and ill for the future of
humanity.
Promethean Science
Genetic engineering and cloning technologies have
continued to advance since then with a rapidity that is
5 New Scientist, March 1, 1997
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leaving ordinary mortals like myself reeling. It is impossible
to process the physical, spiritual, ethical and moral
implications of the recent promethean strides of science
with anything like the speed at which such developments
seem to be taking place. I continue to alternate between
feeling awestruck at our dazzling cleverness as a species,
and being repelled and deeply disturbed: the most intricate
and subtle mechanisms at the core of both physical and
spiritual life are now being dismantled and recombined as
though they were so many lengths of building scaffolding.
Since the appearance of Dolly the Sheep there have
been very regular references in the world’s media to
Mary Shelley’s grotesque creation, Frankenstein, as in
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“frankensteinian food,” to give but one example. This is
both remarkable and chilling. Mary Shelley was telling us
something of supreme importance. But are we listening?
The modern myth which she created nearly 200 years ago
is still very much alive in con- temporary consciousness,
as is evident in the following quote from Time magazine’s
review of 1997: “Dr Frankenstein wore a wool sweater and a
baggy parka... Dr Ian Wilmut, the first man to conceive fully
formed life from adult body parts since Mary Shelley’s mad
scientist. Wilmut may not look the part of Frankenstein, or
God the Father - but he played it.”6
The Astrology: Scotland, Mary and Dolly
There are powerful links between Scotland’s horoscope and
that of both Dolly the Sheep and Mary Shelley. Scotland is
a country well known for its contribution to major world
developments out of proportion to its small size. Some
examples are the steam condenser, leading to the steam
engine (Watt), anaesthetics (Simpson), penicillin (Fleming),
and television (Logie Baird).
In the national horoscope, Mercury, Uranus, Venus
and the Sun all gather round an Aries MC. Pioneering,
and exporting its benefits, is something Scots do well.
Scotland’s angles, which held the bowl shaped pattern of
the mid-February 1997 line up closely, the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction exactly conjunct the Decendant, showed that
we were due for another bout of innovation and pioneering
6 Time, “Time Annual 1997 The Year in Review,” Time Books, 1998, p. 116
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in the field of science and technology.
Look at Dolly’s chart! Her cardinal grand cross, including
the Nodal axis, very closely links in with the same pattern
in the Scottish horoscope, tying in Scotland’s MC-IC-Nodal
grand cross pattern with the mutually aspecting planets.
Dolly’s Jupiter falls on Scotland’s Capricorn North Node
conjunct Neptune in the sixth house. No matter how much
hard work, failure, and endless experimentation with
technique it took, say those symbols, someone’s vision,
and a great deal of cooperative effort, was going to result
in a pioneering leap forward. This would likely erode the
boundaries of what we hitherto had thought to be our
limits.
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In chapter three I discussed the most obvious links
between Mary Shelley’s chart and that of the publication of
Frankenstein. Mary spent some formative years in her early
teens convalescing with a family in Dundee in Scotland.
Her most recent biographers Emily Sunstein (1989) and
Miranda Seymour (2000), clearly demonstrate how her
exposure to Scottish myth, history and landscape played a
major part in laying strong foundations in her imagination,
upon which Frankenstein would be constructed only a few
years later.
The quickest of glances shows the striking common
cardinal grand cross bringing Mary, Dolly and Scotland’s
charts together. Scotland’s Neptune-Nodes fall across Mary’s
Saturn rising in Cancer, demonstrating symbolically the
inspiration, and deep sense of connection, she gained from
her stay. The 5055’ Aquarius Jupiter-Uranus conjunction of
February 1997 draws Scotland’s Ascendant/Descendant
axis onto Mary’s third-ninth house cusps, showing the
inspirational link between Scotland and Mary’s work.
The ninth house is highly relevant to authorship. It is the
house of “meaning-making”: conceptualising, sending
opinions and beliefs out into the world, offering education.
Mary’s ninth house has the sign Aquarius on its cusp.
This indicates that what she formulated and sent out was
scientific and futuristic.
The degree of this cusp (Placidus) is 5 Aquarius 43 - a highly
sensitive point in the zodiac and, therefore, in relation
to the future of scientific discovery from Mary Shelley’s
vision of how it might be. This sensitivity was borne out
in February 1997 with the meeting of Jupiter and Uranus
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within 12 minutes of exact conjunction with Mary’s ninth
cusp, coinciding as we have seen with Dolly’s appearance.
For readers interested in following this theme in more
detail, please see my article, “Mary, Dolly and Andi - O
Brave New World?” (The Mountain Astrologer, Mercury
Direct Section, June/July Issue 2001), which appears in
Appendix v of this study.
The links between Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, Scotland,
and Dolly’s charts and the horoscope of the February 1997
Jupiter-Uranus conjunction are truly fascinating. It is
eerie to realise that the very country where Mary probably
conceived Frankenstein, should be the same one in which
the manipulated conception and birth of the world’s first
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cloned animal should take place, exactly two hundred years
after Mary Shelley’s own birth. For me, this calls forth the
scientist Sir James Jeans’ famous comment, to the effect
that life is not only more peculiar than we suppose, but
more peculiar than we can suppose.
The Rest of the Year
Jupiter gradually moved away from Uranus from the point
of exact conjunction in mid-February 1997, returning
from the end of August until late November to a wide
conjunction with Uranus. At this point orbiting 10 degrees
ahead, Jupiter was still acting as an “amplifier” to Uranus’
effects.
I was intrigued to note that Mars, Uranus and Pluto would
all retrograde back to their mid-February 1997 positions,
thereby triggering in turn the horoscope of the midFebruary line-up during the course of the rest of the year,
and late into 1998 in Pluto’s case. The image which came to
mind was of the initial cauldron, its base the 5o55’ Aquarius
Hot Spot, being fired up again by these energies. What
would emerge as a result?
Phase 2: Uranus Returns to the 5-6 Degree Pattern
We had a globally important death in mid-February in the
person of the old “revolutionary king,” Deng Xiaoping,
China’s head of state. As Uranus retrograded back over 5-6
Aquarius on August 31, 1997, Princess Diana, divorced wife
of Prince Charles, heir to the British throne, was killed in a
car crash in the company of her lover.
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From the time of her fairytale marriage to Prince Charles
in 1981, Diana, through her glamourous star quality and
internationally publicised good works, had evolved into a
cult figure as the new revolutionary international “queen of
hearts.” On her shocking death at the premature age of 36,
the whole world went into shock and mourning. Modern
global technology ensured instant world headlines. Her
funeral on September 7 attracted an audience of at least
half the population of Earth: the biggest mass media event
in human history, and the major event of phase two of the
Jupiter-Uranus year of 1997.
The tidal wave of response to this death showed how deep
was our collective longing for a person, or some way of
living, which could heal the woundedness of spirit as a
human community which we seemed to be feeling as the
end of the millennium approached. It also presaged the
imminent entry of Neptune into Aquarius. Neptune, as
previously mentioned, represents the longing for an ideal,
divine vision - political, scientific or spiritual - which will
bring us closer to Eden.
One expression of Neptune in Aquarius is the erosion
of separative boundaries between nations; the creation
of a unified human community. This facet was clearly
in evidence in the global spectacle of Diana’s death and
funeral, and the mass hysteria accompanying the whole
process.
It is conjectured in some quarters that we are somewhere
between the end of the Piscean World Age and the
beginning of the Age of Aquarius. However, as already
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stated, the astrologer and historian Nick Campion has
compiled a list of “about eighty published dates” between
1761 and 3500 for the supposed start of the Aquarian
Age.7 A degree of restraint might therefore be in order in
ascribing literal truth to this concept.
The Piscean Age is said to have begun with Christ,
on whom was projected our collective longing for the
redeeming Saviour. At the supposed end of it, it seems
oddly fitting that elements of the same kind of longing
should have been projected this time onto a female
redeemer figure: Princess Diana, whose internationally
high profile in relation to good works made her a good
symbolic “hook” for such global projections. If one takes a
purely pragmatic perspective, however, the response to her
death appears grotesquely inappropriate and inexplicable.
Horoscope Links
Once again, the astrology of this event is striking. There
are many significators to be found in perusal of the UK,
Princess Diana and February 1997 horoscopes. I have
concentrated on the most obvious ones.
The first decanate of the cardinal signs, which is so
strongly highlighted in the February 1997 Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction chart, Mary Shelley, Dolly and Scotland’s
horoscopes, appears here yet again in both charts. The
Mars-Saturn opposition sealing the February 1997 crucible,
7 Nicholas Campion, Astrology, History and Apocalypse, CPA Press, 2000,
p. 143, and “The Beginning of the Age of Aquarius,” Correlation, Vol. 20,
No. 1, 2000
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falls across the UK’s Asc-Uranus rising-Desc axis, and
squares Diana’s Sun-Mercury conjunction in Cancer
T-square the UK’s Sun-IC in Capricorn. A disruptive,
separative event affecting the nation’s sense of itself is
signified here.
The 1997 Jupiter-Uranus conjunction falls in the UK’s
fourth house, opposite Jupiter in Leo in the tenth house and
square Mars in Taurus in the eighth house of crisis; death
if one takes a traditional view of the eighth house. This
pattern reinforces the sense already evoked, of an out of the
blue crisis event involving, perhaps, royalty, with links to
other countries/ cultures.
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Diana’s death took place on her third Jupiter return, with
Uranus’ presence square a tenth house Neptune, quincunx
Pluto in the eighth indicating particular disruption
involving martyrdom and serious danger. The huge welling
up of collective grief and hysteria following her death, and
technology driven worldwide participation, is well indicated
in the natal Jupiter Neptune square at 5 Aquarius/8 Scorpio
being triggered by the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction.
Other Developments - Mary Shelley Again!
All the other key stories which had emerged from the
matrix of February 1997 advanced throughout the year.
The cloning and genetic engineering themes in particular
continued to occupy a high public profile.
Parallel to this, on the bicentenary of her August 1797 birth,
there was a reborn interest in Mary Shelley, the author of
Frankenstein. There were two major exhibitions on her life
and work: in Italy in August, and England in November
of 1997. There was also the discovery in a trunk in Italy of
a long-lost children’s story of hers, which made headlines
in the UK’s leading newspaper, The Times, in November
1997.8 Furthermore, we found that Dolly the Sheep was
initially to have been called Mary, after Mary Shelley.9
Space - Mars returns
The theme of space exploration and “boldly going” also
continued, with wonderful pictures of heart stopping
8 The Times, Monday, November 10, 1997, front page
9 The Sunday Times, November 30, 1997, from Peter Clarke’s Diary
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grandeur and beauty being relayed from the refurbished
Hubble from deep space, and our knowledge of the origins
of our galaxy and the structure of the universe advancing
with every month that passed.
The planet Mars, which had been retrograde in midFebruary at 5 Libra, returned to that degree by direct
motion on July 1, 1997, its return coinciding with the USA’s
Pathfinder probe landing on Mars three days later!
The major space story which hit the headlines in late July
1997 was the turbulent flight of the ageing Russian Mir
space station, astonishingly still staggering on in its orbit of
the Earth after eleven years. Manned by British, American
and Russian astronauts, it teetered from near disaster to
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near disaster over the summer, rarely being out of the
headlines.
Next Stop Saturn
Also in September, the UK’s Independent newspaper
headlined “Fear of fall-out threatens voyage to Saturn”:
“The launch of a NASA module bound for the planet
Saturn, originally scheduled for early next month, may be
threatened following claims that the US government is
understating the risks associated with its nuclear power
source” ran the story10. According to a former senior NASA
space agency official, an unforeseeable mishap could
shower parts of the Earth with radioactive debris that could
threaten millions with cancer. Fortunately, it didn’t!
The probe was duly launched, complete with its power pack
of 70 odd pounds of lethal plutonium, on 15th October, the
day after Uranus turned direct on 4 Aquarius 44.
Land Speed Record
Uranus went direct on Tuesday, October 14. Headlined in
the papers the next day, with a stunning colour photo in
Scotland’s quality Herald newspaper, was word of another
major human technological breakthrough. Andy Green
became the first man to break the sound barrier on land,
having driven a car in the Nevada desert at a speed of 760
miles per hour (c/f Appendix II, chart N).

10 The Independent, September 9, 1997
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There are many other themes of greater and lesser
importance connected to the February pattern which there
simply isn’t enough space to mention in detail in this study.
The disruption of world weather patterns via El Nino was
a theme throughout 1997; La Nina, equally disruptive,
followed. Chinese premier Deng Xiaoping died in midFebruary, presaging major changes. In September 97 it was
announced that China was to move forward with a major
programme of privatisation, the process of moving beyond
Marxism taking a “great leap forward.”11 The shock of the
collapsing Asian economies sent tidal waves running across
the world throughout 1997 and 1998.
Phase 3: Pluto Returns to the 5-6 Degree Pattern
Pluto, having turned retrograde in March 1998 at 8
Sagittarius, entered the 4-7 degree observation zone in
May 1998, and turned direct at 5 Sagittarius on August
16. It remained within this zone until November 1998,
continuing to charge up the horoscope of the mid-February
1997 lineup, sextiling yet again the 5o55’ Aquarius Hot
Spot.
UK Events
In the UK, there were two major political developments,
starting their build-up early in 1997 and pushed forward
by the landslide victory of New Labour on May 1, 1997, in
itself another pre-Neptune into Aquarius event. Neptune
turned retrograde on Election Day in the very last minutes
11 The Sunday Times, September 21, 1997
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of Capricorn, and the old Tory party which had dominated
British politics for 18 years was swept away in a tidal wave
of disgust and longing for something new and better. Prime
Minister Tony Blair and his New Labour party, for a few
months before inevitable disillusion set in, were the UK’s
new redeemers.
There was a dreadful terrorist bombing outrage in Omagh
in Northern Ireland on August 15, the worst episode of
sectarian violence that Ireland had seen in over 30 years. It
killed dozens of people and maimed many others, but may
in fact have had the opposite effect the bombers intended.
Hope came of building peace in Northern Ireland after the
people there resoundingly voted for their own Assembly,
then turned out in high numbers to elect politicians
from both sides of the political divide to run it. This was
unimaginable in 1996.
Scotland, having clearly voted for its own parliament
in September 1997, is apparently accelerating towards
independence - or separatism - depending upon your
stance. In late July 1998, as Pluto approached its station
at 5 Sagittarius, UK prime minister Tony Blair’s cabinet
reshuffle sent the combative treasury minister Helen Liddle
back to Scotland as Scottish Secretary Donald Dewar’s
deputy. This was a key role, as New Labour and the Scottish
Nationalists limbered up for continuing warfare over the
issue of whether Scotland devolves or breaks away from UK
rule as a consequence of being granted our own Parliament.
This was yet another development which wouldn’t have
been considered a realistic possibility in 1996.
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The Wider World: Technology and Science
Moving into the wider world, at the end of July 1998, a
giant merger between the UK’s largest telecommunications
company British Telecom and USA’s huge AT&T company,
brought the global telecommunications opening-up
announced in mid-February 1997 full circle.
“The venture will provide ‘seamless’ communications
for international companies, enabling them to talk to
subsidiaries or transmit data anywhere in the world, using
only one operator.”12
A further development as Pluto came back to the February
1997 pattern over the summer of 1998 was the new
anti-impotence drug Viagra, the latest toy of science for
flogging flagging libidos, apparently usable by both sexes.
A wonderful example of the shadow side of this latest
scientific marvel appeared with the news that a middle
aged African dictator had died, allegedly as a result of
overindulgence in bedroom activity fueled by Viagra.
In August 1998 the following headline appeared in The
Sunday Times: “... Science finds ‘guard’ planets that could
hide new worlds.”13
The report went on to say that astronomers may have found
evidence for the existence of solar systems similar to our
own that could contain planets capable of sustaining life.
This struck me as the ultimate boldly-going development,
supremely appropriate for the return of the most powerful
12 Glasgow Herald, July 27, 1998
13 The Sunday Times, August 23, 1998
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planet we know of in this solar system, to charge up the
horoscope of the unique pattern of February 1997.
The Major Event
I think that the most important event of this last phase
was the dragging into utter disrepute of the most powerful
political office in the world, the presidency of the USA.
Sexual scandal surrounding President Clinton rumbled
away during the whole of 1997 via the Paula Jones
case, flaring up acutely at the end of January 1998 with
revelations of President Clinton’s affair with Monica
Lewinsky, a White House intern nearly 30 years his junior.
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Everyone knows that politicians have been fornicating
and lying, with some honourable exceptions, since the
beginning of time. This particular scandal came at a point
when nuclear war between India and Pakistan seemed a
real possibility, and we were facing yet another stand-off
with Iraq. It was extraordinary, unique, and a dreadful
comment on the state of decay of our culture, that the
energies of the most powerful man on Earth seemed to
be spent to a considerable extent on fending off squalid
investigations into his sexual misconduct during a major
period of global tension.
From an astrological perspective the whole debacle was
fascinating, and clearly connected to the mid-February
pattern of 1997, from which time the process of pursuit
took on an increasingly relentless momentum. JupiterUranus in Aquarius strongly suggests the arrogant,
buoyantly successful, sexually promiscuous ruler who
thought he was beyond the law; Mars Saturn and Pluto, the
dark forces of the Inquisition, their pursuit perhaps fuelled
unconsciously by the pursuers’ own sexual inadequacies
and jealousy of the President’s unlimited sexual
opportunities, who were determined to bring him down.
It was a political situation completely outside our collective
experience until the remarkable planetary pattern of
February 1997 augured its development, with the JupiterUranus alignment serving as “an activating trigger“,
in Richard Tarnas’s apposite phrase. How symbolically
appropriate that the last phase of this sordid, surreal
international debacle should have been played out against
the backdrop of Pluto’s return to the February 1997
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horoscope.
Pluto turned direct at 5 Sagittarius on August 16, 1998. The
next day, President Bill Clinton admitted to the American
people and the entire world that he had indeed had an
inappropriate relationship with Monica Lewinsky.
A Continuing Saga
Three days later America bombed Sudan in retaliation
for alleged Muslim fundamentalists’ attacks on two
American embassies in Africa. By the end of the week, as
Neptune slipped back for a few months into Capricorn,
fundamentalist threats that there would be reprisals against
America and its allies in the form of biological warfare
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made the world suddenly feel a more dangerous place
for all of us. It was suggested that there was a connection
between Clinton’s desire to distract attention from his
sexual scandals, and his authorisation of the bombing of
Sudan. It suddenly felt as if we were living in the plot of
some grotesque movie rather than in “real life.”
From the time I first drafted this section in August 1998,
there were remarkable twists and turns in the Clinton saga.
The USA’s independent special prosecutor, lawyer Kenneth
Starr, took his role of rooting out the truth of the Lewinsky
affair incredibly seriously. It became evident that he and
his team were playing out grim and relentless Mars-SaturnPluto, in the harrying of Clinton in his shadow JupiterUranus role of the corrupt and sexually predatory ruler who
considered himself above both law and truth.
The Starr report was published on September 11, 1997, on
the Internet, in true Jupiter-Uranus style! On October 6,
impeachment proceedings were begun. It looked as though
Clinton was down on the way out. But he still rode high in
the American public’s approval ratings of his performance
as their president.
Early in November 1997, congressional elections were
held. The Republicans expected Clinton’s Democrats to do
badly, enabling them to gain enough seats in Congress to
push through the impeachment process and bring Clinton
down. However, the Democratic vote held. Shortly after the
elections Clinton’s arch enemy, Republican leader of the
House of representatives, Newt Gingrich, resigned from
office.
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The American people had delivered a vote of confidence
in Clinton as their president if not as a man, and a mighty
rebuke to the shenanigans of Washington politicians, who
seemed to be more interested in getting Clinton than in
the long-term good of their country. Once again, it looked
as though the tough and resilient slick Willie, love him or
loathe him, had evaded the captors’ net. Jupiter-Uranus had
triumphed, at least temporarily, over the dark inquisitorial
forces of Mars-Saturn-Pluto.
As I concluded the first version of the study in December
1998, with Pluto at 8 Sagittarius, just outside the 4-7 degree
observational band I had been using throughout, it looked
as though the screw was once again tightening on Clinton
as his pursuers pushed the impetus towards impeachment
to the point of what looked like no escape after all… at
that stage it looked as though Mars-Saturn-Pluto held the
balance of power.
Clinton/Houdini
However, as we all know, he did escape, albeit with
maximum dishonour including actual impeachment, and
he did hold on to his presidency “to the last hour of the last
day,” in Clinton’s own memorable words.
I wrote the following passage, in the first version of this
study, in December 1998, before the outcome was known:
“But the quickest of glances at the president’s horoscope
reveals astrologically why he is such a Houdini character.
His natal first house Chiron-Jupiter conjunction in Libra,
trine the North Node, Uranus and the Part of Fortune in
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the ninth house, represents not one, but a full deck of
‘Get out of jail free’ cards! There is also a close tie between
Clinton’s Sun/Moon midpoint line up with the MC, and
USA’s Jupiter. Watch this space. Perhaps he will become the
first impeached president NOT to be forced to give up the
Presidency…”
Overall there are remarkable links between Clinton’s
horoscope and that of the USA, as already highlighted.
Yet again we see the prominence of the first decanate of
the cardinal signs in the February 1997 Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction chart, weaving the USA and Clinton into
a pattern of extraordinary events hitherto unforeseen.
Clinton’s Mercury-Saturn conjunction at 2-7 Leo falls on
the USA’s 6 Leo North Node in the eighth house. Jupiter
conjunct Uranus opposed that line-up from its conjunction
with the USA’s South Node in Aquarius in the second.
All the resources of people power were galvanised against
the incorrigibly arrogant, sexually incontinent, gifted Leo
president, with dire consequences as all kinds of secrets
concerning sex and general corruption were exposed not
just to the American public, but to the entire world.
Consequences
These unique events, as Pluto in Sagittarius at the end of
1998 completed charging up the February 1997 pattern
and slowly moved on, may well result in time in profound
changes to the American political system, as the people are
forced to review what the office of President actually means,
and what they can realistically expect and demand in future
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from the person who holds that office. They are also likely
to be debating for some time what defines the boundary
between the rule of law acting as a necessary regulating
constraint on all its citizens, and becoming an instrument
of socially and individually destructive persecution.
To illustrate the foregoing comments, it was interesting to
note in the recent USA presidential election of November
2000 that both Republican George W. Bush and Democrat
Al Gore were at pains to give a strong impression of
marital stability and fidelity, regardless of how their policies
differed!
Just as the death of Princess Diana swept a tide of grief and
hysteria worldwide, the Clinton saga carried a tidal wave of
sleaze everywhere. Neither of those huge waves could have
occurred without the momentum provided by the highly
sophisticated information technology we now possess.
Once again, manifestations of the impending movement of
Neptune into Aquarius could be clearly identified.
My impression is that the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction’s
exact alignment with Mars, Saturn and Pluto in February
1997, and the recharging of that alignment by the
retrograde of Mars, Uranus and Pluto, brought some
unique developments of a scientific, technological, social
and political nature into our collective history.
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Chapter 6
1997-98: Individual Experiences
Toward the end of 1995, in an interview with Ian Holland,
editor of Connections, the leading Scottish alternative
magazine, I talked about my work as an astrologer. We
ended the interview with some speculations about what the
Jupiter-Uranus conjunction of 1997 might bring. Here is an
extract from the interview:
“…What that should mean collectively is some kind of major
step forward being announced in human development
and awareness at that time. Jupiter-Uranus in Aquarius is
a combination which has a strong feeling of technological
and scientific breakthrough about it… On the day of the
moon landing in July 1969, there was an exact conjunction
… what we might expect is something which takes us boldly
where humanity has not gone before…”1
Having said that the sun crosses the sector of sky called 6
Aquarius between the 25th and 27th of January, it suddenly
occurred to me to invite the readers of the magazine with
those birthdates to contact me so that I could find out how
it had been for them. So I did and they did. In this Uranian
manner, the study project was born!
Participants and Structure
Seventeen people stayed with the study throughout
1 Connections, spring/summer 1996, p. 6
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1997-98. Out of an interested initial response from 15
members of the public, only three with the Sun at 5-6
Aquarius returned my initial questionnaire. Needing
more participants, and lacking the time because of other
projects to advertise for more members of the public to
join in, I then involved 11 of my astrology students, and
three astrology clients. All had key planets/points in their
horoscopes placed between 5 and 6 degrees Aquarius.
There are very obvious limitations to a study like this. First,
there is no control group of people with nothing at 5-6
Aquarius. Second, all concerned had been alerted to the
upcoming pattern and were therefore not observing life
from a neutral perspective. Third, over half were already
studying astrology. I have always encouraged my students
to adopt a sceptical approach, try to avoid stretching what
they see in life to fit the astrological model. But their
understandable desire to see astrology proved in action was
bound to exert an influence, however much I exhorted them
to strive for objectivity.
Also, each individual’s horoscope is like a complex play
with many differing characters and variations of plot line,
therefore selecting only ONE character to focus on, whether
it be the Sun or another planet/point in the chart, is rather
narrow.
On the other hand, the “big heavies,” Mars, Saturn, Pluto,
Jupiter and Uranus all inviting themselves at once on stage,
albeit only to talk to one key character, should make an
observable impact on the unfolding drama! So I felt it was
worth going ahead, even with those strictures which I have
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just acknowledged.
I kept to a narrow orb range: 4-7 Aquarius. Five participants’
natal Sun falls there; two, Venus; three, North Node; two,
Jupiter; two, Saturn; one, Chiron. I also included one Venus
at 6 Leo, which the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction would
oppose; and one MC-IC axis at 6 Taurus-Scorpio, to which
the conjunction would make a square.
Objective and Expectations
My objective was to see whether the energies of the complex
and contradictory 1997 pattern, with the Aquarian JupiterUranus conjunction as its pivot, could be observed at work
in essence in all the participants’ lives. As Alexander Ruperti
observes: “… what the conjunctions actually instigate is a
rebellion against one’s own bondage to the values which
condition one’s personal behaviour and viewpoint.”2
I wanted to test whether this theoretical core was evident
in the lives I was setting out to study. For individuals,
what I expected overall was a mixed picture in January
and February 1997, with thwarting, blocking and difficult
circumstances and significant endings on the one hand; but
new and unexpected developments woven in, which would
become clearer as the year went on.
Common to all participants - I thought - should be a more
difficult and unpredictable year than average change; there
should also be clear external evidence of an inner thrust
2 Cyles of Becoming, p. 206
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toward greater expansion and freedom of operation in those
spheres of life connected to the planets being triggered by
the conjunction and its attendant pattern.
So what happened?
Questionnaire 1: Winter/Spring 1997 January
The first question was whether January had been an
“unusually pressurised, thwarting and difficult month.”
As the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction built up, the dominant
foreground energies were Mars, Saturn and Pluto,
always a testing combination, demanding endurance and
persistence, bringing separations and endings of varying
kinds. Sixteen participants said a very definite “Yes!” to
this. (The only one who reported having had a good month
nearly proposed to his girlfriend but didn’t. Early in March,
she announced her intention to marry someone else.)
Here are some of their responses, and in brackets the natal
planet(s)/axis occupying 4-7 Aquarius:
•

•

•

“Every possible delay at work. Workmen didn’t turn
up (not that this is unusual in itself!), every effort to
go ahead with practical ideas (home improvements)
was blocked. Very, very frustrating!“ (North Node 6
Aquarius opposition Moon)
“Agonised over decision to take early retirement through
Xmas and New Year. Decision to cancel the request early
in January.” (MC 6 Taurus/IC 6 Scorpio)
“Difficult flu-ridden month, partner came over to help,
injured himself and ended up as a patient himself.
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•

•

•
•

Study plans thwarted.” (Venus 7 Aquarius square Moon)
“Sense of very significant ending with my ex-husband.
A very difficult and painful period.” (Venus 6 Aquarius
conjunct Sun)
“Heard of lots of relationship break-ups; began to panic
about my own.” (Saturn 7 Aquarius sextile Sun conjunct
Mercury)
“Self and partner off work due to illness.“ (Moon
conjunct Saturn 4 Aquarius)
One participant working in a third-world country
reported being “ill and alone, away from friends and
family… the ending to a whole period - move into being
myself with no emotional dependants.” (Sun 5 Aquarius
square Mars)

Five other participants reported deaths or serious illness
involving close relatives or friends. It was a pretty grim
January from all accounts.
Early February
The tone of February was different. Question two asked,
“Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the first two weeks of February?” Only one
person said no. All the rest reported significant inner and /
or outer happenings:
•

•

“My (male) partner after being moody and
uncommunicative expressed a desire for complete and
utter personal freedom.” (Saturn 7 Aquarius sextile Sun
conjunct Mercury)
“Applied for voluntary redundancy… a very steady,
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•
•

•

•

•
•

relentless energy flow.” (Chiron 5 Aquarius conjunct
Mercury square Neptune)
“New career direction being grappled with.” (Sun 5
Aquarius)
“Relationship (which had broken down in January) back
on, but felt stronger within… that I could easily cope
on my own… let’s see what happens!” (Moon conjunct
Saturn 4 Aquarius)
“Feeling of depletion and dissatisfaction (January) giving
way to desperate need for change.” (Venus 7 Aquarius
square Moon)
“Continued to stand up for myself with (male) partner
- complete refurbishment of home - my way!” (Sun 6
Aquarius opposition Uranus)
“My inner life is a rampant beast with all sorts of
questions and demands.”(Sun 5 Aquarius square Mars)
“With little notice was asked to supervise a student for
six weeks - this, plus setting up new student groups,
stressful.”(Jupiter 7 Aquarius conjunct Mercury)

Weekend, February 15-16
The third question asked whether anything significant had
occurred on the actual weekend of February 15-16 when the
conjunction was exact. Four said no. One couldn’t recall.
The other twelve all had significant experiences pointing to
new developments in the future.
•

One participant ran into a journalist friend he hadn’t
seen for a year. The conjunction day was spent hatching
a new joint writing project, possibly a film script, on a
theme from Scottish crime history. (Venus 6 Aquarius
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•

•

•
•

conjunct Mercury)
Another had a very significant dream: “A coming
together of many things precisely,” featuring “two full
moons” in the night sky. (Chiron 5 Aquarius conjunct
Mercury square Neptune)
Another experienced “a huge emotional pain in the solar
plexus - as though punched - then tremendous feelings
of release. Something had been shifted, something had
changed.” (Sun 5 Aquarius opposite Moon/Pluto)
Another participant and his partner entertained friends
in their
newly - completed dining room for the first time since
they’d moved three years previously. “The weekend felt
like the completion of some cycle.”(MC 6 Taurus/IC 6
Scorpio)

Late February
Question four asked about the significance of the last two
weeks of February. Three people reported no particular
developments; for two of them, there was a continuation
of changes which had presented unexpectedly in the first
two weeks. There was only one person whose life seemed
to have been totally untouched by the disruptive and the
unusual during the period of the conjunction. I will present
his feedback in eight experiences of the year.
For the rest, there were a range of developments:
•

“Received redundancy offer and accepted it. A great
sense of deep healing. Remaining notice period felt like
a prison sentence being completed!” (Chiron 5 Aquarius
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•

•

•

•

•
•

conjunct Mercury square Neptune)
“Feelings of extreme restlessness and felt like running
away - started applying for jobs abroad.” (Saturn 7
Aquarius sextile Sun conjunct Mercury)
“Continued feelings of trying to break out. Began to see
partner in a different light: eyes opened to what had
always been there.” (Sun 6 Aquarius opposition Uranus)
“Definite shift in ideas re responsibility to
friends… some set aside. ‘End of an era’ feeling re
relationships.”(Sun 5 Aquarius opposition Moon/Pluto)
“A career change theme going on within me… husband’s
nervous energy levels very high the whole of February.”
(Sun 5 Aquarius)
“My son is really busy with more work than he can
handle - this is a big switch for him.” (Sun 5 Aquarius)
“E-mailed NASA with original computing idea - they
replied! - asked me to forward details.” (Jupiter in sixth,
second Jupiter return)

One participant summed up: “Recent events have had far
reaching implications for me-endings, beginnings, a new
way of being…”(Venus 7 Aquarius square Moon)
Another said: “During this period I was able to confront
many anxieties I have had which stem from childhood. … A
deep sense of healing has taken place which has en- abled
me to coalesce as a person… and thus begin to assume full
potency as an individual.” (Chiron 5 Aquarius conjunct
Mercury square Neptune)
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Questionnaire 2: Summer/Autumn 1997
From late July until mid-October 1997, Uranus was
retrograding from 7 to 4 Aquarius. It turned direct on
October 14 at nearly 5 Aquarius. I sent out the second
questionnaire just after this date, including a question re
the perceived significance or otherwise of October 13-15.
I have long noticed and been intrigued by the potent
effects of the stationary direct points of the outer planets
in particular. This was my chance to research that facet
of Uranus’ motion over a whole group of lives! As the
reader will find out in due course, the results were mostly
significant and in some cases very powerful.
I took the third period from mid-October 1997 to late
January 1998, by which time Uranus had reached 8
Aquarius, leaving the observational band of 4-7 Aquarius.
From November 1997 until the end of January 1998, Pluto
having turned direct in mid-August 1997 transited over 4-7
Sagittarius for a second time, running a joint power surge,
with Uranus, through the mid-February 1997 horoscope.
This was as far as I went in following up the participants
in the study, sending out the third questionnaire, during
which they were invited to sum up the significance of the
year for them, at the end of January 1998.
Questionnaire 3: Summing up: January 1997-98 Overview
An obvious question to ask in drawing the research together
was this: Did the seventeen participants who stayed with
the study have natal Jupiter-Uranus aspects, as well as
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possessing the criteria for selection, i.e., a planet-angleMoon’s Node in the natal horoscope between 4 and 7
degrees of Aquarius? The answer is that twelve had, and
five hadn’t. In the case of the five, the absence of a natal
connection between the two planets appears to have been
offset by the impact of the transiting conjunction falling on
the planet-angle-Moon’s Node occupying 4-7 Aquarius. This
would seem to suggest that one doesn’t have to have a link
between two important bodies natally to feel their impact by
transit.
However, in terms of intensity of disruption experienced
by participants, an overview of the charts suggests to me
that two factors reinforcing each other seemed to “turn up
the volume” on intensity of experience and the radicalness
of life change. One is possession of a natal Jupiter-Uranus
aspect linked in with one or more natal planets, including
at least one personal planet e.g., Sun or Venus. The other
is when the planet-angle-Moon’s Node occupying the 4-7
Aquarius band has links with one or more other natal
planets-angle-Moon’s Node.
Lucia, the participant who had the very significant collective
experience about which you will shortly read, was the
person whose horoscope both natally and by transit most
strikingly and powerfully illustrated the above observation.
I have indicated in the eight charts featured in the main
body of the study, plus the nine in Appendix III, what
the natal Jupiter-Uranus aspects are. It is my hope that
including all seventeen charts and write-ups will provide an
opportunity for readers to do some of their own reflecting
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and concluding, rather than me doing it all for them!
I collated all the feedback I was sent via the three
questionnaires into individual accounts of each of the
seventeen participants’ self-reported experiences of the
period February 1997 to January 1998. Because of time
limitations, I didn’t conduct any face-to-face or telephone
interviews. Each summary was sent to the appropriate
participant for accuracy checking, giving him or her the
opportunity to delete any details which he or she felt were
too sensitive to expose in public, albeit anonymously.
The few extra written comments as a result of this were
incorporated into the final reports.
An Average Year?
The last question I asked in Questionnaire 3 was: “Was it
a fairly typical, average year?” One person wasn’t sure, and
one wrote a description of her fourth Jupiter return, but
not of 1997. All the rest felt it had been a year out of the
ordinary. Four described it as a turning-point year, two as a
year of re-evaluation, one wrote that it was “the most pivotal
year of my life,” another described it as “a phenomenally
significant year,” and yet another called it “an incredible
year.”
Eight Experiences of the Year
It was hard to decide which of the seventeen lives to present
in this section. They are all interesting, and the stamp of the
contradictory pattern of February 1997 can be seen on each
one. In the end, for the specific reasons given, I made my
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selection of eight. All the rest with their horoscopes can be
found in Appendix III: seventeen lives 1997-8.
The eighth and final piece - bridging the personal and the
collective - is an extract from Lucia’s account of her year,
highlighting the remarkable experience she had in midOctober 1997, during the week that Uranus turned direct at
nearly 5 Aquarius. Readers will, I am sure, be interested to
note that all the participants in the following section found
Uranus’ stationary direct point of October 14-15 significant.
So, too, did the majority of the subjects whose lives appear
in Appendix III.
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Frank, Fifth House Venus
Venus in Leo conjunct Sun (and Cancer) in fifth trine
Chiron rising in twelfth.
(No natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect; waning semi-sextile phase;
Jupiter and Uranus in same sign in sixth house, both linked
with rising Chiron.)
This person was chosen because after returning largely
monosyllabic negatives to most of the questions I asked in
the questionnaires, his assessment of the year was a total
surprise. Here is what he wrote:
•

•

“I’d just like to point out the problem I’ve experienced
with the survey: I have a terrible memory. I remember
significant experiences, but never in terms of exact
times and dates. I find it VERY difficult to recall events
whilst putting them in a chronological framework. My
memories consist of pictures, impressions and feelings,
etc.
“Well, what can I say. It has been an incredible year. You
know, I pulled out the tape of the reading you did for me
a year ago, and I was stunned both by your accuracy, and
by the way I have responded to the challenge. I feel as
if I am a completely different person. I am well on my
way to balance and harmony, I am confident in who and
what I am, and the purpose of my life. I have received
innumerable revelations, and experienced many
personal miracles. As you know, I am a very ‘internal’
person, and I now understand my true nature. On
reflection, I wouldn’t change any of my life so far, and I
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know it’s just going to get better and better. Thank you.”
Frank knows no astrology.
Barbara, Eighth House Sun
Sun opposition Uranus in second, square Neptune in fifth.
(Natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing sextile linked with
Sun.)
Barbara doesn’t know any astrology either, this being one of
the reasons for presenting her in this section. Her feedback
also speaks most eloquently of her Sun being the planet
“plugged in” to the dynamism of the February pattern, as
we see her claiming and using her own masculine power in
hitherto unaccustomed ways throughout the year.
January 1997 was very difficult. There was a major move
to a new office block. In February there were “continued
feelings of trying to break out. Began to see partner in a
different light: eyes opened to what had always been there.”
She stuck out for what she wanted, although normally being
more passive. This led to some conflicts at home. She felt
more decisive.
She experienced the conjunction weekend as significant.“…
very busy - ending the old for the new.” They cleared out the
old kitchen that weekend to allow for refurbishment.
Her husband fulfilled a major ambition over the summer
period by winning a competition to do with his hobby,
fishing. He also became very unusually active, e.g., taking
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up cycling along with their young son. The whole family
did lots of new things; Barbara took up computing in
September. She also became an officer in the local PTA.
She felt she had more space of her own, and much more
confidence. Job review was very much a theme; she decided
over the summer that her aromatherapy career was going
nowhere. She had some very unsettling dreams in the
period prior to Princess Diana’s death on August 31, 1997.
Uranus direct October 13-15: a creative project she had
started in the home was accomplished. She was very
pleased with herself!
Over the winter Barbara took on the challenge of a new job;
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felt she had to prove herself. Her mother-in law had three
heart attacks and a stroke in the first two weeks of December.
This caused a huge amount of stress and distress.
Was it a fairly typical, average year?
No - a very significant year. Barbara feels she has achieved
making her own mark and standing up for herself. “I have
cried floods of tears through frustration, anger, fear and
worry, but I seem to be coming through this a very different
and much stronger person. I am constantly amazing myself
these days how I seem to be standing up for myself in a
more positive manner… doors seem to be opening for me…
through my new job… which could not have been possible
in my last position.”
Claire, Third House Sun
Sun square Mars in eleventh/twelfth sextile Jupiter in
fourth. (Natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning square linked
with Chiron and Saturn.)
This participant has studied astrology for many years. I
wanted to include another Sun person with the shared
central theme of Jupiter-Uranus conjunct the Sun. The
claiming and using of one’s own masculine power in an
original and dynamic way, taking one beyond previously
imagined limits, could be seen at the core of the two very
contrasting lives.
Claire’s natal Sun square Mars fighting spirit, triggered by
the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction, can certainly be seen to
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be engaged in “a rebellion against one’s own bondage to
the values which condition one’s personal behaviour and
viewpoint” (Alexander Ruperti, Cycles of Becoming, p. 206)
in her complex relationship with male figures during the
year in question.
January 1997 was very difficult. Claire was ill with a chest
infection which led to a bad asthma attack, 4,000 miles
away from her loved ones. (She had taken up a senior post
with a major children’s charity in Africa in January 1996.)
She was pressured at work, ill, miserable and depressed.
She was also aware of mourning the end of a whole period
of her life, a move into being just herself, with no emotional
dependants.
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In February “my inner life is a rampant beast with all
sorts of questions and demands.” At this point she was
at the beginning of enacting a Juvenile Justice research
programme, and got really good staff. She had visitors;
although stressful, the companionship cheered her up.
She experienced the conjunction weekend as significant:
her visitors moved to their own house on the 16th, leaving
hers a shambles. She felt anger over being left with the
detritus of others’ lives over the years, and great anger was
triggered by a manipulative male boss, re her backing down
throughout her life to “fucked-up, manipulative men.” “A
frustrating weekend for me, by me, with me!” There was a
really difficult visit late in February from an unstable and
unsupportive Scottish friend.
Summer to autumn was a very busy period which left
Claire breathless and mentally running all the time… the
question of what to do next in her career once the African
contract finished, became pressing. She was feeling
lonely, lacking confidence, but also feeling on a complete
high re all the options available. The Children’s Statute
(children’s legislation unique in Africa and her main area
of work) became law on August 1, 1997, “… humanitarian
and founded on the UN Conventions on the Rights of
the Child.” The country’s Independence Day is January
26 - Sun, 5 Aquarius - and the subject’s birthday. She
experienced being well regarded for her ideas and work.
There was no shortage of internal job offers.
Uranus direct October 13-15: On October 16, she sent her
first e-mail on her own number! Her daughter announced
she was coming out for Christmas and bringing the
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subject’s son and ex-husband too.
A theme of odd and unclear encounters with men,
including her ex-husband who visited in summer and
Christmas with their grown children, continued throughout
the year, as did the theme of longing for intimacy but not
being prepared to take up unsatisfactory situations on offer,
and of wondering where she would go at the end of her
contract. It is also very clear from her feedback (although
she did not say this herself!) that 1997 was a remarkable
year of ground breaking professional achievement, in
spite of a lot of difficulties and obstacles which had to be
overcome along the way.
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Was it a fairly typical, average year? No - a year of
consolidating the change from one life to another before
moving on to the next phase. “I think I have had to grow up
somewhat and take care of myself.”
Mark, Eleventh House Chiron
Chiron widely conjunct Mercury in eleventh square
Neptune in sixth. (Natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing
semisextile linked with Pluto and Venus.)
I chose this next participant because of how vividly the links
between natal Chiron, Mercury and Neptune can be seen
interacting with the transiting pattern, as he tracked the
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year largely through his dreams. He knows quite a lot of
astrology.
January 1997 was a difficult month. “Work attended
to in kitchen after 6 months of inactivity/frustration.
Hard work on this.” Three close relatives of friends died.
Mark heard of possible voluntary redundancy from his
teaching job. (He was at the time an art teacher.) A review
of his financial position led to a February application for
voluntary redundancy…“a very steady, relentless energy
flow.” He experienced the conjunction weekend as very
important, with a highly significant dream in the early
hours of February 16: “An indivisibility of certain things.
An incredibly significant moment. A coming together of
many things precisely. In a kind of futuristic courtyard,
I looked out at the night sky where there were two full
Moons.” Three days later, he received an offer of voluntary
redundancy and accepted it, with....“a great sense of deep
healing.” He reported the period of working his notice as
feeling “like a prison sentence being completed!”
The period of mid-July to mid-October was one of waiting
for things to happen which had already been set in motion,
but in particular a period of deep and powerful inner
change culminating in a striking dream event on Friday,
October 17. The nature of themes that occurred in dreams
during this period concerned in particular, oppression and
the liberation that followed, with the inner, idealised image
of the feminine becoming more real and acceptable. On
Tuesday, August 19 there was a striking dream image. “I
could see two setting suns. One was quite high and white,
while the other was low and to the right with patterns of
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pentagons on it.”
Uranus direct, October 13-15: Mark gave no specific
feedback, but shortly afterwards - on Friday, October 17 - he
had a big dream in which long-standing painful is- sues
regarding his mother were resolved.
In his own words, “… the result of this big dream
are immediately apparent; it’s as if I am more selfcontained, clearly defined or complete in feeling tone,
and, paradoxically, able to be with another person more
completely and be 100 percent in the present moment. In
no longer splitting off parts of myself, it’s like rediscovering
my relationship with the world afresh, without distorted or
irrational feelings interfering. As well as having access to
the softer feelings, I also feel more potent as an individual
as a result.”
Initially during the period of mid-October 1997 to midJanuary 1998, he was extremely depressed, fearful and
humourless. The main event of an inner nature was on 6th
November, when he dreamed of the Philosopher’s Stone of
alchemy, a herald of the feelings of integration which were
to come. In his own words, this period “was like a total
dissociation of personality and affections. I had dreams of
crucifixion. After a month or so, I began to feel a connection
to a greater sense of awareness - a feeling of great spiritual
wholeness - a complete person, in fact, with an openness
to others that was without prejudice.” This enabled him to
make a significant connection with his father, for the first
time in decades, without any trace of tension or aggro. This
feeling of inner connectedness and rightness of things
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persisted, and he wasn’t subject to the usual mood swings.
The main outer event was at the very end of December
when he met a female friend he hadn’t seen for a couple
of years. In his own words, “It was an amazing experience
- the energy around us was tangible. It was as if planets
were colliding - we soon knew we wanted to be together and
felt right together. We are so alike in fact.” This encounter
had been presaged by a number of premonitory dreams,
and when he received a card from her in the beginning
of December, he had felt a strong sense of intuition that
something like this might happen - as indeed it did. “All my
dreams, it seems, at least from a romantic point of view, are
coming true.”
Was it a fairly typical, average year? “1997 was the most
pivotal year of my life. A year in which I have achieved
immense self-integration and reorientation. I’m working
full-time at what I want most to do. (Note: he is now a
freelance artist.) I’m with a partner I love and want to be
with, and I feel confident and on the threshold of a new
life.”
Nicholas, MC 6 Taurus-IC 6 Scorpio
MC squared by transiting Jupiter-Uranus from sixth, widely
opposition radix Pluto (IC ruler) in twelfth. (Natal JupiterUranus aspect: waxing trine, linked with Nodes, Chiron,
and Mars.)
Nicholas studied astrology with me some years ago. He
hasn’t kept up his studies, but maintains a connection
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via regular one- or two-yearly reviews of his life from an
astrological perspective. I was keen to present a participant
whose Angles were linked in with the Jupiter-Uranus
pattern. His feedback is particularly articulate, showing
quite clearly how both ends of the MC-IC axis resonated
to the prevailing energies of the year. Both his career
and domestic life went through turbulent and often
unpredictable changes which opened up new life themes. I
also liked how he wove commentary on his own life into an
awareness of the wider global context.
January 1997 was very difficult. Nicholas agonised over his
decision to apply for early retirement, taken in late 1996,
through Christmas and New Year. He arrived at a decision
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to cancel the request early in January.
The first two weeks of February were dominated by a rush
to get their new home, shared with his partner for three
years, ready in time for the anniversary of their moving
in, i.e., February 16! Important rooms were ready by midFebruary: lounge, dining room, own and guest bedrooms.
“We are now operational as a couple for the first time in our
nine-year relationship able to entertain people properly.”
Nicholas experienced the conjunction weekend as very
significant. It was the third anniversary of entry to the new
house. On Saturday, the 15th, they invited friends to dinner;
the completion of the dining room was very significant.
“The weekend felt like a completion of some cycle - a very
important landmark. Very strong emotions attached to
this.”
During the period of mid-July to mid-October, his partner
C’s mother died suddenly on August 16. Then there was
Princess Diana’s death on August 31, on which event the
subject made the following comment: “Princess Di’s death
is clearly the most bizarre aspect of this period (stage 2 of
the survey ) - mass hysteria diverting energy from sober
analysis of world’s problems into pointless frenzy.”
The next event of note for him was the Scottish referendum
on September 11, 1997, in which the Scottish people were
asked to indicate whether or not they wanted a parliament
of their own, partly devolved from central UK control.
Nicholas and his partner voted by post before they left, for
a first-ever holiday in the USA between the 9th and 25th
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of September. In his own words, on referendum day “I
was physically remote - in Chicago. I was also emotionally
distant - despite 30 years in the Scottish National Party.
Felt completely uninvolved and disinterested because new
Parliament is a pretence of power, not true substance.”
Judging the summer/autumn period as very significant,
he observed that “for us, personally and emotionally, it
has been a period during which a lot has been happening
and we have felt quite drained a lot of the time. Despite
our tiredness, it has mostly felt like a time of significant
progress in our domestic projects.”
Uranus direct October 13-15: October 15 was “the day on
which our new bath was plumbed in and we were able to
get all our bodies wet all over for the first time in 10 days bloody significant if you ask me!! It’s a true double-ended
bath purpose designed for erotic bathing - oh well, for both
of us being in it at the same time without one of us having
to rest our head against the taps, anyway. We have sampled
it. It was wonderful!”
During the period of mid-October 1997 to mid-January
1998, Nicholas reported that two parallel strands had
been running; i) the fallout from the death of his partner’s
mother; the process of clearing and selling the house, and
settling the estate, didn’t start till October. The October
to January period was dominated by this, and proved
a profoundly emotional experience for C as she slowly
realised that a major turning point in her life had been
reached. C is now alone, with only two step-siblings who
are not close, and no links left to her native city. She has
a substantial and unexpected inheritance, making her
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financially secure for the rest of her life. With her mother’s
death she began to realise, at 45, that she was no longer
young. C’s mother’s house, after initial difficulty, suddenly
sold in mid-January 1998 for a very good price.
Strand ii) was represented by Nicholas’ own struggle
with the decision of whether to stay at work or take early
retirement: in his own words, “A struggle with major
life change issue for a couple of years - in January 1997
withdrew voluntary redundancy application. As 1997 ended,
a window of opportunity began to open for spring 98, a
natural break in our work, which would let me leave “in
good order.” So during October-January this has been major
point for reflection. An event occurred today - February
6 - which “I think will prove to be the decisive factor. My
reaction to this event is going to determine whether I go
or stay, and thus the shape of my life in the future.” Also,
their bathroom was totally gutted and modernised during
October 1997. After the bath was installed on October 15,
they were then left with “half a gorgeous new bathroom,
stalled, waiting for a tiler, wondering if it would ever be
finished!”
Was it a fairly typical, average year? Again, in his own
words, “it HASN’T been an average year, that’s for sure.
Possibly a year of transition. It started with me withdrawing
an application for early retirement and ended with me
contemplating submitting it again. I am quite definitely
going through some kind of reappraisal/readjustment
phase which is either going to lead to me quitting planning,
or finding renewed enthusiasm for it. It’s going to be as
extreme as that. On top of that, it was the year during which
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C and I got our heads above water - financially - with this
house, and the year during which I finally put my divorce
behind me. C and I have had to recreate a home - essentially
like a pair of young newlyweds. The difference has been
that we’ve been 40 somethings, not 20 somethings. We
will never finish spending money on this house, but I think
1997 was the year we got it to the state where we don’t
have to rush any more. This is emotionally important. We
feel ‘established’. In other words, a milestone in our lives
together was reached in 1997. Taken together with C’s
mum dying in 1997, with all that that implies, I think 1997
was a real turning point.”
Georgia, Seventh House Venus
Venus in Aquarius in seventh, square Moon in Scorpio in
fourth. (Natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning square, linked
with Pluto, Neptune, Saturn, Chiron and Sun.)
I chose Georgia because Venus in Aquarius in the seventh
house, triggered by the 1997 pattern, was so clearly and
intensely reflected in major disruption and change in all
her important relationships, and in her radically changing
attitudes. Also, the feedback she gave for Uranus going
direct in mid- October was one of the most intriguing
accounts of symbolism lived out that I had ever read!
January 1997 was very difficult. “A flu-ridden month with
absolute exhaustion.” Her partner came to stay and help,
injured his back and ended up bedridden. Having had
to drag herself out shopping because of this, her car was
nearly hit by a driverless car careering past her out of
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control. Her study plans were thwarted. Georgia reported
a “feeling of depletion and dissatisfaction (January) giving
way to desperate need for change.” She started to apply
discipline to study for her Faculty of Astrological Studies’
Certificate.
Reporting no significant events of an inner/outer nature
over the weekend of February 15-16, she described the whole
of February as important from the point of view of mindset
and emotional lessons, including unexplored ones re the
challenge of competition, her partner having suddenly
decided to sit the same exam!
She described the summer to autumn period as “an
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unprecedented period of inner and outer change. Many
major life experiences happening within a very short
period.”
Here is her summary of events from mid-July. (She passed
her FAS Certificate exam): “met absent father after a decade
+ separation from partner + sister in residence - cramped!
+ work relationship problems with boss + health problems
- but also new way of looking at health issues + mediator
between disputing friends.” She described all serious
relationships as having been re-evaluated, and “a real drive
towards freedom from restricted situations where my own
needs were subjugated to others. Letting others fit in round
the new me.”
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Uranus direct October 13-15: October 13-15 she was in
London working on something which is normally done
by two employees, enjoying the freedom of working
on her own. Then on her return home on the 15th, an
answerphone message from a friend (who was experiencing
exactly the same Venus-Uranus transit, but a square) “was
the start of a potent synchronous event for me.” The friend
had seen a painting in an art gallery which she took to be
Georgia. It turned out that the painter had been known to
Georgia thirteen years before as her art teacher/mentor;
they had lost touch over time. The appearance of this
picture brought up a lot of emotional outpouring, and a
feeling of connectedness over time, for her. Importantly, “it
may not have been me, but something about the spirit of it
captured my friend instantly - she did not know I knew the
artist. My mum has bought it for my Xmas.”
By the end of the year she had walked out of her job, but
also reconnected with her absent father and acquired two
lovely young stepsisters as a “fantastic bonus.”
Was it a fairly typical, average year? No. “A phenomenally
significant year with most significant relationships
sustaining great changes for the better, but very painful and
turbulent times. Everything happening at once; tensions
uncomfortably high. Feeling of ‘putting to rights’ many long
term issues.”
Phoebe, Sixth House North Node
North Node in Aquarius in sixth, widely square Taurus
MC-Scorpio IC trine Sun conjunct Jupiter in tenth. (Natal
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Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning semisquare linked with the
Sun and Venus.)
The study attracted three people, all women close to the
same age, with the North Node at 5 Aquarius. I chose
Phoebe because of the particularly striking pattern of the
Nodal axis, popularly known as the axis of destiny, crossing
the MC-IC axis of life direction, vocation, career, and roots.
Also, there is the dynamic, developmental trine made from
the North Node to the Sun conjunct Jupiter in the tenth
house, sextiling the South Node. Jupiter conjunct Uranus
triggering off this pattern is powerfully suggestive of
1997/8 being a major year for Phoebe, full of achievements,
experiments and new departures especially significant
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to the immediate future development of her career. The
impact of the conjunction on the IC can also be seen in
major changes in her home life.
January 1997 was very difficult. Her postgraduate
dissertation, having been kept for six months, was at last
returned on January 6 with a request to contact her tutor
regarding corrections in order to pass. Two frustrating
weeks followed of trying to set up a meeting with the tutor.
Early in January she did a horary on “Is Tony Bullimore
Alive?” and determined that he was. She was correct.
This round the world yachtsman was rescued off the
coast of Australia, near the Southern Ocean, in a blaze of
international publicity. At the end of January, she contacted
his agent after learning a British and an Australian
magazine would both be publishing articles by her on this.
The agent wanted her to discuss the creation of a book on
astrology which they would then promote. In February, the
final drafts of the articles were accepted for publication.
Phoebe experienced the weekend of February 15-16 as
significant. In her own words, “I forecast to the above
agents that the Tory party would be defeated, and Labour
put into power at the next General Election, although I
had put this in print in the spring of 1995 in Realta. I was
also preparing to present a local talk (21st) on research in
astrology, and still very surprised at myself having become
so involved and dedicated to the scientific approach to
astrology.” During the last two weeks of February she was
continuing to realise, and be surprised at, her involvement
and dedication to the scientific approach to astrology.
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In the last two weeks of August, “my personal style
changed. I spent a great deal of money on clothes and my
appearance and suddenly started to look like the ‘old prechildren me’ again - made me feel happy and good about
myself. Got my old smile back!” On September 11, 1997,
her husband won the franchise for a local radio station. On
September 15, her master’s degree was officially awarded.
During the autumn period, a major national magazine
expressed interest in her personal astrology project. Phoebe
wrote a big Northern Ireland peace process article for the
Astrological Journal, and obtained some good new data.
Uranus direct October 13-15: Phoebe gave a talk to the
Urania Trust on October 15 on the Northern Ireland peace
process, got lost on the way, and was forty minutes late. Her
son’s birthday - she had discovered in September it was also
the birthday of David Trimble, the Northern Irish Protestant
leader.
Her astro-fashion profile project was consolidated during
the October to January period, with helpful input and
support from her business partner, and in the early part
of December Vogue magazine confirmed that they were
featuring it in their March 1998 issue. ( Note: this was
delayed.) She also had work published on Health and
Astrology, and was booked for a workshop in Dublin
in the early spring. The Faculty of Astrological Studies’
50th anniversary celebrations were consolidated, and the
brochure finally produced. Her husband’s mother died
December 19 after a long illness. Relief for her and them.
In mid-January Phoebe started piano lessons for the first
time.
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Was it a fairly typical, average year? “Not a typical average
year. Progressed Neptune went direct as an indicator of
my involvement with music and fashion/image. Overall,
though, I am more independent, outspoken, confident and
also philosophical than I have ever been in my life. I have
hopes and ambitions, but my acceptance of the possibility
of their failure is now part and parcel of the effort rather
than a block to it.”
Lucia, Fifth House Saturn
Saturn conjunct South Node, trine MC, quincunx Uranus,
conjunct Ascendant, sextile Sun conjunct Mercury in
Sagittarius in fourth. (Natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: applying
opposition linked with Asc/Desc axis, Pluto, Chiron,
Saturn, Nodes, Sun, Mercury, and MC-IC axis).
In response to my asking whether the period of October
13-15 had been of any significance, Lucia’s response was to
write TOTALLY AND UTTERLY, doubly underlined.
Her horoscope shows a very prominent angular JupiterUranus opposition, in T-square with a Sun-Mercury
conjunction in Sagittarius, conjunct the IC which is also in
Sagittarius. Thus the transiting Jupiter-Uranus conjunction
activated a powerful natal configuration also involving those
two planets. Moreover, of all the participants, her horoscope
shows her natally to be more strongly “plugged in” to the
outer planets than anyone else, with her twelfth house
Uranus rising in 5 Virgo, predisposing her toward tapping
very powerfully into the prevailing collective energies.
Her friends call her the “mutable babe from hell.” She
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positively crackles with barely contained energy, and has a
mass of black snaky hair. She is a freelance choreographer
and dance teacher. Here is her account of her extraordinary
experience in her own words.
“I was sent away on Monday, October 13 to a remote and
very beautiful spot in the North of Scotland with fortyfive
teenagers (complete neds3) to create a piece of theatre
and enrich their lives. What a hideous prospect, I thought
at first - but what actually evolved was completely mind
3 “Wee ned” and “Wee hard man” are colourful Glaswegian expressions
used to convey the judgment that the persons concerned are morons,
philistines, toughs, or all three combined! Glaswegian is the name for the
local patois of the inhabitants of the city of Glasgow, Scotland
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blowing!!! I had no idea what to do with them so I threw the
whole thing open to discussion and here’s what happened…
“Background: the majority of the kids involved were not
arty-farty West enders. They had little or no experience
of dance, drama or music or how to present themselves
positively in a life context, never mind a theatrical one!
“However, I never baulk at a challenge and, while this
seemed like a mammoth task, I felt I could contribute
something valuable. The heading for the week was ‘putting
young people first’ so I posed the following questions:
“a) What does the title mean to you ? (It certainly wasn’t
providing ME with any creative inspiration!) Responses
varied, but the outcome was generally the same; they felt
under pressure always to be the best, to think of me… me…
me… stifled in their self-expression, not allowed to be who
they wanted.
“b) What do you really want from life? ‘To be happy’ was
the universal response, which surprised me with a group
of 14-17 year olds. I had expected ‘Money, money and more
money.’ Many talked of finding a partner, marrying, settling
down, having children. Working together, being part of a
harmonious whole, appeared very important.
“c) What do you daydream about? I encouraged them to
think really expansively to get us off the ‘being famous’
crap and interesting things started to happen: being free,
being able to fly, climbing Everest, being able to see into the
future. Fantasy took off.
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“THEN IT STRUCK ME!! I’d been dying to bring my
astrology into a piece of theatre and it seemed like the Sun,
Venus and Neptune were now jumping off the page at me. I
had all the inspiration I needed and I set to work. Everyone
was soon busying away on improvisation, song writing,
creating movement and I was on a total high.
“The whole week, instead of becoming more frenetic, as I
would expect, became calmer. I can’t describe it in words;
but it was as though we were all tuning into this kind of
‘community’ thing. We were by the sea, and I watched
as real hardened city kids went to the water’s edge each
day and sat, saying nothing, gazing into space beside
new-found friends. I stood outside one evening, gazing
at the magnificent sky and stars, when I was joined by
an archetypal ‘wee hard man’ who stood silently for a few
moments then said, ‘What’s happening, Lucia?’ ‘Who
knows. Enjoying yourself, Dave?’ ‘It’s pure brilliant, by the
way,’ he nodded quietly.”
“The unspoken communication was the most incredible
thing we were all experiencing. These are very noisy and
rumbustious young people, yet they were walking around
as though they were on tranquillisers. A small group
approached and asked me if I would teach them how to
meditate!!!”
“There was a whole higher consciousness, Neptunian
thing going on here and I will never, ever forget it. Spiritual
connection, I guess.”
“I told no one where I had drawn my inspiration from
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until the piece was finished because I fully expected people
to think I was a fruitcake. I sat everyone down at the end,
explained my planetary springboard, and waited for the
guffaws. They didn’t happen. They replied in a very sixties
‘Wow, man!!’ kind of way. Unbelievable!”
“(On Friday, October 17 at 3:17 p.m., precisely when the
young people finished performing the work they had spent
the week creating, the clock in the room stopped.)”
“The piece called Mind, Body, Spirit was performed October
1997 at the City Halls, Glasgow, in Scotland. ‘I really, really
hope I’ve been instrumental in expanding at least a few
young minds.’”
Neptune Sets the Larger Context
The backdrop to the remarkable planetary line-up of
February 1997 was the approaching shift of Neptune into
Aquarius, one of its major themes being the yearning for
a more humane, spiritual sense of connectedness as world
citizens. We could perceive the atmosphere of this shift
pervading the global response to Princess Diana’s death and
funeral in the autumn of 1997. I thought that the unique
group experience, for which Lucia’s creativity was such a
potent catalyst in that same autumn, was a smaller scale
manifestation of the same collective theme.
Lucia’s experience shows how vibrantly and creatively
Jupiter and Uranus can work together at their best, to
push human beings beyond what they thought were their
limits toward creating new and satisfying ways of being
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alive. It reminds us, in its Aquarian context, that we are
all interrelated. Also illustrated, in a particularly striking
manner, is an important truth which I believe the research
in this study has helped to confirm in its own small scale:
that the personal and collective lives of humankind respond
in the same core way to the great music of the spheres,
played throughout space and time by the planets in their
cycles.
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Chapter 7
Postscript from Neptune
The first version of this book, published in three issues
of Considerations between November 1999 and May
2000, focused on events that occurred from February
1997 to January 1998 in the lives of the 17 participants
in the study. It also examined the effects in terms of
collective events that were produced when the unique
February 1997 horoscopic crucible was recharged by
transiting bodies, first by Mars, then by Uranus and
lastly by Pluto, continuing through until the end of
1998. Readers will recall that it was the coming together
of Jupiter and Uranus at 5 Aquarius 55 Aquarius in
February 1997 that created this innovative Hot Spot in
the Zodiac.
I wrote up the study in December 1998, prior to
Neptune’s arrival at the crucible and its Hot Spot.
However, since then I have remained in my observer’s
mindset! It has been intriguing, exciting and
frightening in turns to observe major world themes
correlate with Neptune’s slow activation and reactivation
of the 4-7o observational band in Aquarius used in the
first version of this study. Neptune entered that band
in early April 1999, and remained there until January
2002. This 33-month period has been so uniquely
challenging for humanity that I would be seriously
amiss not to comment on it.
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Collective Life
Yet I do so with some trepidation! The time of
Neptune’s transit back and forth over the zodiacal
position of the February 1997 Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction holds so many developments of
fundamental importance to our future as human beings
that I am acutely aware of how limited and partial
any one individual’s perspective is bound to be. This
difficulty is amplified by the chimera-like nature of
the planet Neptune, that misty magical weaver of the
threads of conjecture into what often turns out to be a
tapestry of illusion or delusion. Nevertheless, I believe
I have identified a couple of central themes of great
importance to our future lives, and correlated them with
Neptune’s transit of the Jupiter-Uranus Hot Spot.
Background: Neptune in Aquarius
Neptune moved into Aquarius in January 1998. After a
brief retrograde sojourn into the end of Capricorn from late
August to November, it returned to Aquarius at the end of
November 1998 to remain in that sign until 2011.
As already mentioned, the impending shift of Neptune
into Aquarius acted as a major backdrop to the meeting
of Jupiter and Uranus in February 1997. At that time,
Neptune was ending its transit through Capricorn and
was widely conjunct them both across the sign cusp. We
have examined in detail the many collective and personal
manifestations of Jupiter conjunct Uranus at 5-6 Aquarius,
in the foreground of life as it were. What can we say about
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Neptune in Aquarius as the backdrop, the larger context?
Neptune
Neptune symbolises our relationship with love, dreams,
fantasies, art, music, escape routes from harshness,
compassion for those who suffer and need help, the
universal sea of the collective unconscious; it describes
our longing for Divine connection, for perfection, for
redemption. Neptune’s transits bring along with them
a major polarity of human existence: our ancient need
for illusions to provide temporary cushioning from life’s
realities - and the disillusionment which follows when
those illusions inevitably dissolve in the acid bath of Life As
It Actually Is. Neptune speaks of the way fashions, ideas,
beliefs and discoveries ripple out like sea currents, touching
everyone, everywhere.
Aquarius
Aquarius is the sign which pertains to our common
humanity. Through its old ruler, Saturn, it speaks of the
way we order and structure our lives as human beings:
from the fundamental ethics without which no tribe, nation
or federation could function, to the ordinary patterns of
everyday living which need common agreement for life to
be toler- able within whatever tribe, nation or federation
we happen to belong. Saturn also speaks of the sense
of responsibility citizens need to have in relation to one
another for society to function in a healthy way, whatever
our cultural differences as a human community.
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Through its co-ruler, or new ruler, Uranus, it speaks of the
increasingly disruptive pace of change to which humankind
has had to adapt. This shift of pace began with the
Industrial Revolution of the latter years of the 18th century
generating increasingly sophisticated Western technologies,
which in a mere two hundred years have changed the world
at every level. It also speaks of the increasing breakdown
of traditional ways of living, especially in the West. Who,
for example, could have imagined as the 20th century
dawned, that in its final decade the concept of “family”
would broaden to include such variations from the norm
as two lesbian parents, their child conceived through in
vitro fertilisation of a donated younger woman’s egg and the
sperm of a gay male who happened to be their close friend?
It is interesting in the context of the above example to
make an historical linkback to the last time Neptune was in
Aquarius, from 1834 to1848.The latter was the famous “Year
of Revolutions” in Europe. In that same year, the first ever
Women’s Rights convention met in New York1 . Little did
they know then how far women would be able to go, with
the aid of technology, by the time Neptune next transited
into Aquarius!
Putting the Two Together
One might expect this combination of Neptune with
Aquarius to bring changes, carried like the tides of the great
oceans, throughout the entire world community, bringing
implications for good and ill which would affect us all.
1 Bernard Grun, The Timetables of History, new 3rd rev. ed., Touchstone
Press, Simon and Schuster, 1991, p. 414.
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One might also expect, given Aquarius’ strong associations
through Uranus with modern technology, that major
currents galvanising the flow of change would be energised
and driven by the advance of science. We are less than half
way through this transit, and already we can see the broad
terms of this core description everywhere.
I will refer briefly to just a few of the more striking
examples from the many available, so that the “flavour” of
Neptune in Aquarius can be discerned.
Computers
Already rapid progress in computer technology throughout
the Nineties seems to have accelerated since Neptune
entered Aquarius in 1998. These advances are the
facilitators for all innovation in the years since, and lie
behind every one of the examples I will provide. It is
interesting to link back in history again, to the last transit
of Neptune through Aquarius between 1834 and 1848. In
1834, English mathematician Charles Babbage invented the
principle of the “analytical engine,” the primitive parent
from which has evolved today’s powerful generation of
computers. 2
Globalisation
A major Neptune in Aquarius effect has been the spread of
the process of globalisation, spearheaded by technological
breakthroughs in the fast transfer of information across
2 Bernard Grun, The Timetables of History, new 3rd rev. ed., Touchstone
Press, Simon and Schuster, 1991, p. 414
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the world. The Internet has made big inroads into the
dissolution of old barriers to international exchange of
ideas, commerce, etc. One of many examples of this is
from the world of music, one of Neptune’s most obvious
dimensions. The website Napster enabled millions of
people throughout the world to download all kinds of music
for free, until the world of Saturnian rules recently caught
up with it.
A Changing Europe
Another example is the rapidity in the last few years with
which the European community has moved towards being
one state. Neptune’s transit through Capricorn from 1984
to1998 saw the collapse of Communism and the world
order which was predicated upon it. Its movement through
Aquarius now appears to be bringing an idealisation
(among politicians at least!) of the notion of the superstate with its trade and security advantages through
“harmonisation.”
Ordinary individuals, reluctant to give up that sense of
personal uniqueness and national identity in which so
much of basic morality and personal decency is often
rooted, do not appear to be so keen. A recent major example
of this was the controversial launch of the Euro as Europe’s
common currency in January 2002. The UK has retained
its own currency for the time being, a reflection of our
nation’s deep reluctance to give up the Pound, a potent
symbol of our national identity. Furthermore, the erosion
of a supportive sense of nationhood which this Neptunian
sea change is bringing, has been a large contributing factor
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in calling forth eruptions of the ugly side of nationalism
throughout Europe. Two examples are the rise of NeoNazi movements with their accompanying racism, and the
persecution of asylum seekers in their quests for new and
safer homelands.
One World
Eastern religions teach and modern physics has
demonstrated that everything is inter-connected: we are
all part of the One. This is a highly Neptunian notion.
The sense that we truly are one world, sharing a common
environment and common humanity, has grown in the last
few years, largely as a result of technology making possible
the incredibly fast transfer of ideas and information world
wide. This has a very positive side. We are confronted
with the increasing realisation that behaviour of any kind
cannot be con- ducted in a vacuum; we are all responsible
for the fate of planet Earth. One can only hope that in years
to come, the transit of Neptune through Aquarius will be
seen retrospectively as having galvanised our efforts toward
greater global cooperation for the benefit of all beings.
However, it is going to be a tough job to get this to happen!
The Saturn-Pluto Grinder
At the time I write this, just over a year after 9/11, the
atrocities committed on the people of New York on
September 11, 2001, it is clear that we are into a new world
or- der of an altogether grimmer kind. Neptune transiting
through Aquarius has, on casual contemplation, a kind
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of misty, vaguely benevolent feel to it. Yet, accompanied
as it is by much harsher planetary patterns, most notably
Pluto’s long transit through Sagittarius and the 2001-03
Saturn-Pluto opposition, we are witnessing the spread of a
tide of technology-expedited religious war throughout the
world, creating a situation where no-one feels entirely safe,
anywhere, any more. Longing for union with the Divine,
and taking hundreds or thousands of fellow citizens with
you against their will, is a highly perverted, but recognisable
manifestation of Neptune in Aquarius.
Genetics and Cloning
By now, readers should rightly be puzzled at the omission
of any mention of the major scientific advances in genetics
and cloning which have taken place following the watershed
of Dolly the Sheep’s appearance in 1997, just before
Neptune moved into Aquarius.
I have left discussion of this topic until now for two reasons.
First, because I believe it is so significant that it needs
its own section. Advances in genetics and cloning since
Dolly’s creation have brought us to the threshold of altering
the very blueprint of life itself, at every level, taking us
into radically new territory for which no one is prepared
scientifically, physically, morally or spiritually. The creatures
of planet Earth are now afloat in a new Ark, as it were, on a
sea which no one has ever navigated, where the winds and
tides are unknown, where North could be in any direction.
This is the most powerful manifestation of Neptune in
Aquarius that one small human being, trying to make sense
of it all, can possibly imagine...
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Second, because key stages in these advances occurred as
Neptune was crossing within minutes of the planetary Hot
Spot at 5 Aquarius 55.
April 1, 1999 to December 19, 2001:
Moving Through the Band
Transiting Neptune entered the observational band of 4-7
Aquarius on April 1, 1999, and left it on December 19,
2001. It crossed 5 Aquarius 55 for the first time by direct
motion on March 20, 2000, for the second time (traveling
retrograde) on June 29, 2000, and for the third time
(traveling direct again) on January 17, 2001. A fourth and
final key moment was October 18, 2001, when Neptune
turned direct, a potent event in itself, at exactly 6 Aquarius
0’’ - a mere five arc minutes off the Hot Spot.
I began the research by collecting relevant news items
from the start of April 1999 until Christmas 2001, to see
what themes would emerge over the period. The criteria
for selection were that the cuttings had to have a Neptune
in Aquarius feel, but with a distinct Jupiter-Uranus tone.
This meant news of the appearance of something entirely
new, within a scientific or technological context, either as
an idea, a physical or biological event, or a discovery which
took human beings into new territory and potentially
affected us all. This approach built up a large collection
of cuttings. Then at Christmas 2001, just at the end of the
observational period, I had to stop work totally because of
health problems and did not look at the material again for a
whole year.
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Discoveries Galore
When I had recovered, I read through all of the press
cuttings: from summer 1999’s exciting news that a planet
had been observed for the first time orbiting round a star
similar to our sun, to the announcement a year later that
US particle physicists had broken the speed of light. By
autumn of 2000 it was being reported that the aging of
nematode worms had been slowed down by an AngloAmerican team of researchers, thereby opening up the
possibility that the drugs they had used could be developed
for humans.
In the early summer of 2001 it was announced that a
controversial new fertility treatment involving three adults:
father, mother, and the mitochondria of a female donor’s
egg used to “power up” the mother’s egg, had resulted in
children being born who carried genetic material from three
parents for the first time in history.
Enter Harry Potter!
One of the delights of this 33-month period occurred just
as Mars was crossing Neptune at 6 Aquarius 05: the world
premiere in London on November 4, 2001 of Harry Potter
and the Philosopher’s Stone3. It went on to sweep the
world, making it one of the two biggest box office draws in
the history of film. The premiere was reported on the front
page of The Scotsman on November 5 under the headline
“Rowling’s wizard conjures up £1 billion” and Time
magazine also featured a lengthy article on the making of
this unique Warner Brothers movie in its November 5, 2001
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issue.3
Film, of course, is one of Neptune’s major milieux. The
Jupiter-Uranus flavour is very evident in this recordbreaking tale of a mythical school for the training of young
magicians, set in a community divided into Saturnian
Muggles and Uranian Wizards. Its production was also a
triumph of technological invention.
It is interesting to note that the book was first published
in 1997, the very year of the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction in
Aquarius. Its author, single parent JK Rowling, was so poor
that she wrote in a cafe in Edinburgh in Scotland, unable
to afford adequate heating for her rented flat. The rapid
and staggering reversal of fortune, which turned her into a
worldwide celebrity and a multi-millionairess in a few short
years, is hallmarked by Jupiter-Uranus symbolism.4
Enter Obligatory Mad Scientist
Running through the whole period was the ongoing
controversy about how far cloning should go. This even
featured the archetypal “mad scientist,” Italian doctor
Professor Severino Antonori, who, against the prevailing
view that cloning humans was not only ethically wrong
but dangerous for the prospective clones, announced in
February 2001 that he and a team of doctors were going

3 Titled Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone in the USA.
4 Rowling’s natal Sun is 7 Leo and was opposed by the Jupiter-Uranus
conjunction in 1997. Neptune op- posed it in the year the film came out.
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ahead anyway.5 Not surprisingly, I thought of Mary Shelley’s
mad scientist Dr Frankenstein, whose disregard for the
conventions of ethics and common humanity had led to
so much tragedy in her book, Frankenstein, or A Modern
Prometheus.
Also, the race between the international Human Genome
Project and maverick scientist Craig Venter’s Celera
Genomics Corporation to be the first to produce a draft of
the human genetic code, often cropped up in the press as
an outcome came nearer.
The period was replete with breakthrough scientific and
technological advances of which I have only mentioned a
few which seemed to be especially significant or striking.
Impressionistically, the rich manifestation of new
discoveries with huge implications for the whole human
project certainly seems to support the hypothesis that 4-70
Aquarius now carries a strong Jupiter-Uranus “feel.”
Crossing the Hot Spot
Would there be outcomes of especially great significance
when Neptune was actually on, or very close to the 5o 55’
5 On October 13, 2002, an intriguing article appeared in The Sunday
Times. Under the heading, “Cloned humans about to be born,” we were
informed that Dr. Antonori had announced that the first of several human
clones created by him were about to be born “at a secret location.” Then,
on December 28, 2002, a religious cult, the Raelians, announced the birth
of the first cloned child, a girl. Data promised by Clonaid, the Raelians’
cloning organisation, which would authenticate this alleged birth, has not
yet been provided. Interestingly, Clonaid was founded in February 1997
“just after Scottish scientists announced the birth of Dolly,” according to
The Independent, December 28, 2002.
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Hot Spot? When I began the research in the spring of
1999, I doubted this, given the diffuse nature of the planet
Neptune. I deliberately tried to “forget” the exact points
when Neptune crossed back and forth over the spot, and
simply plodded on amassing cuttings. The year during
which ill health forced me to give up all work was useful it allowed my ‘amnesia’ to develop even further! Coming
back to the research at the end of 2002 with a fresh eye, I
was very struck by what came into focus. On applying the
precise dates of Neptune’s transits of the Hot Spot to world
affairs, as reported in the press, unique meaningful events
occurred very close indeed to those dates.
March 20, 2000 (direct motion)
The world’s first cloned pigs arrived. On March 14, 2000,
Science News reported the birth on March 5, 2000 of five
healthy piglets, cloned by PPL Therapeutics of Edinburgh,
the same biotech company which had been involved in
the cloning of Dolly the Sheep. They had used a method
dubbed “double nuclear transfer” in which the cloned
genetic material is transferred from the donor egg into the
shell of a fertilised egg. That same week, Science reported
that a Japanese team had cloned a pig called Xena, using
a different method. They had injected the genetic material
directly into the donor egg.
These developments represented a step forward in
complexity from Dolly the Sheep, since pig organs more
closely resemble human ones, thereby intensifying the
debate on the controversial project, already ongoing, of
transgenic or xeno transplantation. The ultimate aim of this
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is to transplant pig organs into human beings. To achieve it,
pigs would first have to be genetically modified to prevent
the human body rejecting the animal tissue.
June 29, 2000 (traveling retrograde)
Headlined as “The map of Mankind” in Scotland’s
broadsheet, The Herald, it was announced worldwide on
June 27, 2000 that the first draft of the human genetic code
had been completed. In a joint satellite-linked conference,
USA’s President Clinton and UK’s Prime Minister Tony
Blair paid tribute to the researchers, Craig Venter’s
privately funded Celera Genomics Corporation, and the
international, publicly funded Human Genome Project.
Blair said: “So often in the history of human endeavour
there comes a breakthrough that takes mankind across the
frontier and into a new era. Like President Clinton, I believe
that today’s announcement is such a breakthrough.”
Taking an historical perspective, it is interesting to note
that the first gene, a snippet of bacterial DNA that plays a
role in the metabolism of sugar, was isolated by a Harvard
medical school team in 1969, the year Jupiter and Uranus
were conjunct in Libra. A further significant step was taken
in 1984, the year after the next Jupiter-Uranus conjunction,
in Sagittarius, when a British scientist at the University of
Leicester developed genetic fingerprinting. In 1998, the
year after the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction in Aquarius which
produced Dolly, US biologist Craig Venter announced that
his company intended to decode the entire human genome
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by 2001… they beat their own deadline.6
January 17, 2001 (traveling direct)
On January 11, 2001, we were introduced to Andi, a
delightful baby rhesus macaque monkey, who is the world’s
first genetically modified primate. His birth was reported
in the UK’s Independent newspaper as well as the world’s
press and there was a lengthy feature in Time magazine
of January 22, 2001. In Andi’s case (his name is a reverse
acronym for inserted DNA ) a glow-in-the-dark green dye
gene from a jellyfish (how very Neptunian!) was inserted,
via a virus, into a monkey egg, which was then fertilised
in vitro. Out of 126 embryos thus created, only three were
born alive, and only Andi carries the extra gene throughout
his body.7
October 18, 2001
On this day, Neptune turned direct, a potent event in itself,
at exactly 6o Aquarius - a mere five arc minutes off the Hot
Spot.
“At precisely 3.15 am on 10th October (2001) Jose
Cibelli, a scientist at the Massachusettts- based biotech
firm Advanced Cell Technology (ACT) finally made the
pioneering breakthrough, when he managed to remove
DNA from body cells and trick them into thinking that they
6 The Sunday Times, p. 55, Innovation section, July 2000
7 Readers interested in more astrological discussion on this topic
should read my article, “Mary, Dolly and Andi-O Brave New World?”, The
Mountain Astrologer, May/June 2001. It appears in Appendix V of this
book.
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had been fertilised so that they would grow again. Two days
later his lab assistant told him the eggs were cleaving into
the world’s first known cloned embryos.”
The above extract is from the Science section of the
Scotsman, a leading Scottish newspaper, whose front
page was filled on November 26, 2001 with the Scientific
American’s now famous colour picture of the first cloned
human embryo, created for stem cell research with eventual
medical applications, not to replicate human beings.
To the best of my knowledge and understanding, these
four breakthroughs in genetics and cloning, clearly fitting
my selection criteria, were the most significant of the
whole period in question. Their occurrence so very close
in time to the four transits of Neptune across the Hot
Spot at 5 Aquarius 55 strongly supports the hypothesis
that the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction of February 16, 1997
“charged up” that point in the zodiac in a way which can be
specifically linked to scientific advances of a unique nature.
The most striking event of the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction
of February 1997 was the announcement of the creation of
the first cloned animal, Dolly the Sheep. It is of particular
interest to note that presentation to the world of the
first cloned human embryo was the most outstanding
manifestation of the final transit of the last outer planet, ie
Neptune, to cross the Hot Spot. There is a feeling of orderly
unfolding generated by all this, not randomness. Does
some Other know something we do not?
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Individual Experiences
Questionnaire 4: Spring 1999-Autumn 2001
In the autumn of 2001, I wrote once again to my research
subjects regarding their experiences during the Neptune
transit through the 4-7 Aquarius band. Questionnaire 4 was
sent off just after Neptune had turned direct at 6 Aquarius
on October 18, before memories faded of the potent few
days which precede and follow any outer planet’s station
and resumption of direct motion.
Objectives, Expectations and Problems
There was a definite problem with researching the
observational band in these individual cases. As has just
been demonstrated, in the collective examples major
developments of a “boldly going where humanity has
not gone before” nature occurred as Neptune transited
4-7 Aquarius, with distinct peaks at the four Hot Spot
crossings. This effect was not coloured by the presence of
another planet or planets on those degrees, thereby adding
further credence to the theory that powerful planetary
meetings imbue the degree areas of their meeting with
their quality. This theory, which has long intrigued me,
was previously supported in the summer and autumn of
1997, with Uranus’ return to 4-7 Aquarius reactivating the
“Jupiter-Uranus effect” of the February 16 conjunction in
both collective and individual life.
However, participants were initially chosen because they
were born when a planet, angle or the Moon’s Node was
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located between 4o and 7o of Aquarius. The problem
with researching Neptune’s transit was that Neptune in
conjunction with any planet, angle or Node, at any degree
of the zodiac, in anyone’s horoscope, constituted a major
symbolic event in their lives which might express itself on
a number of different levels. This being the case, and the
sign in question being Aquarius (which in any event is
ruled by Uranus) would it be possible to fulfil my objective
of detecting a specifically “Jupiter-Uranus effect” underlying
the personal feedback for the Neptune transit?
There had been a real clarity of observable impact, germane
to the nature of Jupiter combined with Uranus in Aquarius,
revealed through the 1997 research into individuals’ lives. It
would not be surprising, given Neptune’s diffuse nature, if
the effect were less obvious this time around.
To demonstrate a “Jupiter-Uranus effect,” each life would
need to reveal sudden and disruptive changes from spring
1999 to autumn 2001, bringing conditions into being
which were both new, and also expanded the scope of the
life in question. Bearing in mind the picture of the JupiterUranus combination in Aquarius which I developed in
chapter four, experiences which brought such changes, as
demonstrated via the 1997 research, wouldn’t necessarily be
easy or comfortable.
My expectations of how clearly the research would deliver
this core effect as a common factor, were much more
tentative than they had been in 1997. If the JupiterUranus effect were visible, it would be perceived through a
strongly Neptunian filter: coloured by longing for dreams
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to come true, and pursuing those dreams, attended by the
dissolution of the old order and emergence of the new, shot
through with disappointment, confusion, disillusionment
and loss. Whether the positive or negative facets of the
Neptune transit predominated would, as with all transits,
depend on the structure of the natal charts involved.
Participants
By autumn 2001, I had lost touch with Frank and Harriet,
two of the seventeen original subjects. Both were “Venus
people.” I heard on the grapevine that Harriet had married
someone she’d met out of the blue during 1997, relocated to
another part of the UK and begun a new life. Coincidentally,
the same thing had happened to Frank!
Of the fifteen to whom I wrote, nine replied. It was striking
to note that seven of the nine (Barbara, Claire, Mark,
Nicholas, Georgia, Phoebe and Lucia) had been featured in
chapter six. The other two were Alice, whose natal Sun is
5 Aquarius, and Katya, whose natal Saturn is 4 Aquarius,
conjunct a 6 Aquarius Moon. Their earlier accounts can be
found in Appendix III.
Structure
As with the first three questionnaires, all the feedback was
synthesised into a continuous narrative for each person,
this time for the period of spring 1999 to autumn 2001,
split into five sections: early May 1999 to mid-October
1999, mid-October 1999 to early May 2000, early May
2000 to mid-October 2000, mid-October 2000 to early May
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2001, early May 2001 until late October 2001. The months
chosen reflect the points where Neptune went retrograde
(May), and direct (October).
The question asked for each time period was: Did you
experience anything significant of an inner/outer nature
during the period of… They were asked first to respond
either yes or no, then to furnish some examples. All nine
participants gave a clear yes for all five time periods, with
one exception for one period only.
They were also asked: Did you experience anything
significant of an inner/outer nature during the week of
October 15-22, 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday
the 19th stand out? (Neptune went direct October 18, 2001.)
Invited to respond either yes or no, then to furnish some
examples, six out of the nine said yes, providing examples
which are included as part of the overall narrative.
Also included is a key comment on spring 1999-autumn
2001, taken from feedback given in response to my asking
what events or developments of an inner or outer nature
during the above period were considered to have been the
most significant.
Crossing the Hot Spot
Were there outcomes of especially great significance at an
individual level when Neptune was actually on, or very close
to the 5 Aquarius 55 Hot Spot? The four points, again, were
as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

March 20, 2000
June 29, 2000
January 17, 2001
October 18, 2001 - the only point for which there was a
specific question included in Questionnaire 4.

Readers may recall that I had deliberately “forgotten” those
four points while collecting my newspaper cuttings of
collective events over the Neptune research period. I was
trying to be as unbiased as possible in my selection of
reported developments which fitted the research criteria.
Unfortunately, I forgot so well that I omitted to include
a question on the significance of the first three dates in
the October 2001 questionnaire! Contacting my subjects
again in the spring of 2003, just as I was completing the
Postscript from Neptune chapter, I gave them the dates.
Some of them had kept diaries and were able to give me
specific responses which were included in their narratives.
The Hits Table
To keep the research as simple and clear as possible, I
then went through all nine updated narratives, checking
for specific dates mentioned, and highlighting those on or
close to the four key dates. Only a narrow orb qualified as a
hit; i.e., three days either before or after the key dates. The
results were interesting. Out of 36 possible hits, there were
17. This broke down as follows : 1 (20.3.00) four out of nine.
2 (29.6.00) four out of nine. 3 (17.01.01) three out of nine. 4
(18.10.01) six out of nine.
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The Hits dates are highlighted in the following narratives,
so that readers can see for themselves what inner/outer
developments were considered sufficiently significant for
their dates to have been recorded.
Nine Lives 1999/2001
The order of presentation is the same as in chapter six,
Alice’s account being added after Barbara and Claire’s, so
that there are three Sun people in a row, to make it easier to
see what are the common factors. Katya’s feedback is placed
after Lucia’s for similar reasons; her natal Saturn-Moon in
Aquarius resonates with Lucia’s Saturn-Moon’s South Node
also in Aquarius.
Their feedback varied from fairly brief to extremely full,
and it is presented with minimal editing. In the following
pages I have included their charts again. Reference back to
chapter six, and in the case of Alice and Katya, to Appendix
III, to see clearly how in all nine lives, key themes which
emerged during the first phase of the research continued to
develop from spring 1999 to autumn 2001.
In the introductory comments made on each chart I have
confined myself to one or two features, only highlighting
what is most obvious and most relevant to the Neptune
transit. I have left it up to readers themselves to examine
the nine birth charts, in order to decide what horoscopic
factors correlate with experiences which can be seen as
having an impact which seems more positive than negative,
or vice versa.
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Barbara, Eighth House Sun
In Barbara’s horoscope, Neptune’s transit over her Sun
continued the theme of self-determination so strongly
apparent in her feedback for 1997-8. Restlessness and
disillusion, longing for something better, are clear
expressions of transiting Neptune. Neptune rules the MC
which relates to career matters. Barbara’s feedback for the
May-October 1999 period was brief but to the point.
“Decided I was fed up at work - no recognition. Time to
move on. This feeling started in October 1999.”
For October 1999-May 2000 (a period she described as not
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especially significant, and the only one to be described this
way by any of the participants) she had this to say: “Attended
only one interview, in May 2000. Didn’t get the job.
Wasn’t too upset - knew deep down it wasn’t for me. (Good
practice!)”
For May 2000-October 2000, she was much more upbeat:
“Mrs Independent came home to roost! Got a good wee
full time job - near home - wonderful - felt alive again!!
Although the house was (and still is) not as clean as it
used to be - the men in my life seem happy - everybody
fine.” The masculine side of the Sun Neptune transit, and
Neptune’s rulership of the MC, the public face of the MCIC axis which so strongly connects an individual with his/
her origins, could be seen especially in her comments on
an important event over the summer of 2000: “Wonderful
experience on 2nd August in Ireland on visiting paternal
grandparents’ grave - intense but so comforting - I had
visited my roots!”
The October 2000-May 2001 period brought a serious,
unexpected family crisis, her natal Sun’s third-house
rulership being reflected in her sister’s marital breakdown.
Barbara has “always been very close to both sisters - this
came as a total blow. I want to protect my sister here
Anne - just want to say that things (behind the scenes
- A.W.) were nothing like what we saw on a daily basis.
She needed lots of support - self-esteem very low - no
confidence - frightened.” Alarm bells regarding her sister’s
welfare began to ring on January 26. The crisis erupted the
following day.
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May 2001-October 2001 was a “Continuation of Q4
- ongoing. Horrible things happening - not to myself
personally - but I was very affected by it all.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? No.
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “From spring
1999 to July 2000 felt I was stronger and striving for
something better” and by autumn 2001 “still strong but in
a more supportive way.” She observed, “I grew immensely
over that period.”
Claire, Third House Sun
Claire’s life continued to be full of upheaval and relocation
across continents, as she lived out her strong masculine
drives in the service of the wider human community,
so clearly shown through her Aquarian Sun’s square to
eleventh house Mars in Scorpio. The impact of the Neptune
transit was very evident in her feedback; Neptune rules her
IC and there was a poignant sense of loss and longing; no
longer knowing where home was, or indeed who she was.
The sense of ennui and exhaustion was almost palpable.
Her ex-husband’s life was also woven through her feedback,
as during 1997-8.
There seemed to be a real contrast between how she felt
within, and how she must have appeared to the wider
world ie as an effective professional. Her valued impact via
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her work in East Africa in 1997 was shown through her
invitation to return, and her appointment to a new post.
Claire’s feedback was the lengthiest I received, but beyond
some minor editing it appears fully. I did not cut it since I
felt it was of real interest in showing, in some detail, how
vividly planetary symbolism can manifest.
May-October 1999 period: “In May 1999 I was completing
my job in Uganda having been appointed to a new post
in China. However, undertaking an analysis of children’s
legislation in East Africa delayed my departure until the
beginning of July 1999.
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“In late 1998, in Uganda, a sangoma (witchdoctor) had
told me that a blond haired man needed me at home, and I
should help him, but he was ‘not the one for me’ as a blond
woman was waiting for him. That year there had been a
reconciliation of sorts instigated by my (blond) ex-husband
when his mother had died and a relationship had ended.
However, I did realise that the reconciliation should be one
of friendship as I could not offer the passion or romance
that I felt both of us needed. We shared a house when I
came home from Uganda in July until I departed for China
in August 1999.”
“I was truly exhausted on leaving Uganda and unsure about
going to China. I felt I had an affinity with the country, but
the post was not the one I had really wanted, being rife with
identifiable problems. However, I felt I needed the job and
people seemed keen to have me. I was not only exhausted,
but feeling extremely lonely and isolated from myself. This
was compounded by self-doubt and lack of clarity regarding
what I should be doing in the new job. I did not have any
inspiration left.”
“The stresses of getting from the UK to China were such
that I just wanted to lie down and forget about everything
for a while, with someone else taking responsibility for
it all, and taking care of me. Having arrived en route in
Bangkok, I slept for two days which did me the world of
good.”
“Over the next few months of settling in, I had the initial
problems of a new inexperienced team, but one member
of staff in particular was difficult. This continued and
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culminated in October 1999 at the Country Strategy
Meeting where the staff member was obviously presenting
his perspective to all the other Chinese staff and I felt even
more isolated. I felt very angry with the organisation for
allowing such poor management to continue.”
October 1999-May 2000: “At a personal level, I spent
three weeks in Japan over Christmas 1999 with my exhusband. My feelings of isolation and lack of direction and
unhappiness continued, although I made some progress
in turning the direction of work to something more
productive. Some things about China I really like and I
enjoyed friendships with many of the staff. Exhaustion
continued; we were travelling every month, and it was
physically very cold in the winter, with inadequate heating
everywhere.”
“In April 2000 we had a meeting in Tibet and I felt totally
undermined by the Country Director in a public forum.I
decided then I would leave as soon as a good opportunity
came up, or at the end of my contract in August 2000. I
felt really isolated and unsure of what I wanted to do and
where I wanted to be. Evaluation of a post in Cambodia with
a colleague from Thailand went really well. I felt once again
confident and competent at what I was doing.”
May 2000-October 2000: “Things were progressing well
with work, and the difficult member of staff left. A new post
was created in East Africa for a Social Protection Ad- visor
(I had been advocating for this post when I was in Uganda)
and several people asked me to apply. I told the Country
Director in China that I was going to apply for it, or leave in
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August 2000. She offered me lots of alternative posts, some
of which I would have liked, but not under the present
management structures! I felt there was some recognition
of the experience and knowledge I had, but there was no
support , as I had no formal status in the eyes of other
programmes. The overwhelming sense of frustration,
dissatisfaction and isolation re my life and self-continued.”
“I was still depressed about my job and my life when my
daughter and her boyfriend visited in July and August of
2000. It was good to have my daughter with me, but I was
so down that I was not able to offer the enjoyable holiday I
wanted to and felt a bit of a misery guts most of the time. I
felt closed off and could not express my internal feelings as
they felt so overwhelming.”
“In September 2000 I applied for the post in East Africa.
My ex-husband met his blonde- haired woman through a
personal advert in a literary review magazine!”
October 2000-May 2001: “I was interviewed for the post in
East Africa in October and offered it in November 2000.
I travelled to East Africa for a meeting in December and
stayed on for Christmas 2000 and New Year 2001 with
friends in Uganda and Tanzania. While this was really nice,
I still felt isolated and alone even in the company of friends.
My daughter in Scotland was becoming increasingly
stressed by her university course and her growing exclusion
from her father as he embarked on his new relation- ship.
I decided I would not spend the next Christmas away from
my children. Returning to China with an ugly stomach bug,
I then contracted flu and felt really sick for the next two
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months! Another round of exhausting work where I wrote
two huge funding applications with business plans in six
weeks, as well as packing up all my belongings and leaving
China.”
“Staying at my ex-husband’s house on my return to
Scotland, I decided to sell my own house : time to break all
the ties with the past. I left for East Africa in April 2001.The
most significant features of the first three months in the job
were extreme difficulties in e-mail communications, which
are abysmal.”
May 2001-October 2001: “I have been settling into the new
job - featuring yet again, lots of travel and the same old
feelings of exhaustion. My daughter took six months out
of university and has been here, which has been nice but
exhausting as I am trying to cope with my own feelings and
reacting to hers. She had to leave early because of the airline
going bankrupt and I miss her badly, but this is life and I
have to start doing more for myself to get out of this rut.
The holidays have forced me to rest and reconsider what I
am doing with the rest of my life and why I feel so isolated
and lonely all the time - I used to be a very sociable person.
“It may also be significant that in 1982 on October 11, my
sister died of cancer, on October 13, 1998, my friend Val
died of cancer and on October 9, 2001 my friend Jeanette
died of cancer.”
“Did you experience anything significant of an inner/
outer nature during the week of Monday 15th to the 20th of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out?” Yes.
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“When I applied for the East Africa post, they appointed
me because they felt I could bring vision and creativity .
During the week of the 15th to the 20th October 2001, I
was holding the first ever regional meeting for the Social
Protection, Welfare and Inclusion sector. This was based on
the work for the next three years and attempting to initiate
a definition of Social Protection which had a wider vision
than merely a welfare perspective. So this week was very
significant for me. Wednesday to the Friday was pulling
together a 3-year plan based on the definition created on the
Tuesday.”
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “Most
significant for me has been the sense of isolation from
other people and a period of physical exhaustion and selfdoubt, a lack of direction and vision for my own life.”
Alice, Sixth House Sun
The themes of progress toward her creative goals on the
work front, and an emphasis on her relationship with the
masculine principle, continued to shine through Alice’s
feedback for Neptune’s transit of her 5 Aquarius Sun.
In keeping with Neptune’s rulership of her Descendant,
relationships emerged as the dominant sphere of
turbulence and change. Both the bright and dark sides of
Neptune were clearly evident: longing for the new, ideal
and better, and its arrival; as well as disillusion with, and
dissolution of, old ties.
The May-October 1999 period was dramatic: At the end
of July 1999 her grandfather was diagnosed with a brain
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tumour. “He would have had a few weeks to live but had
special surgery that gave him a year. First key family
member to die.” In October 1999, Alice started Befriending
training, “which I’d wanted to do for years, where just by
chance I met Brian, with whom I ended up going out just
weeks after splitting with Alex (her husband).”
So was October 1999-May 2000! “In December 1999 Alex
said he thought we should split up.” In mid-March 2000
Alice got her ideal job “what I’d been looking out for, for
ages.” She then got her own flat and moved out. In April
2000, she “went out for a friendly lunch with Brian, went
to a film a week later, the rest is history!” During the May
2000-October 2000 period, the developing relationship
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with Brian was the dominant factor. “Brian and I were
getting on stunningly, and everyone thought this was a
wonderful thing to behold.”
October 2000-May 2001: “Generally things developing at
work, with my flat, and with Brian. He moved all his stuff
in in October 2000.” Alice also got cats on September 29,
“after waiting 10 years.”
There was a great deal of relationship drama from May
2001-October 2001. “My brother and sister-in-law split
up in the summer. In June, old friends split up. Also that
summer, Brian was having anxiety attacks, then off work
with stress. He left his job in October 2001.” However,
on a more positive note, although her parents (ie her dad
and step-mother) seemed to be “sort of splitting up. My
dad went for lots of counselling,” they got back together
again in August 2001. Also, Alice started salsa and belly
dancing lessons that autumn “after a lifetime of not being
coordinated!”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd
of October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday
the19th stand out? Yes.
“I was at my mum’s for the October half term break (mid/
late October - customary for all Scottish schools). Normal
comfy visit, though including my brother who had split up
with his wife (her idea). He left on Wednesday the 17th, but
he was over the moon about his new girlfriend and hoped
their match would be lasting.”
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Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: Of greatest
significance was “My major life restructuring in March
2000 bringing Brian into my life. Lots of people splitting
up. Lots of people moving on in life.”
Mark, Eleventh House Chiron
Once again, Mark’s account was notable for the way in
which he closely linked his continuing journey of radical
life changes to his dream life. As befits Neptune transiting
Chiron, repeating a dominant natal pattern, the theme
of confronting and healing of old wounds, both physical
and familial, was very prominent. Also prominent was
the account of his development as a painter, accurately
reflecting Neptune’s rulership of his twelfth house, that
great Source of imagery, dreams and inspiration. This was a
fascinating account, at times most poignant and moving.
The May-October 1999 period was summarised thus:
“June 16 - major dream making me aware of the profound
influence my relationship with my mother has had on
my attitudes and in particular my painting eg escaping
from difficult emotional confrontations. Censorship of
self-expression. October 13 - after a lot of confusion over
purchase details my partner and I succeeded in buying a flat
for exclusive use as my studio.”
October 1999-May 2000: December 3, 1999 - “We decided
to get married in 2000.” On February 8, 2000 Mark was
“feeling driven. Inability to activate soft feelings.” Events
- noticing frogs everywhere! a) dead frogs in the park b) a
runner had legs and a running style like a frog c) a photo in
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a paper of a man with frog legs. Later in the week, he was
feeling down and finding it hard to engage at the material
level.
March 6, 2000: “Saturn crosses my Ascendant - feeling
ground down, vulnerable.”
March 20, 2000: “Dream - Jumping down ledges at the
coast using a big duvet to help slow my fall. Then with
others using a duvet against a big kind of static or standing
wave, where we floated out with the wave behind us ecstatically basking in the greenish waters.”
There were striking and unusual events that same day.
“I became sick at work and came home in afternoon.
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Headache, bodyaches, pains, off food, nausea. I had a
bath that was a bit too hot, and afterwards I nearly fainted.
Instead I collapsed on a floor and came over with vibrations
throughout my whole body. My hands started to set rigid in
a foetal position, as did the rest of me. Took an hour to get
through this fully. Took the next day off.”
By March 22, 2000, he was feeling much refreshed, and the
next day had important dreams. “March 23, 2000: Dream:
new green leaves bursting forth on our cherry tree. Also,
two dreams with symbolism relating to rebirthing.”
May 2000-October 2000: This was the period during which
Mark married, for the first time, at age 44.
June 30, 2000: He reported a striking dream - “Dissecting
small squashy skinned animals. They were mostly split
down the middle. No bones at all. Some I couldn’t do - they
were too ‘human’ and it was upsetting. I associate this
dream with coming to terms with the soft feelings.”
July 1, 2000 (solar eclipse in Cancer): “Dream - re-met
a dead schoolfriend of mine. We hugged each other at
the sighting of a rare triple new moo - one overlapping
the other. Then on a giant TV screen, a big reddish
planet, possibly the moon.” This dream was followed by
a resonating event: “a few days later went on holiday to
Tuscany where I noticed a preponderance of lunar symbols
everywhere. One night we ate underneath trees at a
restaurant called Latte de Luna. (The subsequent total lunar
eclipse in Capricorn fell on Mark’s natal Sun.)
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“August - successful haemorroid operation. First time in
hospital. Feeling of renewal. October 13 - wedding. Great
feelings of warmth and healing love. Best day of my life such warmth and soft feelings.”
October 2000-May 2001 was a particularly powerful
period of change. “November 3 - painted an abstract work,
based on feelings alone - working from a deep sadness totally cathartic. Like a healing homecoming. November
4 - dream - Dr Jekyll consults a doctor who analyses his
convulsive movements. When he realises the frustration
of his tormented soul he breaks down as does his doctor at
having made him face this. At this time I started working
in a different way and to make contact with new galleries
interested in showing my new work.”
“January 2001 - Confronted my father over his avoidance of
meaningful relation- ship - controlling behaviour, etc. Took
courage to face him and tell him I wasn’t going to play his
games any more. January 8 - premonition about my mother
and her sacrifices for me and my brother. January 17 - my
mother died. Felt surprisingly calm - my softening feelings
nearly ‘bottomed out.’ January and February: selling first
‘new’ paintings.”
May 2001-October 2001 was particularly notable for
vivid, important dreams. “May 4 - ended 6.5 years of
psychotherapy. September 1 - powerful dream. On a wild
hilltop - an insecure little boy is introduced by a female
teacher to the notion that a rock in her ‘garden’ was called
‘confidence’ and this enabled the boy to play safe and
secure, as he said “as if my mother was at my side.”
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“September 9 - dream, seen from my childhood house
the setting sun in the North lined up exactly with the
moon. (This dream, occurring just as Neptune retrograded
over 6 Aquarius, closely echoed Sun-Moon dreams Mark
had during the Jupiter-Uranus con- junction weekend in
February 1997, and in August 1997 when Uranus was
retrograding over 6 Aquarius). September and October
- aware of many deaths - at least twelve. At- tended two
funerals. Several powerful dreams of sickness and waiting
in hospital for plastic surgery, culminating in:”
“October 19 - Powerful dream I was given powerful
acupuncture at the temples from a man, and a female nurse
gave me acupuncture of a sort at the sides of my nostrils
clearing my nasal passages. I felt very light-headed and
happy. I had a big smile, nearly passing out on the chair.
I walked about feeling great (in the dream). This dream
marked a potent and noticeable transformation in my
feelings. It has also led on to opening up previously hidden
and painful areas in my life that I can now face and heal.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? Yes. See above.
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “… the whole
period has been a kind of catharsis - my marriage, my
healing of old wounds both physical and mental, my return
to a more authentic and whole version of myself.”
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Nicholas, MC 6 Taurus/IC 6 Scorpio
One dimension of the eighth house is that of crisis. As
Neptune, which rules the eighth house in Nicholas’ case,
travelled through the sixth house and squared his MC-IC,
his description showed that Nicholas was going through
a profound inner crisis, attended by Neptune’s favourite
companions in its negative face: disillusion, confusion
and disappointment. This was despite changes and
developments in his outer life, clearly reflecting the MC-IC
polarity of career and home, which provided him with both
interest, pleasure and satisfaction.
This was his description of the May-October 1999 period:
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“Outer: took voluntary redundancy 31st March 1999
after 30 years in local government. Spent six months
April-September letting time pass before starting to look
for a new job at the start of October. Actually signed
on (for unemployment benefit) around mid October.
Also in October, first meeting with architect to discuss
major building project at our house. Inner: fear, anger,
disappointment and disillusion.”
October 1999-May 2000: “Outer: very quickly got new jobinterview December 10, 1999 - started January 10, 2000.
On domestic building project; this was the period during
which the design was completed, building warrant obtained
and the project put out to tender. Inner : joy at unexpected
ease of getting new job. Conscious effort to ‘move on’
(with new job and building project at home) but turbulent
emotions remain.”
May 2000-October 2000: “Outer: early phase of new joblearning the ropes. Building project began July 3, 2000no cooking or dishwashing or clothes cleaning facilities
- mid-October was a low point! Inner: very mixed - usual
insecurities about new job - continuing regrets about loss
of old life - but glad to be under way with building project only nearly insane with stress!”
October 2000-May 2001: “Outer - getting on top of the new
job - kitchen project ‘finished’ on December 3, 2000, but
builders had to return Feb/March 2001 to lay special floor
covering - more disturbance and mess - and final work ran
on into the sum- mer. Inner: feeling ‘at home’ in the new
job - very great satisfaction at the completion of the building
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project and quality of outcome. Surprise fame in the spring
of 2001 - lifestyle stars in Scotland on Sunday supplement! but ongoing struggle with regrets about old life.”
May 2001-October 2001: “Outer: a time of ‘standing still’
in private and professional life. Poor summer prevented
progress on cherished garden projects, while at work
foot and mouth disease plus a legislative foul-up created
significant blockages. Inner: decided to consult Anne
Whitaker about future options and possibilities. Holiday
in Berlin and Amsterdam fuelled dissatisfaction with UK,
stoking the fires of ongoing anger, regret, etc.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? No.
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “… Rapid
meltdown of views, ambitions, and aspirations I developed
in my late teens and early twenties and which shaped my
life.”
Georgia, Seventh House Venus
For Georgia, the 1997/8 period centred on emotional
turbulence and unpredictable change in the realms of
relationship and roots: this is scarcely a surprise, given
her natal angular seventh house Venus, square a fourth
house Scorpio Moon. Natally, Neptune rules her MC, ninth
house and her Pisces Sun. Neptune transiting across Venus
brought with it one of the possible expressions of the natal
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ninth house symbolism - a new love from another land and with him that timeless Neptunian paradox, of dreams
come true woven with disillusionment and loss.
The May-October 1999 period was hugely turbulent.
“A time of major life experiences. In hospital for major
(gynaecological) surgery early in May 1999.” During her
convalescence, she met her new partner in Greece during
the June/July period. On her return home to Scotland, she
had to “move out of, and let out my home in September due
to personal circumstances/life change. This was a BIG issue
for me. Then back to Greece for three months to be with my
new man.”
The predominant issue during October 1999-May 2000
was her new love affair. During this time “I cultivated the
new relationship,” going back and forth to Greece, getting
to grips with a new culture and various other challenges.
Then, “I became pregnant in March 2000, around the
18th.”
May 2000-October 2000 covered “the main chunk of my
pregnancy and all the physical and emotional changes
involved.” Also, there were various relationship ups and
downs. “My favourite grandmother (who had had a major
health crisis during the 1997-8 period) died on June 17,
2000, age 92.”
Georgia’s life continued to be dramatic during October
2000-May 2001. She was overjoyed at the birth of her baby
son in November. Given her preceding gynaecological
complications, his safe arrival was seen as somewhat
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of a medical miracle! But the aftermath was difficult.
“Convalescence from health problems following his birth.”
There were also relationship problems which led to single
parenthood. “My partner went back to Greece early in May
2001 for good!” Before that, there was a “crunch phone
call” in mid-January 2001, when it became clear that the
relationship was untenable. Georgia only found out months
later that someone else, unknown to her at that point, was
secretly listening to the call as a witness. As she observed,
“How very Neptunian!”
May 2001-October 2001 was dominated by coming to terms
with single parenthood, and trying to establish some way of
“negotiating a relationship with the foreign family for the
future.” Georgia stated that it was “wonderful to have my
baby” but these were “difficult times and worrying times,
financially and emotionally.” Furthermore, her health was
once more run down and depleted.
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? No. “Sorry, can’t remember specifically.”
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “The most
significant and life changing period of my life, perhaps to
date. Life changed forever.”
Phoebe, Sixth House North Node
Just as the South Node symbolically speaks of what gifts we
bring from the past, so the North Node suggests how we
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might offer those gifts to the future. Phoebe’s North Node
in Aquarius is placed in her sixth house, trine the Sun,
Jupiter and (widely) Mars in the tenth house. That buoyant
configuration, triggered by transiting Jupiter-Uranus, then
Neptune, manifested as alignment, through her work and
career, with unusual creative and educational developments
involving the future of astrology.
During the 1997/8 phase of the research, one of the
significant developments for Phoebe was that she gained a
masters degree in health psychology. The Neptune transit’s
dominant theme was her increasing involvement in major
developments toward restoring astrology to its rightful
place in universities. This represented the beginning of
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fulfillment of what has been a major dream amongst UK
astrologers for a very long time.
The May-October 1999 period saw Phoebe appointed editor
of Correlation, the UK’s astrology research journal. The
hand-over of editorship took from May until August. In
September, she was asked to begin tentative negotiations for
a chair in astrology at Southampton University. In October,
she was “invited to do a PhD at Southampton University in
the applications of astrology to health psychology.”
During October 1999-May 2000, November saw the first
edition of Correlation “in my stint as editor.” The period of
February to May 2000 covered her “first course at- tended
for the PhD.” It took the whole of March 2000 to complete
the installation of the innovative research group for the
critical study of astrology at Southampton University. “I am
the Administrative Assistant to the group.”
The highlight of the May-October 2000 period occurred
in May/June with the family’s first trip to Tuscany, Italy.
Toward the end of June, they booked another holiday there
for the purpose of looking for property. “Fell totally in love
with Tuscany and have been looking for a suitable second
home there ever since.” In this could be seen the beginning
of Neptune’s applying transit to Phoebe’s IC.
October 2000-May 2001 was a time of increased public
awareness both of the research group for the critical study
of Astrology and Phoebe’s own research: “February to
May 2001: a huge amount of media coverage following
university press release of RGCSA and my research on
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astrology and infertility (for my PhD).”
During May 2001 to October 2001, “Jonathan Cainer’s
website ran a notice for volunteers for my study during
August, September and October 2001 for six days in all,
resulting in 700 responses! Continued medical interest in
my research.” There was also a radical transformation of
Correlation under her editorship, resulting in “many new
supportive friendships plus two opponents.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd
of October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday
the19th stand out? Yes. “I went to a Scottish wedding of two
friends on October 20, 2001 and had a fantastic uniquely
good time. Part of a wonderfully romantic weekend away
with my husband on the Scottish borders.”
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “The
installation of the RGCSA in Southampton University unheard of and still the only astrology academic centre
supported and part of a UK university.”8
Lucia, Fifth House Saturn
Lucia, in keeping with her strongly Mercurial horoscope,
8 This was the trail blazer for the five projects which are now in
operation, all of them developing astrology at university level in the UK.
As Nick Campion points out in the April/May 2003 issue of The Mountain
Astrologer, the biggest project is the Sophia Centre for the Study of
Cultural Astronomy and Astrology at Bath Spa University College. The MA
course was launched in October 2002, and the Sophia Centre subsequently
relocated to the University of Wales, Lampeter, UK www.lamp.ac.uk/
sophia..
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managed to be in two places at once in this study! Her
remarkable collective experience when Uranus went direct
at 5 Aquarius in mid-October 1997 is featured in chapter
six. Her account of the rest of her year can be found in
Appendix III. Lucia’s feedback highlighted two main
themes, both reflective of very different faces of Neptune
transiting her Aquarius South Node Saturn conjunction
linked with a fourth house Sun-Mercury and the IC-MC
axis. In brief, progress and development in work and career
as a choreographer and dance teacher, but shock, betrayal
and disillusion connected to her roots. Neptune’s rulership
of her Descendant was clearly reflected in the highlighting
of many aspects of relation- ship.
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Also, there is a connection between Phoebe and Lucia’s
commitment to astrology, through their Leo/Aquarius
Nodes and similarities in linked planets. Although she
didn’t mention it in her feedback, Lucia was closely
involved, during the May-October 2001 period, in planning
and setting up a new astrology group in Glasgow called
Aquarius Rising, which had its first meeting in August
2001.
The May-October 1999 period was summed up thus:
“End of one long-standing relationship with an employer I
detested, but the beginning of a very important new (work)
relationship which has proved to be quite a turning point.”
There was a family crisis when her beloved grandmother
suffered a near fatal heart attack on October 15, 1999.
October 1999-May 2000: “Work really blossomed. I felt I
was finally being offered the sort of things I wanted to do
and gaining increased respect.”
May-October 2000: “As above, more new contacts made
which have increased my professional standing.” Lucia’s
health, though, was showing the strain of a schedule which
included work trips to Europe. “Extremely ill mid-October
2000 - stressed and overworked.” The end of this period
brought a bombshell: on September 24, “I discovered
that the man whom I had thought of as my father was, in
fact, not. This information was not revealed to me by my
mother, but by a brother for whom I have little respect. I felt
betrayed by the entire family but the information did bring
answers to things I’d wondered about for a very long time.”
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The next two periods from October 2000 to May 2001, then
May-October 2001 mainly concerned Lucia continuing to
come to terms with her new identity, which made her more
exotic than she already thought she was! “Began to question
who I really was, and revelled in feelings of uniqueness.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? Yes. “Another example of increased respect
in my profession. I was asked to lead a course for my peers
October 17-21.” (Lucia was leading a course for young
people when Uranus went direct at 6 Aquarius in midOctober 1997!)
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “My
relationship to all my family members has been scrutinised.
I find it hard to trust any of them. I’m trying hard to
understand the human frailty that exists within each one
of us.” And regarding work: “My work has really changed,
mushroomed and blossomed through the death of the old
and the birth of the new.”
Katya, Twelfth House Moon/Saturn
With no less than seven Aquarius planets forming a
multiple conjunction in the twelfth house, it is hardly
surprising that Katya had a tempestuous and unpredictable
life during the 1997-8 period of the research! With the
Saturn-Moon conjunction highlighted, relationships with
the key men in her life, and her drive to establish a settled
home life, predominated. Those themes continued during
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the Neptune transit, following Katya’s emergence from the
turmoils of the 1997-8 period with a clearer sense of what
she needed and wanted from her life.
Neptune rules her horoscope. Its transit of the (Mars)MoonSaturn conjunction showed her determinedly battling her
way through a stormy sea of confusion, disillusion and loss
toward her goal of making her dreams come true in her
professional, domestic and relationship lives, and most of
all in a deepened understanding of herself.
May-October 1999 period: Early in May 1999 Katya met a
new partner, James, while still living with Don. “This made
me look at my relationship with Don and decide that it
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wasn’t working for me. I decided mid-June 1999 that Don
and I should split. Started to see James. Don moved out
on September 4, 1999. Definite ideas about what I wanted
from a relationship. Madly in love.
The kids were spending every second weekend at their
dad’s; they dropped the bombshell on June 20, 1999 that
their dad was going to Canada. I was distraught, extremely
upset and confused about what was going to happen. No
babysitter in future. Started a new job on September 1…
would I earn enough money to support myself and the
kids? September 3… news that my father looked like he had
leukaemia. Overall, left feeling very uncertain about where
my life was going."
The October 1999-May 2000 period was an extremely
difficult time in her relationship life. “James moved in early
December 1999. He gave me very little money towards
bills, and was dishonest about still seeing ex girlfriend
for mail, etc. I felt angry, used, but unwilling to end the
relationship. It took until May 2000 to sort things out.”
Her father was in hospital over Christmas 1999/New Year
2000, receiving chemotherapy. Her mother is disabled. “A
difficult time visiting dad and keeping an eye on mum.”
In February 2000, the dental practice manageress was
off work with pneumonia, and the practice owner off
with stress. “Left to look after practice - more than I
could handle. Extremely difficult period. Start of April breakdown. Went to doctor not coping with relationship
plus dad not well plus workload. Started to take steps to
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reduce stress. Insisted on locum.” Sorting all this out took
Katya until May 2000.
May-October 2000: on June 29, James’ vodaphone bill
came in and Katya discovered to her great displeasure that
he was still phoning his ex-girlfriend! They were due to go
abroad on holiday that day, so she decided to say nothing
about it until they returned home. “It took James until
September 2000 to finally realise I had meant what I said
about not tolerating him seeing his ex.” Meanwhile, she was
still extremely busy at work, with her boss still off sick. The
locum was very lazy and of little help. “I started to look into
buying the practice.” Then on September 5, James’ daughter
was thrown out by her mother and “he moved her in with
us without consultation. Very difficult.”
During October 2000-May 2001, the relationship with
James improved drastically as a result of changes “forced
by his daughter living now with me and my children. She
had been young when James left her mother. I treated her
as my own child which helped her behaviour, and James
began to enjoy our time all together as a family.” There was
more family tragedy: on January 13, 2001, she went to visit
her mother’s sister who was in hospital with lung cancer.
Within a week it became evident that this was terminal.
Katya then had to face up to the reality that the imminent
death of this aunt shattered her expectation that she would
be able to help with her disabled mother’s care after her
father’s death.
Katya bought the dental practice on March 2, 2001, after
a struggle with her boss to agree a price. It was a very
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pressurised and stressful time until the summer: visiting
her dad in hospital before he died on March 10, making
arrangements for her mum, and “managing the practice,
following the manager’s walk-out on March 18.”
May-October 2001: during this time the relationship was
going well. “Only occasional difficulties although I will be
looking for commitment in the future - James has made
it clear he is not getting married again. I’m happy to have
status quo at present. Feel that I now know what I don’t
want in a relationship.”
Did you experience anything significant of an inner/outer
nature during the week of Monday the 15th to the 22nd of
October 2001? If so, did Wednesday the 17th to Friday the
19th stand out? Yes. “Off work - the first time I had been off
and at home - able to potter about and do very little. Time to
reflect on the last year. The week that I decided to look after
myself.”
Key comment on spring 1999-autumn 2001: “My whole life
has changed… I have changed drastically.”
A “Jupiter-Uranus effect”?
In all nine lives one can certainly see the impact of the
Neptune transit. Can the “Jupiter-Uranus effect” be
observed as well? I think it can.
Barbara talked about her new job in terms of “Mrs
Independent,” making her feel “wonderful” and “alive
again.” There was also the impact of the disruptive and
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shocking breakdown of her sister’s marriage: a trauma
within a close group of sisters, and (one infers from her
chart if not from her discreet comments) an unpleasantly
educational experience regarding the shadow side of the
masculine principle. Claire’s horizons, too, were broadened
in totally unexpected and stressful ways. Little did she know
when she was winding up her job in East Africa early in
1999 in order to relocate to China, that by the end of the
observational period in 2001 she would be back in Africa
once more, promoted again. Alice, too, went through a
profoundly unsettling and unpredictable learning curve in
her professional and relationship lives, as well as observing
those around her going through similarly changeful
experiences. Like the other two, career progression was a
major theme.
Mark’s life altered radically, its scope deepening and
broadening. His first studio, first marriage at age 44,
challenging of his father and his mother’s death, all flowed
into and fed a radical shift in his style of painting, as well as
his ability to live though emotional engagement, rather than
defensiveness and coldness arising from old fear.
Nicholas’ key comment for the period says it all: “Rapid
meltdown of views, ambitions, and aspirations I developed
in my late teens and early twenties and which shaped my
life.” This meltdown was accompanied by career change
and domestic restructuring of a highly disruptive but
ultimately productive nature.
And what of Georgia? Again, her own words carry a
powerful impact: “The most significant and life changing
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period of my life.” The joy of the child she thought she
could never bear, and the grief of the loss of her new Greek
lover, deepened and altered forever the flow of her life.
Phoebe found herself on the cutting edge of major shifts
in astrology’s fortunes which have taken our great subject
back into university settings in the UK for the first time
for over three hundred years, the biggest project being the
Sophia Centre (c/f p115, f 8).This is the consequence of an
unexpected bequest from an anonymous donor given to
the UK astrological community just after the 1997 JupiterUranus conjunction.9 Phoebe also found herself doing
ground-breaking astrological research for her PhD.
In Lucia’s own words: “My work has really changed,
mushroomed and blossomed through the death of the old
and the birth of the new.” Not only did her career radically
shift to another, more international level, but also she found
in a shockingly unexpected way that her “father” was not
her real father. Confirmation of her links with a culture far
more exotic than cold, wet, northerly Scotland caused her to
spend a year of turmoil thereafter of which a central theme
was “revelling in feelings of uniqueness.” Katya’s comment
was pithy and to the point : “My whole life has changed…
I have changed drastically.” These drastic changes
included another change of lover and even more domestic
complications, her father’s rapid decline and death as well
9 The USA, too, has seen major developments in astrological education
since 1997. Kepler College of Astrological Arts and Sciences, located in
Seattle, Washington, is authorised to award BA degrees in astrological
studies. Its first freshman class began in July 2000, just after the JupiterUranus Hot Spot was transited by Neptune for the second time on June 29,
2000
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as her aunt’s, and the setting up of her own business.
I do not consider that the changes of fortune which shine
so vividly through the nine lives can be accounted for by
the fact that the sign of Aquarius was the backdrop to the
long Neptune transit of participants’ various planets. That
colouring alone would not have produced such powerful
effects. Reading through the preceding very brief life
summaries calls two planets clearly to mind: Jupiter and
Uranus. Here I repeat what I wrote earlier in this book:
“To demonstrate a Jupiter-Uranus effect, each life would
need to reveal sudden and disruptive changes from spring
1999 to autumn 2001, bringing conditions into being
which were both new, and also expanded the scope of the
life in question. Bearing in mind the picture of the JupiterUranus combination in Aquarius which I developed in
chapter four, experiences which brought such changes, as
demonstrated via the 1997 research, wouldn’t necessarily be
easy or comfortable.”
To my own considerable surprise, given my tentative
feelings about whether one could demonstrate a “JupiterUranus effect” underlying the impact of the Neptune transit
on participants’ lives, I consider that the research has
achieved that aim.
In doing so, it appears to have provided further empirical
support, through individual experiences, for the theory that
powerful planets colour with their particular energy the
degree areas of their meeting.
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What About the Hot Spot?
In the Collective Life section, the research showed
an underlying “Jupiter-Uranus effect ” in events and
developments thrown up as Neptune traversed the
observational band of 4-7 Aquarius. It also showed four
entirely new, but linked, key stages in the unfolding
cloning/genetics story as Neptune crossed the 5o 55’
Aquarius Hot Spot on the four critical dates already
mentioned.
In individual cases, as has just been demonstrated, the
underlying “Jupiter-Uranus effect” can clearly be seen as
we follow the fortunes of the study’s participants between
spring 1999 and autumn 2001. However, the Hot Spot
picture, though intriguing, is less clear cut. Allowing an orb
of three days before and three days after each date, which
seemed tight enough to demonstrate a significant effect,
there were 17 Hits out of a possible 36. Each date chalked
up either three or four hits out of a possible nine; October
18, 2001 when Neptune crossed the Hot Spot for the last
time AND went direct there for the last time, chalked up no
less than six Hits. This being the most potent date may well
ac- count for the higher score.
This leaves me with various questions, which it seems
fitting to leave floating, as a postscript to the Postscript from
Neptune.
Why should Mark score four hits out of four, two exact
to the day, the other two only one day off? Why should
Barbara, at the opposite end of the scale, score none?
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Taking another tack, why should Georgia’s “miracle”
pregnancy, a major life-changing event, begin within a
day or two of the March 20, 2000 key date, when Lucia’s
shocking discovery that her “father” was not her real father
came on September 24, 2000, way off any of the four key
dates?
These are questions that I still ponder. I would be delighted
to have your thoughts on them, once you have carefully
examined the charts!
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Appendix I
Charts: Their Provenance
Jupiter-Uranus Conjunction Charts
Greenwich, England, UK has been used as the location
for all the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction charts since it is
recognised as a place of international importance for the
measurement of both time and place. The chart format
used is the natural zodiac in order to give a “feel” which is
global rather than local in scope.
Where events, e.g., Ponce de Leon’s landing in Florida
in1513, have occurred on or close to the conjunction day,
I have set the charts for sunrise or for the correct time (if
known) and for the actual location of the event.
I used Michelson’s Tables of Planetary Phenomena (2nd
Ed., 1995) for the dates and times of the conjunctions.
Charts not appearing in the body of the study are listed in
Appendix II.
National Charts
Communist China: October 1, 1949, Peking, 3:15 p.m.
Source/s: The Book of World Horoscopes by Nicholas
Campion, Aquarian Press 1988, p 96. Campion quotes
Charles Carter’s Political Astrology as his source. I looked
this up myself and found Carter’s source quoted thus:
“According to the Astrology Magazine (Bangalore) issue
of March 1958, p. 213, the People’s Republic was set up at
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3:15 pm October 1st 1949 at Pekin.” c/f An Introduction
to Political Astrology by Charles E.O. Carter, ( UK ) L.N.
Fowler & Co Ltd., 4th Edition 1980, p 65 (c/f Appendix II,
chart M).
Scotland: March 25, 1005, Scone, noon (traditional symbolic
time for the coronation of the king). Coronation of Malcolm
the Second. Source/s: this date is given as the start of
the year 1005 in the Annals of Ulster, as quoted in Early
Sources of Scottish History Volume 1, p. 521, covering AD
500-1296. This work was collected and translated by Alan
Orr Anderson (1879-1958) and first published in 1922
by Oliver & Boyd (Edinburgh). A corrected edition was
published by Paul Watkins in Edinburgh in 1990.
United Kingdom (The Union of Gt. Britain & Northern
Ireland ): 01 January 1801, Westminster, England, Midnight.
Source/s: The Book of World Horoscopes by Nicholas
Campion, Aquarian Press 1988, fig. 274, p 289.
USA: July 4, 1776, Philadelphia, 5:10 pm. Source/s: The
Book of World Horoscopes by Nicholas Campion, Aquarian
Press 1988, fig. 281, p. 299. I refer the reader to historian
and astrologer Nick Campion’s helpful discussion re the
many versions there are of the USA chart. His view is that
the Ebenezer Sibly chart cited here, giving a 12.5 Sagittarius
Ascendant “in view of its historical pedigree and in the light
of current evidence be taken as the best of all possibilities
for the national horoscope of the USA.” (The devastating
events of September 11, 2001, with the Saturn-Pluto
opposition straddling this chart’s Desc/Asc at 13 Gemini/
Sagittarius, would seem further to validate the 5:10 p.m. time)
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Event Charts
Ponce de Leon’s landing in Florida: April 3, 1513, near Cape
Canaveral, USA. Time: I set this chart for the symbolic time
of sunrise, the beginning of a new enterprise, i.e., taking
possession of the New World. Most appropriately, this
provides an Aries Ascendant for Jupiter conjunct Uranus
in Aries. Source/s: quoted in this instance by David Solte
in “New Worlds: The Planetary Laws of Discovery,: The
Mountain Astrologer, April/May 1994, p. 74. Also verified
by year on p. 229, The Timetables of History by Bernard
Grun, new 3rd rev. ed., Touchstone, Simon & Schuster,
1991.”
Moon landing: July 20, 1969, Cape Canaveral, USA, 10:56
p.m. EDT. Source/s: quoted in David Solte’s “New Worlds:
The Planetary Laws of Discovery,” The Mountain Astrologer,
April/May 1994, p. 71.
Storming of the Bastille: July 14, 1789, Paris, France. I set
this chart for the symbolic time of sunrise, the beginning
of a new enterprise, i.e., the symbolic start of the French
revolution. Source/s: quoted in this instance from Richard
Tarnas, Prometheus the Awakener, Auriel Press, Oxford,
1993, p. 51, c/f Appendix II, chart K.
Publication of Frankenstein by Mary Shelley: January 1, 1818,
London, Hatchard’s Bookshop, Picadilly, England, 10:00
a.m. local time. Source/s: The Times, January 1, 1818, p.
4, from Sally Davis, DataPlus UK, who also suggested the
time as “a reasonable time when the book would have been
available to be bought.”
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Birth of Dolly the cloned Sheep: July 5, 1996, Rosslyn
Institute, near Edinburgh, Scotland, 5:00 p.m. local time.
Source: Gina Colata, “Clone: the road to Dolly and the path
ahead,” Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, 1997, p. 3.
World land speed record: October 13, 1997, Trego, Nevada,
2:05 p.m. PDT. Source/s: Sally Davis of DataPlus UK (c/f
Appendix ii, chart N).
Individual Charts
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley: August 30, 1797,
London, England, 11:20p.m. local time. Source/s: Paul
Wright, Astrology in Action, Anodyne Publishing 1988,
quotes “her father, present at her birth.”
Bill Clinton: August 19, 1946, Hope, Arkansas, USA, 8:51
a.m. CST. Source/s: Time from his mother. Quoted in this
instance by Charles Harvey in the Astrological Journal,
March/April 1998, p. 70.
Princess Diana: July 1, 1961, Sandringham, England, 7:45
p.m. local time. Source/s: a) Synastry by Penny Thornton,
p. 140, Aquarian Press, 1982. b) AA Journal, Vol. 39, No.
6, Nov/Dec 1997, pp, 48-50, from Nicholas Campion’s
excellent long article on the death of Diana, Princess of
Wales.
Study Participants’ Charts
All seventeen sets of data were given directly to me by the
participants. Thirteen of them, born in Scotland, took times
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from their birth certificates. One participant was born in
England, and three outside the UK; they are confident their
birth times are accurate. All names have been changed to
protect confidentiality. Additionally, all participants read and
approved their personal narratives prior to the first version’s
publication in Considerations in 1999-2000. The updated
version of their narratives was subsequently also read and
approved by the nine who stayed with the study throughout.
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Appendix II
Mundane Charts 1609-1997
These charts are not included in the main body of the study.
Each is identified by a letter within the main text so the
reader can easily locate them.

A
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B

C

192

D

E

193

F

G

194

H

J

195

K

L

196

M

N

197
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Appendix III
Seventeen Lives, 1997-98
In this appendix I have listed all 17 participants, under
the heading of the planet/point which was triggered by
the Jupiter-Uranus conjunction in February 1997. Having
already featured eight of their lives in the main body of the
text under the heading “Eight experiences of the year,” I
have here included the charts and written feedback for the
nine remaining participants, plus Lucia’s chart again with
feedback for the rest of her year.
Barbara, Dora, Evelyn, Frank, Ian and Rhiannon know
no astrology. The other 11 participants have all studied
astrology to varying degrees.
The Sun People
1. Alice, Sixth House Sun-quincunx first house Jupiter
conjunct Virgo Ascendant; no natal Jupiter-Uranus
aspect: waning semi-sextile phase; Jupiter and Uranus
in same sign in first/second house, both linked with
Venus.
January 1997 was very difficult. Her baby son moved from
parents’ room to be on his own; this was a big wrench. Her
best friend marrying and moving to USA was “a huge let
go.” She experienced a new feeling of it being possible to
return to USA to live; her husband would like this.
She experienced the conjunction weekend as significant.
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Her husband spent the time doing computing with a friend
of the subject’s, with whom he did not previously get on at
all. This has developed into a friendship, making Alice’s
prized social life much stronger and more comfortable.
A career change theme - interior design - was going on
with Alice, her husband, and key friends during February.
Her husband’s nervous energy levels were very high. Alice
decided in the autumn period to put design career on hold,
whilst concentrating on making more lucrative market
research work a success.
Uranus direct October 13-15: son’s first birthday; otherwise
not notable.
Over the winter period she continued to clarify career
options. Major disruptions, rejections and endings with
male friendships. Very painful. Expensive and protracted
building work following collapse of bedroom ceiling in
November.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? “Very atypical! A year
of enough solidness in my home life to have plenty of ups
and downs career-wise.” Her husband’s six months leave of
absence (he’s a musician) was spent on learning computer
techniques and artwork in relation to his music. She made a
whole new group of friends as a result of her new son.
2. Barbara, Eighth House Sun-opposition Uranus in
second, square Neptune in fifth; natal Jupiter-Uranus
aspect: waxing sextile linked with Sun.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
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feedback and birth chart.
3. Claire, Third House Sun-square Mars in eleventh/
twelfth, sextile Jupiter in fourth; natal Jupiter-Uranus
aspect: waning square linked with Chiron and Saturn.
This is one of the two participants not resident in Scotland.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
feedback and birth chart.
4. Dora, Sixth House Sun-opposition Moon/Pluto, square
Taurus MC/Scorpio IC; natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect:
applying opposition linked with Saturn and Mercury.
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January 1997 was very difficult. Dora had a severe, unusual
anxiety attack, and received very distressed phone calls from
friends and relatives. She ended three relationships and
there were two family deaths.
She experienced the conjunction weekend as significant.
Away at a weekend retreat, on the Saturday she experienced
“a huge emotional pain in the solar plexus - as though
punched - then tremendous feelings of release. Something
had been shifted, something had changed.” There was a
major theme of domestic difficulty during the year; she
saw a lawyer regarding a possible divorce in autumn, but
still felt confused. There was an “end of an era” feeling
regarding relationships: several deaths, and endings of
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dependency - based relationships during the year. There was
also a theme of staggering from one crisis to another. But a
lot was released, and new insights gained. She took up new
interests and gained new friends.
Uranus direct October 13-15: this period saw her returning
to evening classes after a break of many years, having
“accidentally” found a class she wanted to attend whilst
looking for a course on computers for her eldest son.
Collective comments: Dora was particularly affected by the
death of Princess Diana, and to a lesser extent by the death
of Mother Teresa. She had strong feelings of unease in
the few days prior to Diana’s death. Realising that “Diana
has obviously been a catalyst for something major,” she
perceived the death as causing a release of grief for people
on a massive scale.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? Dora wasn’t sure.
5. Evelyn, Fourth House Sun - Moon conjunct Sun
conjunct Saturn, sesquiquadrate Mars conjunct Jupiter
in twelfth; natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing quincunx
[wide] linked with Pluto, Mars, and Mercury.
January 1997 was very difficult. Evelyn felt uncertain and
not very happy for most of the month. She had to part with
her cat after 10 years.
Early in February, there was an upsetting meeting with
a friend (the first of its kind) concerning not being so
clinging, and giving Evelyn space. The conjunction
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weekend was reported as not being significant. She felt low
and lost, too much in her head. A visit to her son helped,
and she had recovered by the end of the month. Her son, a
musician, unusually for him had more work than he could
handle. She described her dream group as “unnerving.“
The summer and autumn period was one of unusual
emotional experiences re self-development, and being
inspired by a young male friend’s courage in the face of lifethreatening illness.
Uranus direct October 13-15: her first ever visit to a
homeopath on 14th, for treatment which has been helpful.
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Towards the end of the year, Evelyn reported feelings of
lethargy, and unwellness towards Christmas. She described
becoming involved in others’ difficulties e.g. young friend
in turmoil over being sacked unfairly from her job.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? “A turning point year,
overall. A year of ups and downs, a thread of loneliness
running through, a struggle to accept things as they are and
to live for the moment. Busier towards the endinvolvement
with a new group of women, a network beginning of new
friends mixing with the old. Perhaps something more
positive emerging.”
The Venus People
Initially I had four Venus people, but one dropped out after
having provided some vivid feedback on the significance
of the conjunction weekend… with radix Venus conjunct
Mercury being transited by the conjunction, he ran into
a journalist friend he hadn’t seen for a year. Saturday,
February 15 was spent hatching a new joint writing project,
possibly a film script, on a theme from Scottish crime
history.
6. Frank, Fifth House Venus - Venus in Leo conjunct Sun
(end Cancer) in fifth trine Chiron rising in twelfth; no
natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning semi-sextile phase;
Jupiter and Uranus in same sign in sixth house, both
linked with rising Chiron.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
feedback and birth chart.
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7. Georgia, Seventh House Venus - Venus in Aquarius in
seventh square Moon in Scorpio in fourth; natal JupiterUranus aspect: waning square linked with Pluto, Neptune, Saturn, Chiron and Sun.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
feedback and birth chart.
8. Harriet, Fifth House Venus - conjunct Sun in fifth
opposition Uranus in eleventh square Jupiter conjunct
Neptune conjunct North Node in second; natal Jupiter
- Uranus aspect: waxing square linked with Neptune,
Nodes, Sun and Venus.
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January 1997 was very difficult. Harriet experienced a
very significant ending at an emotional level with her exhusband; they have known each other for eighteen years,
been apart for five. For the first time, she felt that the
relationship was truly over. It was a very painful period,
“like a heavy weight on my shoulders,” right through till
mid-February.
February was full of anger. Illusions were being swept
away re her ex-husband. She was “... painfully trying to let
go of something which no longer serves me.” There was a
sense of not being valued, and of rejection. The weekend
of February 15-16 was experienced as being significant.
Harriet was on a tai-chi residential weekend. This was the
beginning of the end of a very difficult six - week period,
an attempt to see the broader picture and to “centre and
ground myself.” She came away feeling that “someone,
somewhere had opened the curtains and I could see and
feel the daylight again.” She felt much lighter, buoyant, less
blaming, more accepting of herself.
Summer and autumn was a particularly turbulent and
unpredictable time, a highlight being an unexpected trip
to Cuba late August having decided “out of the blue” in
July. Her existing relationship was also turbulent and
unpredictable: should she leave or not? She had surprise
meetings with inspiring men whilst travelling in Ireland in
late July. She went to visit one of them in late September
in Dublin; a spontaneous response to an out-of-the-blue
invitation. He was to become her new partner, and she went
on holiday with him to Florida later in the year. October 10:
there was clarity regarding a decision to end the existing
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relationship, for the first time. She reported feeling for
many months that anything could happen in relationship
issues.
Uranus direct October 13-15: Harriet gave no feedback re the
actual dates, but thinks that she ended her long-standing
relationship in the first two weeks of October. That wasn’t
unexpected; meeting a new partner over the summer
certainly was.
The ending of the year saw her new relationship
developing. She went on a free holiday with him to help
support his football team, to Florida in December. Friends“How do you do it?!” There were lots of short trips to
Ireland and back. The feeling was of being in the right place
at the right time, as though they had been destined to meet.
There was lots of travel with the new man - unexpected
and unplanned. Deeply bonding. Deeply spiritual too - all
through till the end of January.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? No. “A rollercoaster
and a pleasant one! A very important year - pivotal in work
and relationship. Huge choice to take time out from work spiritual growth in that - off for over a year until September/
October 1997. Met soul mate. Lots of travel and unexpected
new adventures.”
The Jupiter Return People
Initially I had four Jupiter return people. Unfortunately
the two youngest, a young man and woman, both 23,
dropped out before the end of the survey, leaving me
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wondering what had happened to the rest of their year.
In mid-February the young man had emailed NASA with
an original computing idea - “they replied!” - asked me to
forward details (Jupiter in sixth).
The young woman had become the manager of an up and
coming rock band during February, after having had to fight
hard against a lot of opposition in January to enable her to
capitalise on the opportunity (Jupiter in tenth).
9. Ian, Twelfth House Jupiter - square Neptune in seventh;
no natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing quincunx phase,
both linked with Venus conjunct Mercury.
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This was the only participant who didn’t find January 1997
very difficult. He had a very good month. Mid-January, he
almost proposed to his girlfriend, but had to be “utterly
sure.” So he didn’t. Not long afterwards she married
someone else; this decision was thus very significant in the
light of subsequent events.
The first two weeks of February were the focus of a
tempestuous time building up with his relationship. He
experienced the conjunction weekend as significant. His
partner was away that weekend; there were very strange
events surrounding what looked like her pregnancy but very
quickly turned out not to be, over the period of February 1317. Ian was still wavering over the question of marriage; his
partner also seemed to have a much older suitor who had
declared his intention to marry her, hovering in the wings.
As February ended, a complex and increasingly tense
relationship situation continued, with Ian standing back
from his partner B and the other, older suitor being “right
in there.” Ian was stunned to be told by B in mid-March that
she was going to marry the older man.
Mid-July to mid-October 1997 saw continuing contact with
“a genuinely lovely bunch of new friends” from all over the
world. Ian was very aware of “that serendipity with which
I have been blessed,” at work ”those last few months.” He
reported a period of philosophical reflection and learning
deeply about both the brighter and the darker dimensions
of human nature, and a tying up of loose ends from the
past. In the second week of August the family home for
20 years was sold, and his parents prepared to move to a
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smaller house.
He found the death of Princess Diana and Mother Theresa
very affecting. Then, the day after Diana’s funeral, he had
a call from B, his former girlfriend. She had married her
older suitor in May, and was calling to complain about
her new husband’s erratic behaviour, and to try and make
things all right with Ian.
Uranus direct October 13-15: October 15 was former partner
B’s birthday. Friends’ advice was that it would be hurtful
if Ian didn’t mark the occasion. He sent a card, and on
October 14 did numerology on his, hers and another key
woman’s birth dates. All three came out as 1 for their name
and surname, and 8 for their date of birth! The birthday
card was returned unopened, with an uncharacteristically
terse note from B, inside a bag with her new husband’s
handwriting on it.
Mid-October 1997 to mid-January 1998 described a growing
realisation that “there is always a light at the end… you
cannot exist on hope… you have to act as well… strength
surely comes with recognition of the escapist element.”
He came into a substantial amount of money at the end of
November. Both his parents and his brother moved house
in December. Meeting a girl he really liked, (also a number
8 in numerology) although nothing came of it, helped him
to move on. In December he heard that another ex partner
had been in a bad car crash, and was lucky to survive. The
first two weeks of December were a time of great buoyancy
and hope, culminating in a phone message from B, and a
Christmas card. He was “heartbroken for her, touched in
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my soul by her hope for me.”
Was it a fairly typical, average year? No. A changed work
pattern - away (flying) for days at a time. “If I had not
learned what I had learned, been where I had been, started
on this journey, the year would not have hurt, or meant, as
much as it did.”
10. Janine, Fifth House Jupiter - conjunct Mercury
trine Mars in first, sesquiquadrate Saturn conjunct
Ascendant; no natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing
quincunx phase, both linked with Mercury and Mars.
January 1997 was difficult. With little notice, Janine was
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asked to supervise a student for six weeks. This, and setting
up new student groups, she found stressful. The student
was passive, reluctant to take initiatives. She had to struggle
with her own irritation, and desire to take initiatives for
him, and had to compile a final report for him in February.
During the first two weeks of February, her mother in law
had a triple bypass operation after a major heart attack.
“I felt torn between family pressure and professional
obligations.” Janine felt she neglected her male student,
and that she didn’t provide her husband with the emotional
support he probably needed. She experienced the
conjunction weekend as significant. Her husband’s mother
was discharged home from hospital that weekend after
heart surgery. Janine’s perception was that her whole life
was going to be disrupted from that point on by mother-in
law’s dependence on her and her husband. In the latter part
of February she rang a man with whom she had had an
intense relationship, to be told that he wasn’t available. She
knew this was untrue. Initially aggrieved, Janine then felt
great relief “as if I had cast off a persistent shadow.” Janine
assessed this period as representing a definitive ending and
a promising beginning.
During the period of mid-July to mid-October 1997,
her husband resumed abusing alcohol after 2.5 years’
abstinence.“ This initially caused me to feel something
like despair - then I became resolved not to put up with
this situation yet again.” At the end of September, as her
husband lapsed into his previous pattern of alcohol abuse,
she resolved to take some action. Last time, against her
better judgement, she had stuck around and in the process
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lost a measure of self respect.
Uranus direct October 13-15: not experienced as significant.
In the lead up to the Festive Season she remembered
feeling quite detached, reflecting at times “ this is the last
time I’ll be doing this” as she wrote Christmas cards or put
up familiar decorations. But there was very little emotional
element. She reported feeling as though she was operating
on “automatic pilot.” Early in December she was shocked
to hear that her sister’s marriage was heading for the rocks,
never having suspected there were problems. Her sister
lives in USA.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? Janine provided a clear
and interesting summary of her fourth Jupiter return, with
an accent on the positive facets of her life, but no direct
response to the question about the significance of 1997.
Nor did she disclose whether she and her husband had
separated.
The Saturn People
11. Katya, Twelfth House Saturn - Mars conjunct Saturn
conjunct Moon in twelfth, widely square Neptune in
the eighth; natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: wide applying
opposition linked with Chiron, Asc, Desc and MC.
January 1997 was very difficult. Katya and her partner were
off work due to illness, and staff shortages at work were due
to illness. Faulty equipment at work also meant time off.
(Katya is a dentist.) “I felt the relationship (with her partner)
improving and started to let my guard down. Discovered on
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25th Jan he had been lying re visits to his former partner’s
daughter behind my back. Told him to leave.”
The whole of Katya’s year concerned great difficulties and
adjustments, largely centred round the issue of custody
and access to children and their wellbeing, involving both
her current partner and her ex husband, whom she had left
after having had an affair. As the year went on she became
more able and determined, through conflict, to stand up
for herself and not allow herself to be pushed around by
her husband and his relatives. She signed divorce consent
papers in July. The divorce came through in November. Her
son broke his arm in July. Her partner’s teenage children
came to her house in August for their first weekend with
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their father in 10 years. Her partner’s son ended up in
hospital with a bowel complaint in September.
The bitterness between her and her ex husband increased
throughout the year, with the battlefield being the issue
of how much access he, his new partner, and his family
should have to her two pre-teenage children. There were
some very tempestuous episodes, culminating in her
dumping all the gifts and wedding ring he had given her
during their marriage, on his doorstep in December in
response to extreme provocation on his part. After this their
communication was through solicitors.
Katya experienced the conjunction weekend as being
moderately significant. On Saturday, February 15, she
attended an astrology seminar on the Hubers’ approach to
the Moon’s Nodes, which had been fascinating, and had got
her reflecting seriously on the question of reincarnation.
There was a theme of computer problems running through
the summer and autumn, hardly surprising with Katya’s
Mars, Saturn and the Moon in Aquarius being triggered
by the conjunction! Here are Katya’s own notes: “29th
July - got new astrology programme. Computer broke
down 15th Aug. Monitor broken due to incompetence of
store and service, took 5 weeks to get a replacement. Then
discovered hard drive had gone too. Problems getting this
seen to. Eventually fixed 14th Oct 1997 (Uranus direct).
Felt continually frustrated and jinxed during the period,
especially re computers. Several comments re how unlucky
I was and how ‘that’ had never happened before.”
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Was it a fairly typical, average year? “No. Growing up time.
I feel that so much has happened that sometimes I’m left
thinking ‘was that this year or last year?’ feel that I’m very
much more aware of other people’s behaviour. I’ve become
more concerned about my children and their feelings, and
less concerned about whether my relationship with my
partner will work out or not. I’ve also felt very restless about
my job - not sure about what I want to do.”
12. Lucia, Fifth House Saturn - conjunct South Node, trine
MC, quincunx Uranus conjunct Ascendant, sextile Sun
conjunct Mercury in Sagittarius in fourth; natal JupiterUranus aspect: applying opposition linked with Asc/
Desc axis, Pluto, Chiron, Sat- urn, Nodes , Sun, Mercury,
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and MC/IC axis.
January 1997 was very difficult. A close friend left a
desperately unhappy marriage and turned up on her
doorstep. “I heard of lots of relationship break-ups; began to
panic about my own.” A “nothing” month work wise. (Lucia
is self-employed.)
During the first two weeks of February “my live in partner
after being moody and uncommunicative expressed a desire
for complete and utter personal freedom.” This was utterly
unexpected. He said he was moving out, but wanted the
relationship to continue. (He didn’t leave.) Lucia did not
experience the conjunction weekend as significant.
She experienced feelings of extreme restlessness, felt
like running away from every responsibility, and started
applying for jobs abroad. “The whole of February was
extremely unhappy and unsettled.”
During the period of mid-July to mid-October, major
feelings of antagonism (hatred even) towards a regular
employer built up and finally exploded in the last week
of August. “I threw caution to the wind and pulverised
her - felt a great rush of power - aaargh! I can’t imagine
why I behaved so recklessly - she is the paymaster, after
all.” Curiously, however, she offered Lucia more work than
normal after this outburst. “The issue is down to respect.”
Round about the same time, a close female friend of Lucia’s
confessed that she had dreamt every night of physically
strangling a female friend with whom she’d had a huge
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bust-up. “Violence, it seems, was the order of the day.”
Uranus direct October 13-15: the subject’s response to this
was “Yes, totally and utterly.” this section of her feedback is
included in “Eight experiences of the year.”
Lucia reported November as non eventful, and December as
the month of miscommunication, particularly weeks 3 and
4. A ghastly Xmas day caused her to reflect very seriously on
her relationship with her mother, and the “well of resentful
feelings about her which surfaced at this time.” She took
a major decision that 1998 was to be the year in which
she would stop allowing people to make huge emotional
demands on her. This was accompanied by turmoil in the
relationships concerned, in response to her frankness,
and uncharacteristically dark feelings of deep depression
which had not cleared by the end of January. There was
also disruption and severe upset caused to both her and her
partner when his long-running family feud erupted.
The weekend of January 31 was reported as “really and truly
an ‘expect the unexpected’ time,” with an extraordinary
series of coincidences happening to the subject and her
friends.
Was it a fairly typical, average year? No. “1997 has been a
year where I took far too much on and paid for it dearly. It
felt like everyone was leaning on me and this didn’t let up
for the entire year. I’ve learned that I need to protect my
own emotional well-being in order that I don’t feel totally
sapped What about me? is my phrase for 1998.”
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The Chiron Person
13. Mark, Eleventh House Chiron - widely conjunct
Mercury in eleventh, square Neptune in sixth; natal
Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waxing semisextile linked with
Pluto and Venus.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
feedback and birth chart.
The MC-IC Person
14. Nicholas, MC 6 Taurus-IC 6 Scorpio - squared by
transiting Jupiter-Uranus from sixth, widely opposition
radix Pluto (IC ruler) in twelfth; natal Jupiter-Uranus
aspect: waxing trine, linked with Nodes, Chiron, and
Mars.
See “Eight experiences of the year” for this subject’s
feedback and birth chart.
The North Node People
15. Olive, Second-Third House North Node - opposition
Moon/South Node in eighth-ninth, sextile Mars-Jupiter
in seventh; natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning semisquare linked with the Sun and Asc/Desc axis.
January 1997 was very difficult. There was every possible
delay at work. Workmen didn’t turn up. Every effort to
go ahead with practical ideas (home improvements) was
blocked. Very, very frustrating!
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During the first two weeks of February, she felt more
energetic; very busy at work, more positive. “Clear vision of
what lay ahead one moment. Nothing the next.” Olive did
not experience anything significant of an inner/outer nature
over the weekend of February 15-16. In the last two weeks
of February. “It seemed to happen all around me. My friend
M broke her ankle, and was in constant touch. Her general
health has also broken down. Acquaintances keep phoning
me with health problems, even hospitalisation!”
In July her elder sister opened up enough to let her know
more about her early childhood. These were important
revelations, i.e., Olive’s mother had had a very difficult
birth with her. “We almost didn’t make it!” She had no
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great problems that month, but everyone else seemed
to be bringing theirs. Friend M was never off the phone;
one of her “lows.” Another female friend’s daughter had
an abortion which didn’t go well. A young friend of 27,
pregnant, needed her as a helper and confidante.
“Diana’s death at the end of August affected everyone.”
Olive had a funeral on the same day as Diana’s, and a
wedding in the evening! A major important event occurred
that week. An old family friend, T, turned up out of the blue
desperately needing help. He had been missing from home
since the summer of 95, and looked as though he’d been
sleeping rough; he was dirty and very hungry. He stayed
with Olive and her family for a while. He never talked
about his own family; Olive didn’t press him. In the same
week, “just as I thought I couldn’t get any more surprises” a
former neighbour she hadn’t seen for years appeared out of
nowhere. He was finding things too rough in South Africa,
and looking for a job in Scotland.
Also, Olive’s daughter had just started at university. “I’m
back and fore helping her to settle in... a new and exciting
time for her.”
Uranus direct October 13-15: no feedback given.
Olive reported needing to “reevaluate, move forward and
look at old problems in a different way”as the year drew to
a close. In the first two weeks of December 1997, people
she had not seen for years reappeared suddenly, creating
unforeseen problems, with the people closest to her looking
to her for answers.
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Was it a fairly typical, average year? No. Very much a year
of reevaluating, and more than her fair share of pressure
coming from the outside through people turning to her
for help. “Very disorganised at best, but February 1998
seems to have arrived with a big bang. Now I am organising
myself!”
16. Phoebe, Sixth House North Node - opposition South
Node in twelfth, square Venus-Mercury in the ninth;
natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning semi-square
This is the other of the two participants not resident in
Scotland. See “Eight experiences of the year” for this
subject’s feedback and birth chart.
17. Rhiannon, Third House North Node - opposition South
Node in ninth, square Moon conjunct Venus in sixth; no
natal Jupiter-Uranus aspect: waning semi-square phase,
but out of orb for aspect, both linked to Sun.
January 1997 was very difficult. Very different aspects of
relationship with masculine principle were experienced. On
the one hand, her partner’s adult son’s appreciation of her
maternal role, and home truths to her partner from his son
to which he responded with heavy drinking and an episode
of serious self harm. Then there was a visit from a male
friend of 24 years; usually lovers but not this time. A more
positive encounter than ever as a result.
During the first two weeks of February, Rhiannon
experienced the anniversary of her husband’s death in 1983
more poignantly than in years. She felt the need to make
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space for grieving in a way that she hadn’t for many years.
She couldn’t recall anything of particular significance over
the conjunction weekend.
February was full of grief in relation to her husband’s death
plus feelings of stress brought on by demands made by
several young adults, a dear friend’s hospitalisation, and her
partner not taking responsibility for his actions.
1997 was a year of attending international conferences, the
first on July 11. This was a very positive experience, after
which she planned to attend a conference in England in
September 1997. In the week of July 14 came the news that
that an old friend had died whilst on holiday. He had been
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a friend of her husband’s, and his death released an anger
for her that she believed had been held in her since the
loss of her husband. “The period from June to October has
been very powerful for me - both long awaited inner shifts
and changes, as well as an abundance of new experiences
and encounters away from home that have enriched my life
personally and professionally.”
Uranus direct October 13-15: On 14, she clearly decided to
terminate her current therapeutic relationship. Half way
through the session the next day, she changed her mind.
January 1998, during which she went to the USA, was of
great significance for Rhiannon. She went without her
partner, having decided that “it would be a journey for ME.”
She attended a major therapy conference for a week, made
some deep new contacts, had very powerful experiences,
“brought together my Scottish and American selves.”
She then revisited two men who had been central to her
emerging sexuality as a young woman 25 years before. This,
too was very positive and affirming. Finally, she went to see
her sisters.
Has it been a fairly typical, average year? Here are
Rhiannon’s own words: “A lot of what I struggled with in
1997 had to do with bringing aspects of myself back into
the light of day and breathing fresh life into them. These
are aspects intimately connected to my essence - spiritually
and sexually. Most of 1997, in Glasgow, had mainly to do
with introducing these aspects to others. Especially others
in my professional life. My experience of January 1998 saw
the integration happen.
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Despite their earlier difficulties, by the year’s end her
partner had played an important positive role in this
process. So to sum up, 1997 came in like a brutal
nightmare, that I struggled with for months, and went out
(in January 1998) like a dream come true!!”
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Appendix IV
Additional Research Material
Participants’ Observations of World Affairs 1997-2001
In all four questionnaires I included questions on
participants’ perceptions of the unusualness or otherwise
of world affairs during the periods 1997-98, 1999-2001,
and 1997-2001. I used four categories: Very much so,
Moderately so, Mildly so, Not at all, and invited them to
tick the most appropriate category in rating whether they
perceived these times as out of the ordinary or not.
With the exception of two “moderately so’s,” everyone in the
survey ticked “very much so” for all the collective questions
in all four questionnaires. I also invited comments on what
participants thought were the most significant events.
Responses here were mostly sketchy, with the majority
of respondents giving no response beyond ticking the
appropriate categories. It will come as no great surprise that
the event most frequently mentioned as most significant for
1997-98 was the death of Princess Diana. For 1999-2001, it
was the September 11, 2001 attack on New York.
I considered including all the (anonymous) raw data and
questionnaires in an appendix, but decided against that
because it would have doubled the length, weight and
expense of the book. However, any reader who wishes to
delve more into the raw, unprocessed research need only
contact me to obtain copies.
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Appendix V
Mary, Dolly, & Andi - ‘O Brave New World?’
[This article was first published in the May 2001 issue of
Realta, then in the Mercury Direct section of The Mountain
Astrologer, June/July 2001.]
In a mere four years, humanity has taken unique,
irrevocable steps into a brave new world. In February 1997
Dolly, the first cloned animal, was announced. On January
11th 2001, we were introduced to Andi, a delightful baby
rhesus macaque monkey who is the world’s first genetically
modified primate.1
Andi is a reverse acronym for inserted DNA. In his case,
a glow-in-the dark green dye gene from a jellyfish was
inserted via a virus into a monkey egg which was then
fertilised in vitro. Out of 126 embryos thus created, just
three monkeys were born alive - only Andi carries the extra
gene throughout his body.
There is a very mixed reaction to Andi’s birth. Optimism
regarding medical breakthroughs which might follow, is
set against great alarm that we are moving ever deeper
into dangerously questionable physical, ethical and moral
territory. It seems an appropriate time to look at what’s
going on astrologically, as technological advances turn
science fiction into reality with bewildering speed.
1 The Independent, January 12, 2001, and Time magazine, January 22,
2001
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Saturn Square Uranus - the Old Order Versus the New
A major pattern dominating the heavens right now is the
square between Saturn in Taurus and Uranus in Aquarius.
This pattern began to build in summer 1998, peaked in
summer and late autumn 1999, early summer 2000, and
after its current period of potency will be on the wane by
summer 2001.
Saturn in Taurus respects tradition and is resistant to
change in the fabric of things; if it moves at all, it does so
slowly. Uranus in Aquarius is anarchic, arrogant, disruptive,
innovative, fast - loving change for its own sake, bringing
stunning breakthroughs in science and technology. Saturn
in Taurus holds firm to the past; Uranus in Aquarius
heralds the future.
As we advance into exciting times, full of unique
possibilities and threats, the area causing most disquiet is
that of genetic manipulation of the natural world. Andi is a
primate, shares 98 percent of our DNA and looks like us.
Will genetic modification of human beings come next?
As I write this article, the answer to that question looks like
yes. It was announced in the week ending 24th February
2001 that the first attempt to clone a human baby “will
begin next month in a secret location in the US.”2 An
American couple have apparently paid an organisation
called Clonaid £300,000 to attempt to “recreate” their dead
baby son.
2 The Week, issue February 24, 2001
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Enter Dr Frankenstein
In mid-February 1997 Saturn and Uranus were reasonably
amicable partners in a unique pattern: a five planet crucible
formed in the heavens around the “discovery duo” Jupiter
and Uranus, who met in the sky at five degrees 55 minutes
of Aquarius - Saturn at that point was in a sextile aspect
to both. Out of this crucible came Dolly the sheep. Time
magazine’s 1997 Annual described thus the Scottish
scientist who had created Dolly: “Dr Frankenstein wore a
wool sweater and a baggy parka… Dr Ian Wilmut, the first
man to conceive fully formed life from adult body parts
since Mary Shelley’s mad scientist. Wilmut may not look
the part of Frankenstein, or God the Father - but he played
it.”3
Mary Shelley - a seer in our midst?
It is a remarkable fact that Mary Shelley, born in 1797, wrote
her masterpiece Frankenstein when she was only nineteen.
Her horoscope is fascinating.
Saturn (limits, separation) rises in Cancer (home, family,
mother), square Venus conjunct Chiron in Libra, (wounds
through relationship). This poignantly signifies her own
inner loneliness and brutal losses of loved ones, and the
sensitive, alienated Monster in Frankenstein who longed for
nothing more than the solace of human companionship,
but was doomed by his creator’s rejection of him to terrible
loneliness.
3 From the Science (Biology) section of Time magazine’s Time Annual
1997 The Year in Review, Time Books, 1998, p. 116
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Pluto conjuncts an Aquarian MC, its ruler and Pluto’s
dispositor Uranus conjunct Mary’s fourth house Virgo
Sun. This squares a twelfth house North Node in Gemini
opposite a sixth house Sagittarian Moon. These significators
evoke the unconventional, restless masculine spirit in Mary,
whose personal life and writing defied the mores of her
time.
From them we can also visualise the questing, brilliant,
hubristic Dr Frankenstein. Unfettered either by moral
concerns or self-doubt, he took on the role of Creator in his
ruthless pursuit of scientific progress - paying a terrible,
terrible price. His rejected Monster took revenge by
slaughtering Frankenstein’s loved ones.
The story is a myth which speaks powerfully to us now of
what may befall us, if we are foolish enough to disrupt too
much the subtle and delicate balance of nature.
Ripples to the Far Future...
One of the great fascinations of astrology lies in its ability
to show meaningful links between people and events
connected to them. Mary Shelley has been dead since
1851. But her contemporary relevance as the author of
Frankenstein means that key parts of her horoscope
continue to link in a significant way with the unfolding
pattern of events since 1997 concerning cloning and
genetic engineering.
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Mary and Dolly
Dolly’s world debut in mid-February 1997 reminded us all
of Mary’s warning in Frankenstein - the synastry between
Mary and Dolly is stunning. Dolly’s name was initially to be
Mary, after Frankenstein’s creator.4
Dolly’s first house Pluto at 0o Sagittarius falls in Mary’s sixth
house, in last quarter waning square to Mary’s Pluto/MC.
This indicates arrival at a major stage in the outworking
of what Mary wrote about with such relevance nearly 200
years ago, concerning the impact of science on the fabric of
life.
Dolly has a grand cross in cardinal signs, mirroring Mary’s
angular cardinal T-square. Those mutual patterns occur in
almost the same degrees of the Zodiac. Saturn in Cancer
square Venus conjunct Chiron in Libra (Mary), and Sun in
Cancer t-squaring Saturn opposite Chiron in Libra (Dolly),
poignantly call forth what they both have in common:
motherlessness. Mary’s mother died ten days after her birth.
Dolly is an artificial creation, born not from a womb but
cloned from cells taken from a sheep’s udder.
Dolly’s Venus conjunct Mars in Gemini, square her Pisces
Moon, falls on Mary’s twelfth house Gemini North Node,
with her Moon in Mary’s tenth house. Dolly’s square
provides a vivid image of the artificial separation of the
incarnation and growth process shown by the Moon, life’s
container, from the sexual meeting of male and female
4 From Peter Clarke’s Diary, Sunday Times, November 30, 1997
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shown by the Venus-Mars conjunction.
Its links with Mary’s twelfth House Node in the writer’s
sign of Gemini, square Uranus and Mercury in Virgo,
are intriguing. This suggests that Mary’s destiny was to
cast upon the waters of the collective unconscious, via her
writing, a warning about the disruptive impact of science
on the rhythms of nature in the far future. Such prescience
has long been recognised as the gift of creative artists of
genius, be they painters, musicians or writers. This warning
surfaced in a major way in the form of Dolly the Sheep.
To reinforce the point, Dolly’s Virgo MC links with Mary’s
Mars-Sun-Uranus conjunction.
Life after Dolly… more boldly go-ing!
The ninth house and Jupiter, its associated planet, are
highly relevant to authorship. The ninth is the house of
“meaning-making” - conceptualising, sending opinions and
beliefs out into the world, offering education. Mary’s ninth
house has the sign Aquarius on its cusp. This indicates that
what she formulated and sent out is futuristic and scientific:
indeed she is regarded as the founder of the science fiction
genre.
The degree of this cusp (Placidus) is five degrees and
43 minutes of Aquarius - a highly sensitive point in the
Zodiac, therefore, in relation to the future of scientific
discovery from Mary Shelley’s vision of how it might be.
This sensitivity was reinforced in February 1997 with
the meeting of Jupiter and Uranus at five degrees and 55
minutes of Aquarius, coinciding with Dolly’s appearance.
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By July 1998, Saturn and Uranus were moving from their
relatively benign 1997 locations in Aries (pioneering spirit)
and Aquarius (innovation) into the position of tension and
conflict in which they now find themselves. Excitement
which had been palpable throughout the many scientific
breakthroughs of 1997 began to give way to a strong sense
that humanity is perhaps being rushed too fast along the
road to the future.
From the birth of Dolly onwards, the planet Uranus has
been travelling through Mary Shelley’s ninth house. Almost
every month since then has brought news of further
advances in the fast-moving world of genetic manipulation.
It is approaching a conjunction with her Aquarian MC as a
bemused world digests the news of Andi’s birth.
This conjunction is exact for the first time next spring
2002, also conjuncting Mary’s Pluto, the planet of power,
death and rebirth in the scientific sign of Aquarius. Watch
the papers! Uranus does not complete its traverse of Mary
Shelley’s MC conjunct Pluto until the start of 2004. Mary’s
vision of a far future in which the unchanging structure
of our bodies and the physical world (Saturn in Taurus) is
radically altered by the manipulation of science (Uranus
in Aquarius) may herald particularly potent and disruptive
new shocks and surprises during that period, taking us even
further into a Brave New World.
The Last Word from Neptune
The planet Neptune (dreams, fantasies, the universal
sea, longing for Divine connection, for perfection) has
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been in the sign of Aquarius (human brother/sisterhood,
innovation, scientific discovery) since 1998. Neptune
amongst many things speaks of the way fashions, ideas,
beliefs and discoveries ripple out like sea currents, touching
everyone, everywhere.
On 11th January 2001, the day Andi5 was announced to
the world, the planet Neptune was at five degrees and
43 minutes of Aquarius, exactly to the minute on Mary
Shelley’s ninth house cusp. This is a stunning piece of
synchronicity. How do we interpret it? The long traverse
of Neptune through Mary’s Aquarian ninth house which
has now begun, could be seen as a metaphor for the slow,
inexorable consequences of what she foresaw seeping into
every facet of human life, radically altering it forever.
An image arises of Mary Shelley, standing alone on the
shoreline of her imagination and her dreams, calling out a
message to the far future like the Oracle in ancient times.
Dolly’s and Andi’s births are like echoes of that message
returning. Are we projecting the Divine onto science now?
Will it bring us the perfection and the immortality we long for?
Data
Mary Shelley, August 30, 1797, London, 11:20 p.m. L.T.
Source: father William Godwin’s journal - he was present at
her birth.
Dolly the Sheep, July 5 1996, Roslyn Institute near
Edinburgh, 5:00 p.m. L.T. Source: Gina Kolata “Clone,”
Allen Lane, The Penguin Press London 1997, p. 3.
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Appendix VI
Participants’ Feedback
Claire (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal Sun
in third house)
When I re-read my own section, it brought back so clearly
the feelings and thoughts of the time; but reflection, not
only of the individual chart dynamics and life experiences,
but also the wider astrological impact historically and
in current times, gives me a wider understanding of my
personal journey (or even destiny) which was hidden during
the transits. Astrolological theory is directly linked through
personal experience. This study exemplifies the bringing
together of such theory and the reality for individual and
global change. I think it is even more stimulating to read
it now (Oct 2005).Your insights have confirmed much of
the events of the past 5 years! Have you ever read Philip K
Dick’s book Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? which
was the basis for the Bladerunner film? See page 20 in your
book.
Well done, I look forward to reading this again and again as
I have newinsights every time I read it.
Barbara (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
Sun in eighth house)
Thank you for sending this to me. I’m honoured! What a
piece of work this is Anne!… I found the feedback from
all the participants frighteningly intertwined… when I
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first started reading through the Nine Lives, I was struck
by the way the others told their stories… When looking
at their replies I had a scary feeling of now that’s how it
made ME feel, but they’ve expressed it in a much better
way. The turmoil running through everyone’s lives was
very evident… things like family illness, marriage break ups
and addressing career choices were all, in my view, reading
along the same lines. Spooky or what!
Georgia (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
Venus in seventh house)
This type of research is essential to the credibility of
Astrology and is immensely valuable to us as reflective
individuals.
Before, I felt like a lone climber navigating a challenging
mountain. Reading others’ accounts gave me a new
perspective. It was so striking to see that, despite all our
different lives, the dynamic, groundbreaking impact of
Jupiter Uranus energy was evident at the core of all our
experience from 1997 to 2001. Suddenly, I was afforded the
opportunity to look outwards and see that my mountain
was in fact part of a range with a climber on each peak… all
progressing at different paces and with different levels of
experience, but heading in the same direction.
It shows us that whatever happens in our lives… no matter
how “singled out” we feel by life’s experiences… nothing is
in isolation. We are all connected.
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Katya (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
Saturn-Moon in twelfth house)
Thank you for sending me a copy of your book. The
sections on Jupiter and Uranus, the cycles and the historical
background along with collective life during 1997/1998
were interesting reading, and certainly thought provoking.
I especially enjoyed reading the other participants’ life
experiences and was amazed at the common themes
running through, especially rerelationships. These certainly
reflected the essence of a Jupiter-Uranus conjunction
in aspect to personal planets or points in the charts.
Personally, looking back at the issues that I was dealing with
in 1997/1998 I could see how they were repeated in 1999.
It certainly took until 2001 until I could see that I was on
a different level, having much more confidence in myself
and my abilities and not requiring to be in a co-dependent
relationship any longer. Uranus has given me this freedom
to be myself. Life begins at 40 so they say!!!
Mark (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
Chiron in tenth house)
Congratulations on the forthcoming publication, and many
thanks for sending me a pre-publication copy. It is a very
impressive and wide-ranging work which really shows the
scope of astrology from macro to micro - ‘mundane’ is
just too mundane (!) a word to describe the exciting trends
you identify in relation to the broadest manifestations of
Jupiter-Uranus cycles, and the personal testimonies, whilst
impressively diverse, illustrate, with clarity, the plight of the
individual in dealing with these powerful energies. With
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hindsight, I still see that period as being a watershed year of
life-changing significance. It was an honour to be included
in your study and good luck for the publication.
Nicholas (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 in sixth house
square natal MC-IC)
As you know, Anne, I haven’t kept up my studies so a lot of
the astrology is now beyond me. Nevertheless, it is striking
to see how pivotal so many of your respondents found
February 1997 to be. Looking back from the perspective of
more than six years, it’s now possible to see how pivotal it
was for me personally.
Phoebe (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
North Node in sixth house)
The research in this book is extremely rich with detailed
case histories providing personal experiences that have been
related to the movements of Jupiter and Uranus and so
the book’s contents provide a treasure trove of insight into
the possible impact that these planets may have upon us at
critical points in our lives. I was very pleased to take part
in the research and recommend the results as important
reading for all people seriously interested in astrology and
in progressing the search for our understanding of its
implications for our lives and characters.
Lucia (Jupiter-Uranus February 1997 conjunct natal
Saturn in fifth house)
Author’s Note: Lucia’s pioneering work, in releasing the
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creativity of a group of deprived inner city youngsters
when Uranus turned direct on the 5 Aquarius Hot Spot
in mid-October 1997, provided the bridge in the research
between personal and collective experience. These are her
comments:
Reading the book was quite overwhelming. To see my
own experiences of the Jupiter-Uranus energies of that
time reflected back, time and again, through that of the
other participants, was strangely comforting. Although it
made me feel like an even tinier dot in the middle of a vast
cosmos, it has brought me to an awareness of the other little
specks in my immediate surroundings. It’s like a cosmic
game of ”join the dots”! In much the same way as the
ancients saw pictures and omens in the sky and struggled
to make meaning from them, this talented writer has done
the job for us! It is a thorough and exacting piece of work
and Ms. Whitaker is to be commended for her immensely
valuable contribution to astrological literature.
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